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ABSTRACT
THE PERCEPTIONS OF EX- SCIENCE TEACHERS OF THE MOST ESSENTIAL ASPECT OF
SCIENCE TO BE TAUGHT IN SOMALI SECONDARY SCHOOLS
SEPTEMBER 1992
SAEED OSMAN FAHIA, B.S., SOMALI NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
M.S., EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Leverne Thelen
In Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science
teacher education program the science curriculum is organized and taught
under difficult conditions. The problem of selecting an effective
program has not been adequately addressed. Science is taught directly
to students as content knowledge and the way science is taught is the
legacy of two educational systems, the colonial and the Koranic. The
Somali secondary level schools further lack systematic curriculum
development and tradition and experience in science teaching. The
researcher in this study investigated through a literature review what,
of all the science content that could be taught, is most essential to be
taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science
teacher education program. As a result of the literature review it was
concluded this most essential science content, the "essence of science,"
is "science as a way of knowing."
The researcher further investigated through a survey questionnaire
and an in-depth interview authored by the researcher and through a
Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS) developed by Kimball (1967) the
vi
perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex- science teachers who are
now in North America regarding the following issues:
(a) The most essential aspect of science that should be part of every
secondary school science course;
(b) the most essential science content for a secondary science teacher
education program in an African country like Somalia;
(c) the most important goals for the teaching of science at the
secondary school level;
(d) the most desirable consequences of science instruction at the
secondary school level and in the secondary science teacher education
program; and
(e) the nature of science.
In the study it was concluded that there was a mismatch between these
perceptions of the Somali ex- science teachers and what was revealed in
the literature review as the essence of science, science as a way of
knowing
.
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CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Introduction
In a typical science class in the secondary schools of Somalia,
the teacher attempts to transmit to students in the time allotted as
much knowledge of science as possible. The students, on the other hand,
try their best to learn by rote as much of that knowledge as they can.
In most cases, that knowledge is used by the student to write answers to
examination questions or to solve pencil -and-paper problems. Odhiambo
(1972) contends that learning by rote is one of the major "short-
comings" of science education in Africa. This researcher^, in agreement
with Odhiambo, makes these evaluations from his personal experience as a
student and teacher in secondary schools and in the secondary teacher
education program of Somalia; his observations of the teaching of other
Somali teachers; and from his recollections of conversations with other
Somali teachers who worked with him in either the secondary schools or
in the science teacher education program of the College of Education of
Somali National University (SNU)
.
The science instruction that takes place in Somali schools is the
product of the legacies from two educational systems: the colonial and
Koranic. The legacy from the colonial educational systems is that
science is passed directly from teacher to students as concepts,
theories, skills, and laws. The only really significant deviation of
the present educational system from the science education taught during
1. In this study, when used, the term researcher refers to
the author of
this dissertation.
the colonial era is that the language of science instruction has changed
from Italian and English to Somali. The legacy from the Koranic
education, on the other hand, is that knowledge should be memorized so
that it would be remembered for appropriate occasions. That the
influence of Koranic education in the government -sponsored educational
system is significant is highlighted by the fact that most primary
schools in Somalia do not admit young children who have not had one or
two years of Koranic training.
A general question about science education in Somalia, then, is
whether or not a method of teaching in which the teacher passes directly
to his students the scientific knowledge which is the object of the
course, and requires the student to memorize that same information, is a
way of teaching science that is appropriate. In this study, the
researcher takes the view that the way in which science is taught in
Somali schools by passing content knowledge directly from teacher to
student, is inappropriate. The researcher argues that the consequences
of such a way of science teaching on students contradicts the best
understanding of science. Science, it will be argued, is best
determined by examining its nature, that is, how scientists work and
think, how scientific knowledge is generated, the values of science, the
power and limitations of science, and how the "products" of science,
that is, the theories, laws, principles, concepts and definitions,
relate to science.
In general, this researcher will argue that the science
instruction which takes place in Somali schools could be criticized
for
some of the shortcomings for which science instruction
in the United
2
states is criticized (Hawes, 1979)^ or, if anything, the criticism would
be even more on the mark if directed toward science instruction in
Somalia. Schools in Somalia focus on the "products" of science to the
almost total exclusion of the so-called "processes" of science and may
do this much more exclusively than is done in the United States. The
thesis that the criticism of science instruction in one country may
apply to the science instruction in another is based on the following
assumptions: (1) That the broad goals of science instruction are similar
throughout the world; (2) that what represents good science instruction
in one country represents good science instruction in another; and (3)
that the differences in science instruction between countries are more a
matter of degree than that, in general, the way science is taught is
intrinsically different in one country than in another. That others
most likely shared these views in the past is probably attested to by
the attempted widespread adaptation, to the Third World underdeveloped
countries, of the science curriculum materials developed for Western,
technologically- advanced countries
.
In the United States, on the other hand, reports show that science
is not taught nearly as effectively as it is believed it should be
(College Board, 1990; Cawley, Springen, Hager & Barret, 1990). The 1988
Science Report Card (Mullis & Jenkins, 1988) released by the Educational
Testing Service reported that "the content and structures of school
science are generally incongruent with the ideals of the scientific
enterprise" (p. 20). For example, the report showed that only one-third
of the seventh graders and slightly more than half of the eleventh
2. Hawes did not in particular compare science education in
Somalia to
that in the United States, however, his depiction of the science
education in African countries like Somalia indicated such a
contrast.
3
graders stated that they were asked to hypothesize or interpret data in
their science class at least on a weekly basis. Similarly, 60 percent
of the seventh graders and 41 percent of the eleventh graders said that
they never had to write the results of science experiments. However,
the authors of the 1988 Science Report Card recognized an improvement in
the three age levels assessed (third, seventh and eleventh grades)
compared to same age levels from the 1986 Science Report Card . At the
same time, some in the United States would like to make science teaching
in schools more effective to maintain America's "preeminence in
commerce, industry, science and technological innovation” (College
Board, 1990, p. 6). The fulfillment of this vision seems to be somewhat
diluted by the intense competition in scientific innovations from other
industrialized nations.
The science instruction that goes on in Somali schools could be
considered even more ineffective than the science instruction in U.S.
schools. The main goal of making the science teaching in Somali schools
more effective is to help the Somalis improve their lives and to survive
in the environment in which they live. If this fails, the failure is
indeed a tragedy. For example, among the plights many Somali people
have to survive on an almost daily basis are those of disease and
periodic famine. These plights are directly related to the lifestyles
of much of the population (about SOX) which is primarily nomadic, in
which people move from one area to another with their livestock. This
lifestyle is becoming untenable these days because of the widespread
desertification going on in Somalia's rangelands. Alternative ways of
surviving in this relatively unfriendly environment just do not exist
for a large proportion of the Somali people. The science instruction
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offered in Somali schools could be considered ineffective because it
does not address the problems of the Somali people in their environment
and aid them in the effective use and preservation of their resources.
Science should be of use to the Somali people in ways important to
their culture and lifestyle. Upon assessing the issues and problems of
greatest concern, the next step would involve the determination of what
science can contribute to the resolution of these problems. However,
science, extremely useful within the very narrow range of events for
which it is the very best source of information, does not at all provide
the critical beliefs for which people are literally willing to live and
die. For example, through science the Somali people might get the
information they need on how to reverse desertification, how to farm
arid lands, or how to modernize fishing, but it is from other aspects of
their culture that they are provided the vision, the desire or the will
to implement the needed change. Through science, the Somali nomads can
get fairly reliable information that a certain way of life under a given
set of conditions is going to be destructive to the Somali environment.
Through science, these same nomads can come to understand the conditions
in the past that led to desertification, disease, and famine. In light
of these explanations the Somali people could devise ways of best
rehabilitating traditional rangelands, combating or just weathering the
periodic famines or overcoming certain rampant diseases. But it is
from their other beliefs that the Somali people receive the critical
input that determines whether or not needed changes are going to be
implemented, or in fact, even whether such changes seem desirable.
Any disparity in the effectiveness of science instruction in the
secondary schools in Somalia compared to that in the United States could
5
possibly be explained by the following circumstances in the Somali
schools: (a) Somali schools have no extensive tradition of teaching
science beyond the science teaching started by the colonial
administrations; (b) science in Somali schools does not enjoy from
Somali society the general acceptance and the considerable support
accorded it by American society; (c) the Somali educational system
emphasizes memorization; (d) the class size of certain secondary schools
in Somalia is very large (more than 60 students) such that science
teachers cannot give the individual attention students need; and (e)
Somali schools lack adequate physical and laboratory resources and
funding. In reference to the last point, (e)
,
Somali students usually
do not have access to science textbooks or to commonplace things like
eye droppers, rulers, scales, weights or even such American throw-away
items as empty plastic containers, spools, shower curtain magnets, and
glass bottles. Too frequently in the United States such items end up in
a sanitary landfill but in Somalia they could be used in teaching
science through everyday items.
In keeping with the Koranic and colonial traditions, the science
content in secondary schools and science teacher education programs of
Somalia is taught from science textbooks which are written by subject
specialists. Actually this is in keeping with the recommendations of
the best curriculum theorists. Tyler (1949) contended that the study of
the suggestions of subject matter specialists is one of the key sources
of educational objectives. However, in Somalia those subject
specialists are not highly trained and their recommendations for the
science to be taught emanate only from their perspective. Actually,
the
suggestions of subject matter specialists constitute only one of three
6
such sources, the other two being, according to Tyler (1949), the
suggestions derived from the study of the needs of the contemporary
society and from the study of what students are like. In most cases the
Somali science specialists prepare the science content that is to be
taught by translating into the Somali language the content in science
textbooks from other countries and mixing it with examples and problems
pertinent to the Somali environment.
In the past, it has apparently been assumed that mimicking the
science instruction occurring in a developed Western nation like the
United States is a satisfactory practice for determining what and how
science should be taught in underdeveloped Third World countries. This
despite the fact that science teaching practice as it occurs in
classrooms in the United States has not been much influenced by the
research and theory regarding the science curriculum (Goodlad, 1979).
Tradition, it is argued, has largely been the sole determiner of science
content with whatever changes occurring being clearly the result of
scientific advances or the effort over time to make the science
curriculum more palatable to a changed student population. In 1879,
when Harvard University broke tradition and decided to accept a science
course, meteorology, for admission requirements, the study of science in
secondary schools was largely restricted to a study of science as
reflected in its theories, laws, hypotheses, concepts, and definitions
(Rosen, 1958). For example, Goodlad (1990) in a relatively recent
report concluded that criticisms directed at schools are very similar to
what they had been 50 years earlier. In this study, one of the three
determiners of science curriculum, the recommendations of subject matter
specialists, will be examined, the most essential science content
will
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be identified, and from a study of the literature a model of the most
essential science content will be developed. Hereafter, the most
essential science content will be identified as the "essence" of
science
.
In this study, in accordance with the perspective that the subject
matter of a discipline is a most important source in secondary science
curriculum building, it is argued that the "essence" of the discipline
of science can best be determined by examining the nature of science.
Further, it is argued that of the nature of science, the content most
essential is "science as a way of knowing" and that science content
stripped of an understanding of and an appreciation of this element is
not science at all, or, at best, offers a mistaken or distorted view of
science
.
This follows in the footsteps of earlier investigations in the
United States on the importance of the nature of science (Kimball, 1967;
Herron, 1971; Anderson, Harty & Samuel, 1986; Cobern, 1989) and
curriculum development (Caring 6t Sund, 1980) . In science teacher
preparation programs
,
which is one of the two primary concerns of this
study, similar views are maintained. Of science's vast array of
concepts, theories, attitudes, laws, skills, and applications from which
to choose, the prospective science teachers as future decision makers
are expected to sharpen their perception of the content of science and
should know what should be given priority
.
The experience of African countries like Somalia is that there are
big problems in science education and little time and money to
solve
them. Therefore, the prioritization of what things are to be
done and
how they can be done is of utmost importance. It is argued
in this
8
study that one priority for Somalia should be the incorporation of the
most important aspect of science in the science curricula of the
secondary schools and in the secondary science teacher education
program.
Chosen as the focus of this study is science content and the
implications of its nature for the secondary science curriculum and for
science teacher education programs in an African country like Somalia.
It is often assumed, quite erroneously, that science curriculum should
consist primarily of its theories, laws, principles, and concepts and,
at some levels, even its skills, e.g., observing, inferring,
hypothesizing, etc. The theories, laws, concepts, and skills are part
of science content and an important part, but not necessarily its
essence or the most important element that a student can learn of
science. It would seem to this researcher that if one really
understands science, as with any other concept to be taught, one should
be able to discriminate science from non-science, better science from
poorer science, and one should understand its strengths and limitations,
i.e., know when best to employ a scientific perspective or one of its
competing ways of knowing. Richard Feynman (1969), a Nobel Prize winner
in physics, observed that many things taught in schools as science are
not really science. He illustrated that argument with two activities
that are important to the teaching of science, but which are not, in
themselves, science. Feynman observed that the activity of changing
Fahrenheit temperature to Celsius and the names we apply to things,
important as they are, are not really science.
Science as a way of knowing appears to be a relatively new
addition to the language describing science. Wirth (1991), however, at
9
a New England college, has taught a course, "Ways of Science," for
about dozen years and the course is concluded by comparing and
contrasting science, art, and religion as ways of knowing. Hazen and
Trefil (1991) also relate science and other ways of knowing as
complementary aspects of explaining the universe. They maintain that
science as a way of knowing is the explanation of natural phenomena and
the drawing of conclusions about knowledge and the nature of things
through a way acceptable to scientists. Scientists draw conclusions and
explain scientific phenomena, therefore science as a way of knowing
refers to how scientists work and think and how scientific knowledge is
generated. Shapiro (1986) explained science as a "long search" that
does not insist on "an immediate answer" (p. 313), hinting at science as
a way of knowing. He discussed science thus:
When we treat each new observation and theory with
skepticism, retaining our doubt until it has passed the test
of experience, and then place it alongside our other
acquisitions with the care of a collector who has acquired a
valued object after a long search, then we can experience
the joy of science, it is the joy rather than an insistence
on an immediate answer that will be our reward... (p. 313)
With science as a way of knowing, the emphasis is not on the conclusions
or generalizations reached, but on how the conclusions or
generalizations were reached.
This researcher maintains that science as a way of knowing is a
most necessary and absolutely essential aspect of science courses taught
in secondary schools and the science teacher education programs in an
African country like Somalia. In both kinds of institutions, the
learners could develop appreciation for what science is by overcoming
their personal suspicion of and antagonism toward science
that might
have resulted from their culture or components of their
culture. In the
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have resulted from their culture or components of their culture. In the
process, the learners could also learn to think like scientists as well
as acquire detailed knowledge of basic scientific "facts" and "the
unifying theories of natural science" (Wirth, 1991, p. 248). The
necessity of teaching science as a way of knowing in science teacher
education programs, besides other useful outcomes, arises from the fact
that these programs prepare teachers for teaching in secondary schools.
It is necessary that students in such programs should both understand
and appreciate the most essential aspect of science to be taught in
schools
.
Statement of the Problem
Science is taught directly to the students as content knowledge in
secondary level schools and in the secondary science teacher education
program in Somalia. This appears to have resulted in an ineffective
science curriculum. However, curriculum innovations that have involved
extensive change have not been a panacea. Jansen (1989) acknowledges
that curriculum innovations that have been attempted in Africa have
largely failed. The problem being investigated in this study concerns
what, of all the science content that could be taught, is most essential
to be taught
.
To depict this problem in its proper perspective the researcher
presents in the following pages:
(a) The curriculum approaches attempted in African schools;
(b) Science education in Somalia;
(c) The main indicator of the failure of the science curriculum
approaches attempted in African schools; and
11
(d) The hypothesized causes of the failure of the curriculum approaches
attempted in African schools.
Curriculum Approaches in African Schools
The curriculum approaches utilized in Africa have been mainly
driven by concern for nation building (Thompson, 1981). An attempt has
been made to use the curriculum for political, cultural, and economic
ends in pursuit of national development. It has been used politically
to Increase national unity as well as political participation among
diverse sections of African nations
. It has been used culturally to
bring some of the cultures of the different tribes in these nations into
the classroom. And it has been used economically to train manpower with
technical skills and scientific attitudes. From independence until the
present, the curriculum approaches have been implemented in order to
develop the nation and bring it together. This means that a change was
expected in the attitudes of the students and then in the nation as a
whole. This quest for change was aptly described by Nyrere when he
said, "Africa needs change and change has to start somewhere" (Thompson,
1981, p. 72). The somewhere where most African countries have felt is
the most practical place to initiate change has been in the schools.
The curriculum approaches experienced by African countries could
be neatly divided into the following three categories (Jansen, 1989):
The Africanization of the curriculum, experimentation with external
curriculum models, and development of critical curriculum models. These
three curriculum approaches and their influence on science curriculum in
Africa are presented in the following pages. However, the external
3. Urch (1992) listed "education for national unity" as one of
five
major "concerns" of formal education in Africa (p. 1).
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curriculum models are presented in more detail than the other two,
because the science curriculum in African schools was mainly influenced
by external curriculum models in comparison to the Africanization of the
curriculum and the development of critical curriculum models.
Africanization of Curriculum
The Africanization of curriculum in different African countries
involved one or more of the following activities: Taking stock of the
possible curriculum alternatives and deciding on priorities; planning
for preservation of a local culture through the school system; gearing
the curriculum towards national development; and Africanizing the
curriculum through the Africanization of the educational staff in
schools. Urch (1967) defined the Africanization of curriculum to mean;
"The idea that education should be first adapted to the African
environment and then move people toward economic and political ends
determined by the government" (p. 243).
In the first years of independence, curriculum developers in
Africa wrote new programs of study and new textbooks. However, there
was little qualitative change from the content and concepts of the
colonial curriculum, though the content was expanded using examples and
imagery from the local environment and culture. As an example of what
was happening, in the first seminar on basic science teaching organized
for African universities in 1962 in Rabat, Morocco, the superimposition
of local conditions on science curricula was emphasized. The seminar
recommended
:
this basic training should be inspired and guided by
local conditions. In writing textbooks, authors should take
care and use a language that will appeal to the students'
imagination. In other words, scientific concepts should be
13
reformulated using analogies and images on local nature and
culture (UNESCO, 1964, p. 10).
However, Odhiambo (1972) argued against this kind of reformulation
of scientific concepts. He contended that it is not meaningful to
execute an "Africanization of science" that means Africanizing science
concepts and the science content. Odhiambo further contended that
Africans should not try to transplant to their schools science curricula
developed for other societies. He maintained that Africans will fail in
their pursuit of "teaching meaningful science" to African children if
they implement an Africanization of science curriculum which denotes the
changing of names of people and places to African names, or in
substituting African plants and animals for foreign plants and animals.
Odhiambo asserted:
The grave situation will certainly not be ameliorated by
simply Africanizing the science content of school curricula.
If by Africanization we mean the substitution of African
plants and animals for foreign plants and animals, and
alteration of place names, of historical figures, and so on,
in teaching materials meant for other lands and other
cultures, then we most probably fail in our attempt to teach
meaningful science to African children. If, again, what is
meant is to Africanize the concepts on which science is
based then this will, once more, end in grief since science
is a universal activity of the mind, having no national or
cultural bounds (p. 42).
The Africanization of science with which Odhiambo would agree involves
recognizing that "there are certain cultural ideas in the African
situation which may well impinge directly on the ease with which an
African child can appreciate science" (p. 42).
Experimentation with External Curr iculum Models
The external science curriculum models were the most Innovative
and ambitious curricula attempted in African schools. Because of their
importance and their continuing usage in African schools, and that
they
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are documented and a place to start, external curriculum models are
addressed.
Western schooling was introduced to Africa during the latter half
of the nineteenth century. Since then, schools in which science is
taught have sprouted everywhere in Africa, including remote villages.
However, many science educators and researchers (Jansen, 1989; Ogunniyi,
1988; Jegede, 1982; Prophet, 1990) have come to the conclusion that the
external science curriculum models have largely failed. These educators
and researchers attribute failure equally to both the colonial and post-
independence science curriculum models. Ogunniyi (1986) asserts that,
during the colonial period, science was taught in African schools like
"dogma rather than a systematic inquiry" (p. 111). According to Jansen
(1989), the post- independence curriculum innovations, including the
introduction of external science curriculum models to African schools,
have failed. After three decades of local and international effort
expended to change the science curriculum in African schools, the
present science education in Africa is still textbook dependent, is
still based on memorization, and still tends to induce passivity in
students. In African schools, textbooks, although not available to the
majority of the students, are available to most teachers.
However, there has been an element of success in the science
curriculum models introduced into Africa. These curriculum models were
successful in two ways. First, they were instrumental in
institutionalizing the science curriculum process in African schools
(Ogunniyi, 1986), and, second, with the introduction of external science
curriculum models in African schools, science became more popular
(Jegede
,
1982)
.
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An external science curriculum model (ESCM) was defined as a
comprehensive plan adapted from science curricula developed in countries
outside Africa in order to improve science teaching practices, science
content, or learning resources. The external science curriculum models
were separated into two types, depending on the time periods during
which they were introduced into African schools, namely, colonial and
post- independence. The colonial curriculum model was composed of a
method and a sequence for teaching science in Africa. The preferred
method of teaching science in the colonial era was the lecture method,
and the sequence for teaching science was comprised of a syllabus format
in which primary and secondary schools taught complementary science
topics (Ogunniyi, 1986). In the primary schools, the science taught
consisted of nature study, hygiene, and agriculture, while, at the
secondary school level, physics, chemistry, biology, general science,
agriculture, and health science were taught. The science syllabus in
many African schools still follows this format.
On the other hand, the post- independence science curriculum models
were selected to update the science content and to effect a
methodological transformation in science teaching (Prophet, 1990;
Ogunniyi, 1986). The updating of the science content involved the
incorporation of the more recent theoretical developments in science
into the science curriculum. The attempt at methodological
transformation, on the other hand, involved replacing the preferred
lecture method of the colonial schools with various discovery and
integration methods (Prophet, 1990).
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The Development of "Critical Curriculum g
The "critical curriculum models" (Jansen, 1989) were curriculum
models that were adapted in accordance with the "self-reliance" ideology
of some African states. After the initial attempt at implementation of
the external curriculum models, it became readily apparent that their
implementation was not sustainable under the conditions then prevailing
in Africa. For instance, the implementation of these external
curriculum models most often required resources beyond the means of the
schools. The schools frequently needed to purchase laboratory
equipment, charts, and chemicals which were not available locally.
Hence, the schools either had to develop curricula that they could
implement with the resources available or they would lose their
relevance as institutions of learning. This also was in tune with the
ideology of self-reliance prevalent in some African countries.
Countries as diverse as Tanzania, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau,
Botswana, and Angola developed curriculum models that emphasized
practical work, community orientation, or awareness of socioeconomic and
cultural factors (Jansen, 1989)
.
However, in many African countries these "critical curriculum
models" were not popular with the educational establishment and their
implementation was left to non- traditional groups and alternative
schools. For example, in some countries, these critical curriculum
models were used to train unemployed primary school graduates for self-
employment. They were also used in "self-help" community schools which
the African governments did not supply with teachers or equipment.
Therefore, the use of the critical curriculum models was not widespread
in the established educational systems.
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Science Curriculum in Somalia
Like the other African countries, Somalia has experienced all of
the three curriculum approaches described previously, namely, the
^f^i^^^ization of the curriculum, the development of critical curriculum
models, and the experimentation with external curriculum models. The
only difference from other African countries was that Somalia used its
indigenous language as the medixim of instruction in its schools, a
situation that resulted in both instructional opportunities and
instructional difficulties.
The instructional opportunities created by the use of the
indigenous language in the teaching of science included the introduction
of scientific concepts and techniques into the learner's perspective in
a terminology he or she already used and understood. The instructional
difficulties encountered due to the use of Somali language in science
teaching included, (a) misconceptions arising out of the multiple
metaphors possessed by many Somali words used to represent science
concepts, and (b) cognitive difficulties associated with surface
"structural features" (Takano, 1987) of the Somali language like the
absence of some color names or the presence of lengthy words in the
Somali language. The use of the indigenous language as a medium of
instruction in Somalia resulted in curriculum change characterized by
textbook production and teaching materials development. In both cases,
science concepts were translated into the Somali language. However,
because of the emphasis on science content knowledge, the science
curriculum was neither made relevant to the learners' environment nor
was it utilized to provide practical skill training. Forsberg (1988)
comments on the materials produced by the Somali Curriculum Development
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Center (CDC) for use in schools in this way: "Analysis of the materials
showed strong theory orientation, lack of relevance to the Somali
environment, and an absence of practical skill training" (p. 142).
Forsberg described a lack of expertise in curriculum development as the
problem in her analysis of the materials produced by Somalia's
Curriculum Development Center (CDC) staff.
The Main Indicator of the Failure of the Curriculum Approaches Attempted
in African Schools
The main indicator that illustrates the failure of curriculum
approaches attempted in African schools is the observed disparity
between curriculum intent and classroom practice (Prophet, 1990;
Ogunniyi, 1986). Of the stated goals of these science curriculum models
introduced into African schools
,
many were not achieved in the
classroom. For example, the stated goal of the African Primary Science
Project (APSP)
,
the development of scientific thinking in African
students, was not realized (Hawes, 1979). According to Ogunniyi (1986,
p. 116) these stated goals included:
(a) The development of scientific thinking in students such as:
- The development of a spirit of inquiry,
- the understanding of valid views of science,
- the teaching of problem solving using scientific
techniques
,
- the impartation of scientific literacy, and
- the development of manipulative skills and scientific
attitudes
;
(b) The production of individuals who are capable of participating in
socially useful and productive activities;
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(c) The production of citizens who are better consumers of scientific
products
:
(d) The acceleration of the development of technological manpower; and
(e) The understanding of the transformation of the environment.
In African countries where the external science curriculum models
were implemented, student achievement of the foregoing science goals had
been the intention of the science curriculum developers. However, the
science teachers were not able to achieve those goals, most likely
because their own education and training had not sufficiently prepared
them for this challenge. Furthermore, most of these goals were broad,
vague or perhaps not even feasible, in that a special kind of training
and experience would have been needed by teachers in order to enable
them to attempt the achievement of such goals. To take even one common
goal like scientific literacy, given the widespread charges of the
scientific illiteracy of American students and adults, to believe that
Somali science teachers could achieve scientific literacy for their
students when their American counterparts who were advantaged in so many
ways could not, is probably best characterized as wishful thinking.
The achievement of these goals requires that science teachers know
how to make these goals meaningful by breaking them down into
"indicators of achievement" that are observable. The researcher of this
study thinks the reason they were not achieved is because teachers did
not really understand what they meant or even how to try to achieve
them, having themselves never experienced this kind of instruction.
This inability of teachers to understand science or the goals of
science
teaching is not unique to African teachers. Herron (1971), who
did a
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study somewhat similar to this study and using a sample of 50 American
teachers, found that only a few of the science teachers in his study
were able to understand science at or above the level of the materials
they themselves were teaching. All the American teachers were teaching
either PSSC Physics, BSCS Biology or ChemStudy Chemistry with about half
of them having experienced special instruction to enable them to teach
the new science course.
Teachers in Africa have failed to make science the preferred world
view of most of their students in what Prophet (1990) calls "an
epistemological bottleneck" (p. 14). This goal of making science as a
concept intelligible to students is, in the researcher's opinion, the
most important aspect of science to be taught in schools. The most
important aspect of science is developing an understanding of what
science is; in other words, knowing the nature of science, that is, how
scientists work and think, how scientific knowledge is generated, the
power and limitations of science, the values of science, and how the
"products" of science, that is, its laws, theories, principles, concepts
and definitions, are related to science. In defence of African
teachers
,
many knowledgeable educators would argue that American
teachers also largely fail in having students choose science as one of
their preferred world views.
The Causes of the Problem
Three causes have been put forward by curriculum developers to
explain the failure of the science component of the three curriculum
approaches attempted in African schools. The three causes revolve
around the failure of curriculum developers to appreciate the physical
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and cultural context of science education in African schools. Jansen's
(1989) assessment that science education has not been effective in
Africa can be linked to these three causes.
The first cause is the poor status of science instruction in
schools and science teacher preparation programs of Africa (Odhiambo,
1972, Hawes, 1979, Jegede, 1982, Ogunniyi, 1986). For example,
prospective science teachers in Somalia lack strong content background
in science. In a study of educational resources conducted in Somalia in
1983 by the Government of the Somali Democratic Republic and the United
States Agency for International Aid (US AID)
,
it was reported; "All
three teacher training colleges deal with students who do not have
prerequisite skills, ... students also lack sufficient content
background" (GSDR & USAID, 1984, p. 9-3). The content background and
the prerequisite skills in science were the ones the students appeared
to lack the most. The College Of Education (COE), the Technical
Teachers Training College (TTTC) and the Primary Teacher Training
Institute (PTTI)
,
were all hampered by the prospective teachers' lack of
proper prerequisite training, by large classes, and by lack of adequate
resources
.
Similarly, in other countries of Africa there were problems with
the training of teachers for curriculum projects. For example, in
Nigeria, according to Jegede (1982) in an evaluation of the Nigerian
Integrated Science Project (NISP) there were problems that were not
anticipated initially that contributed to the failure of the NISP.
These problems were related to the inadequacy of the training given to
the teachers who were to implement the course, the inadequacy of the
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textbooks developed for the course, and the insufficiency of laboratory
facilities and materials.
The realities of the African classroom contributed to the poor
status of science instruction in African schools and science teacher
education programs. Some of these classroom realities that co-opted the
intent of those goals were the language of instruction problems (Okpala,
1988; Prophet, 1990; Cleghorn, Merritt & Abagi, 1989), the persistence
of misconceptions about scientific phenomena in the students' conceptual
frameworks (Ivowi, 1984), and the financial, manpower, and social
problems of a given school
.
First, there are language problems associated with the teaching of
science in African classrooms. The kinds of problems that manifest
themselves depend upon whether the language of instruction is foreign or
whether it is indigenous. When a foreign language is used as the medium
of science instruction, the students' understanding of science concepts
is sometimes hampered (Okpala, 1988; Cleghorn, et al., 1989). When
science concepts lack equivalence in the students' language, the
individual student is obliged to organize a personal understanding that
brings together his or her concrete cultural world outside the science
classroom and the abstract world being constructed through the science
lessons. The use of an indigenous language as a medium of science
instruction brings into the classroom problems that are associated with
the students' culture. For example, if the students' language has no
concepts equivalent to certain color names, as the case is in the Somali
culture, then, in that case, students will have difficulty, at least
initially, in naming and analyzing some of the colors of the color
spectrum.
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Second, the science teaching goals in African schools are co-opted
the persistence of misconceptions about science concepts. It is
something that happens in science classrooms everywhere in every
country. These misconceptions persist despite the science teaching that
goes on in classrooms; in African schools the persistence is best
explained in that students had already acquired these misconceptions
from the cosmology, superstitions, and beliefs of their culture
(Ogunniyi, 1987; Jegede, 1991; Ivowi, 1984), and are deeply ingrained in
the intellect.
African students' conceptions about science have been investigated
by researchers. Ivowi (1984) investigated students' misconceptions
about scientific frameworks. Ogunniyi (1987) and Jegede (1991) in two
similar studies investigated the way certain elements in the African
culture such as traditional "cosmology, beliefs and superstition"
impinge on the way the learner develops observational skills. Jegede in
his study found that "students who exhibit a high level of belief in
African traditional cosmology made significantly fewer correct
scientific observations of biological structures and processes" (p. 37)
when compared with those with a lower level of belief in traditional
African cosmology.
Third, the realization of the intentions of the curriculum
approaches attempted in African schools are co-opted by the existence of
financial, manpower, and social problems in these schools. These
problems reinforce and exacerbate all the other problems teachers face
in implementing the curriculum. African schools have overcrowded
classrooms, have personnel problems, and lack the funds to purchase
equipment, adequate textbooks, and other resources. When the
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inadequacies of the teachers, lab equipment, and textbooks are combined
(1) with the limited tradition of African schools for the teaching of
science, (2) with the lack of support for science in African
communities, and (3) with the large class sizes in many African schools,
then the failure of the external science curriculum models is
understandable
,
The second cause of the failure of curriculum models introduced to
African schools is that curriculum developers had failed to appreciate
the cultural contexts involved in teaching and learning science (Hewson
& Hamlyn, 1985; Prophet, 1990; Ogunniyi, 1988; Urevbu, 1987). Urevbu
asserts that "certain cultural elements in the African situation may
well impinge directly on the way with which an African child can
appreciate science" (p. 11).
The advantages and problems of using African languages as a medium
of science instruction have been investigated by researchers. Hewson
and Hamlyn (1985) investigated the implications of African cultural
metaphors for science education in African schools. They found that the
cultural metaphor for heat in Sotho language which is spoken in Southern
Africa is "agitated blood" (p. 42). Hewson and Haml}m argue that
"agitated blood" can be used to introduce the kinetic theory of heat
better than the caloric theory of heat in African schools that always
precedes the teaching of the kinetic theory of heat. They state:
Our research suggests that Sotho students do not have to
learn and then unlearn caloric theory of heat deeply rooted
in western thinking before being able to acquire the kinetic
view of heat. Rather, we suggest that for these students,
their everyday metaphorical language, combined with their
intuitive "pre-kinetic" notions of heat provides adequate
ideas upon which to construct the scientific conceptions (p.
42).
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Odhiambo (1988), in agreement with the utility of African
languages in science education, recommends that science literacy in
Africa be achieved outside the schools through non-formal means such as
"oral and radio instruction, a powerful strategy in the relatively
communal cohesiveness of the African society; through plays and games;
through poetry and song; and through written texts" (p. 30). The
researcher of this study contemplated how science teaching can be
rendered more interesting by using proverbs, news
-probing sessions,
riddles and other methods that Africans use to transmit "wisdom" to
their children (Fahia, 1991).
This second cause, the failure of curriculum developers to
appreciate the cultural contexts involved in teaching science in African
schools, may be linked to the fact that students and teachers in Africa
have frequently been encouraged to perceive science as something
foreign. Science is suspect because in African countries like Somalia
the science curriculum was first established by the colonial
administration. Biesheuvel (1972) asserted that the natural curiosity
and interest of African children are repressed by the differences
between the African culture and that of science. He contended that the
interaction of children and elders, the simplicity of the material
environment of Africans, and the "tradition-bound" aspects of most
African cultures diminish the African student's interest in and
appreciation of science. Biesheuvel argued that the African child's
inherent inventiveness could be used to provide them with an
appreciation and interest in science. He stated:
Nevertheless, the infinite pains which children have been
shown to take over the construction of toys, the
resourcefulness that goes into the design of wire models.
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indicates that curiosity and interest are latent, that thereis much that can be exploited to evoke behavior marked by
spontaneity and inventiveness (p. 54 )
Odhiambo (1972) contended that African knowledge systems are
different from the Western knowledge systems in which science is a
component. He further maintained that African knowledge systems are
part of a monistic world view, while the Western world view is
dualistic. Odhiambo claims that African knowledge systems are "closely
intertwined into single thought
-system" (p. 44). The whole edifice
crumbles if some part is subtracted. On the other hand, the Western
world view separates the religious from science.
Odhiambo (1988) further affirmed that African educators and
politicians have encouraged the perception that science is foreign. He
said: "a myth was spread that science is European and foreign- some of
our educationists and leaders even believed it" (p. 31). This perceived
foreignness of science, it has been charged, has hampered the
development of an intense interest in science on the part of the learner
(Ogunniyi, 1988). Ogunniyi, accepting the premise that science is
foreign to non-Western cultures, argued that science education in a non-
Western country would not be the same as science education in a western
country. Ogawa (1986) concurred with this judgement. They maintain
that while the assumptions, values and goals of science taught in
schools of both developed and underdeveloped countries would be the
same, what would be different would be the topics of emphasis and the
equipment used. However, the researcher of this study believes that it
is just good pedagogy to emphasize those science topics that are most
relevant to the culture, and, further, that the basic equipment needed
to teach whatever is going to be taught in science is the same
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worldwide. Topics selected, financial resources available, and the
level of technology in the culture would, however, influence the
equipment needed and used.
Some maintain that in some respects in their world view the
African villager is not all that different from the typical Westerner.
For example, Horton (1967), in an essay titled "African Traditional
Thought and Western Science," argued that the grounds on which Western
lay people accept science are similar to the grounds on which African
villagers accept the beliefs passed down to them by those they respect.
Horton (1967) referred to science in the West in this way:
Outside the various academic disciplines in which it has
been institutionalized, its hold is pitifully less than
those who describe western culture as 'science oriented'
often like to think. It is true that in modern western
culture, the theoretical models propounded by the
professional scientists do, to some extent, become the
intellectual furnishings of a very large sector of the
population. The moderately educated layman typically shares
with the scientist a general predilection for impersonal
'it-' theory and proper contempt for 'thou-' theory.
Garbled and watered down though it might be, the atomic
theory of matter is one of his standard possessions. But
the layman's ground for accepting the models propounded by
the scientist is often no different from the young African
villager's ground for accepting the models propounded by one
of his elders . In both cases the propounders are deferred
to as accredited agents of tradition. As for the rules
which guide scientists themselves in the acceptance or
rejection of models, these seldom become part of the
intellectual equipment of members of the wider population.
For all the apparent up-to-dateness of the content of his
world view, the modern Western layman is rarely more open or
scientific than is the traditional African villager (p.
187)
.
The question of the foreignness of science to Africa might depend
on what one conceives science to be, and whether the trappings of
Western societies, refrigerators, computers, high rise buildings and
superhighways, are indicative of the scientific literacy of a society.
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permeates
There are those (Dallah, 1991) who assert that, while science
all aspects of Western societies, it does not touch the daily lives of
people in non-Western societies.
However, there are many examples of daily activities in Western
societies which have scientific legitimacy in the public perception but
which have no real claim on science. For example, Torrey (1972)
illustrates the point that psychiatry, and some would argue that
psychiatry has a claim to being science, has much in common with
witchcraft. He stated that:
The techniques used by Western psychiatrists are, with few
exceptions, on the same scientific plane as techniques used
by witch-doctors. If one is magic so is the other ... in
order to be scientific, a phenomenon must be explainable by
underlying laws. These laws are arrived at by observation,
measurement, experimentation, induction, hypothesis
formulation, and testing. The rationale for most therapies
used by witch-doctors and psychiatrists is not arrived at in
this way- -rather the techniques are used on sick patients,
the patients get well, and therefore the techniques are
thought to work. This logical empirical psychiatry is found
among witch-doctors and psychiatrists. And both witch-
doctors and psychiatrists make the assumption that their
patients get well because of the techniques (p. 8).
In the same vein, we can recall when the first lady of the United
States, having received her college education at a prestigious sister
institution to the University of Massachusetts in the Pioneer Valley,
regularly checked with an astrologer, it is charged, in setting dates
for presidential excursions, etc. The astrologer in question defended
her craft as being science by saying among other things, "Why I even use
computers." Pursuant to that thinking, even if science was really
foreign to many Africans, at the same time it could hardly be argued
that it is beyond their understanding. Science as a concept is
understood after a person grasps what is distinctive of science and can
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also distinguish good science from poorer science and science from non
science
.
The third cause, according to Hawes (1979), that can be linked to
the failure of science curriculum innovations in Africa arises out of a
lack of systematic curriculum development and the resources for
curriculum development in many African countries. For example, in
Somalia the expertise of the staff of the Curriculum Development Center
(CDC) is low (Forsberg, 1989). The theoretical curriculum frameworks
were in most cases prepared by expatriates, even when the Somali staff
of the CDC were themselves writing the instructional materials. When
there were no expatriates present at the CDC, the staff would select the
work of someone they presumed to be an authority in a subject field and
then proceed with its development and its implementation. These local
curriculum developers would not by themselves attempt to determine
independently what is to be taught in schools or even what should be
given priority.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was two- fold: First, to determine by a
review of the literature what at the secondary school level and in the
secondary science teacher education program in Somalia is the most
essential science subject matter content to be taught from the vast
array of science content that could be taught and then to suggest in the
conclusion of the study what implications this might have for an African
nation like Somalia; and second, to determine the perceptions of a
selected group of Somali ex- science teachers who are now in North
America regarding the following issues:
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a) The most essential aspect of science that should be part of every
secondary school school science course;
b) The most essential science content that should for a secondary
science teacher education program in an African country like Somalia;
c) The goals for the teaching of science at the secondary school level;
d) The most desirable consequences of science instruction at secondary
level schools and in the secondary science teacher education program;
and
e) the nature of science.
The approach to be utilized in attaining the purposes listed above
is as summarized here (see Table 1.1);
1) Establish a model of science that identifies science's most essential
component, that is, its essence, without which it might be said that
science is not being taught;
2) Investigate the thesis that Somali ex- science teachers (a) have an
inadequate understanding of science as a way of knowing and its relative
importance in conveying science to secondary school students, and (b)
had not been prepared to convey the perception of science as a way of
knowing to their students;
3) Establish what are the perceptions of the "nature of science" of a
group of Somali ex- science teachers and how they regard their experience
as science teachers and as science students in secondary schools and in
the science teacher education program in Somalia; and
4) Use data collecting procedures which include a literature review, the
administration of the Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS) , a survey
questionnaire administered to a selected group of Somali ex-science
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Table 1.1
Approach and the Questions of this Study
SCIENCE CONTENT: What are the implications of science's nature for theteaching of science in secondary schools and in secondary science
teacher education programs in an African nation like Somalia?
The focus of the study is Science Content^ The recommendations of
subject matter specialists
are one of three
determiners of science
curriculum content.
Is frequently erroneously assumed to be
mainly its theories, laws, concepts
skills and definitions.
Leads to an APPRECIATION of the
POWER and the LIMITATIONS of
Science As A Way Of Knowing
Is at variance with:
[The personal recollections'
[and written materials related]
[to curriculum approaches in ]
[countries like Somalia. ]
[ & ]
[The content knowledge which ]
[is now the focus of science ]
[ teaching at both the secondary
[and college levels in African]
[nations like Somalia. ]
The "essence" of which is
SCIENCE AS A WAY OF KNOWING
Is the most essential aspect of
science to be taught in secondary
schools & in secondary science
teacher education programs in
African countries like Somalia.
ieirThrough a rev ^ of the literature
of the "new" subject matter
specialists determine the "essence"
of science. Through a survey, an
in-depth interview & the NOSS
the perceptions of a selected group
of Somali ex-science teachers
about
:
1.
What is the most essential aspect of science that should be taught in
every science course at the secondary school level in an African country
like Somalia?
I
2. What is the most essential science content that should be taught in £
science teacher education program in an African country like Somalia?
1
3. What should be the goals of science teaching at the secondary level
schools in an African country like Somalia?
4. What are envisioned to be the most desirable consequences of science
instruction at the secondary school level in an African country like
Somalia?
5. What is the nature of science?
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teachers now In the United States, and In-depth Interviews of a selected
sample of these same Somali ex-science teachers.
The approach of the study included the determination of the
questions about which pertinent data was to be collected and the
procedures by which the investigation was to be conducted. Table 1 1
illustrates how the researcher arrived at the five questions to be
answered in this study. It indicates that the questions arise out of
concern for science content and the implications of what is demonstrated
to be its most essential element for the teaching of science in
secondary schools and in the secondary science teacher education program
in Somalia.
The Hypotheses
Five hypotheses were used to guide the data collecting process.
To test each of the five hypotheses the researcher did not use the usual
statistical methods of rejecting or accepting a hypothesis at a given
level of significance, but rather for the acceptance or the rejection of
a h)rpothesis, the researcher used a measure he called "the preponderance
of the evidence." The preponderance of evidence is being defined as the
strong tendency of the data to support or reject an argument. In the
case of the rejection of an hypothesis, the preponderance of the
evidence is satisfied when the evidence is shown to be strongly
disagreeing with the position enunciated in the hypothesis. The
hypothesis will not be rejected, on the other hand, if the preponderance
of evidence can be interpreted to strongly support the position stated
in the hypothesis. The five hypotheses that are to be tested are:
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(a) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most essential aspect of science that should be a
part of every secondary school science course.
(b) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most essential science content for a science teacher
education program in an African country like Somalia.
(c) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most important goals for the teaching of science at
the secondary school level.
(d) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most desirable consequences of science instruction at
the secondary school level and in the Somali science teacher education
program.
(e) There is no difference between the Somali ex-science teachers'
understanding of the nature of science as indicated by their scores on
the Nature Of Science Scale and the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the importance of science as a way of knowing as revealed
by (a)
,
(b)
,
(c) and (d)
.
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Assumptions of the Srndy
The researcher, in carrying out this investigation, is making
certain assumptions. They are:
1. That science is international, i.e, science knows no boundaries;
2. That science is another way of knowing in Somalia just as it is
3-nother way of knowing in Western developed countries
;
3. That differences in stated goals of science instruction at the
secondary school level in Western countries like the United States as
compared to those of an African country like Somalia may be more a
matter of degree of importance of the various objectives than it is that
the objectives are different;
4. That in their beliefs, feelings and attitudes the Somali ex- science
teachers in North America are representative of a cross-section of the
science teachers at the secondary school level teaching science in
Somalia
;
5. That Somali students and teachers when educated properly have the
capacity to understand, to use, and to do science;
6. That while the Somali ex- science teachers' awareness of the
importance of certain aspects of science and of the goals and
consequences of science instruction may have been enhanced by their
experiences in Western developed countries, educational and otherwise,
but that their basic educational viewpoints remain relatively unaltered
by that experience;
7. That the personal and professional relationships between the
researcher and many of the participants did not in any significant way
influence how they replied to the researcher's questions; and
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8. That the principles of curriculum development are the same for an
underdeveloped third world African country like Somalia as they are for
a Western developed country like the United States of America.
9. That any differences in the way science is taught in different
countries are more a matter of degree than that the way science is
basically taught is intrinsically different in one country as opposed to
the other. This in no way detracts from the admission that there is
more ferment concerning how science should be taught in the United
States than in Somalia and that there probably is a much wider variation
in the way science is taught in the United States than in Somalia.
Significance of the Study
This study is worthy of investigation for three reasons. First,
the study anticipated five important results. The study, through the
perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex- science teachers,
investigated the perceptions about science content taught to students in
the secondary schools and the secondary science teacher education
program in Somalia, a country not thoroughly covered in curriculum
research. This would be one of the first attempts, to the researcher's
knowledge, to investigate science content most important for Somali
secondary schools and for the Somali secondary science teacher education
program. The significance in this is that the study resulted in;
a) A statement based on the perceptions of Somali ex- science teachers
indicating what they consider is the most essential content of science
that should be part of every science course at secondary school level;
b) A statement based on the perceptions of Somali ex-science teachers of
what they consider is the most essential content related to the teaching
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of science in a science teacher education program in an African nation
like Somalia;
c) A statement based on the perceptions of Somali ex- science teachers
about what they consider appropriate goals for science teaching at the
secondary school level in African countries like Somalia;
d) A statement based on the perceptions of Somali ex- science teachers
outlining what they consider some of the most desirable consecjuences of
instruction in science envisioned for the secondary school level in
African nations like Somalia; and
(e) A statement based on the perceptions of Somali ex-science teachers
of their understanding of the nature of science
Second, the study is important to prospective Somali science
teachers and to science teachers in the field in Somalia. The study
relates curriculum design in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program to science as a way of
knowing. The pivotal role of teachers and teacher education programs in
achievement and change of attitude of students in African schools
(Psacharapoulos
,
1985) makes it possible to have great expectations
about the impact of one program in one institution. According to
Psacharapoulos, school factors like the teacher, the textbooks, or
school environment have greater impact on achievement in African schools
than the factors associated with the home of the student such as
socioeconomic status (SES) of the parents, level of education of the
parents, or the number of family members. In the case of Somalia, the
College of Education of the Somali National University is responsible
for supplying teachers for all secondary schools of Somalia. The
training that the prospective science teachers in this college go
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through could conceivably have ripple effects on the whole educational
system.
Third, the study will be important to Somali students studying
science in secondary schools. The implementation of the recommendation
that science as a way of knowing be incorporated into the science
content component of all science courses taught in secondary schools
could revolutionize how science is taught in Somali secondary schools.
No longer would lack of textbooks, lack of equipment, or teacher's lack
of advanced expertise in science be an excuse not to teach science
properly. Even with the minimum resources found in most African
schools, it might be possible that science as a way of knowing can be
taught with no more difficulty than any other approach used to teach
science. It is this researcher's contention that effective science
teaching depends more on the insight, imagination and resourcefulness of
the science teacher and ingenuity and reflectivity of his or her
students, rather than on other factors.
Clarifications and the Limitations of the Study
This study has several limitations, namely, the study is not
directly about all of the following and how they relate to the essence
of science: it is not directly about the goals of science teaching; it
is not directly about the psychology of learning or how students learn
science; it is not directly about the needs of students and what they
are like; it is not directly about contemporary life outside the school
as it relates to science; and neither is it an exhaustive historical
study of how subject matter specialists have viewed what science is over
time nor what are the current prevailing views of subject matter
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specialists of what science is. The study is strictly limited to the
newer views of what science is and of what the essence of science is of
a small group of subject matter specialists whose arguments for their
perspective of the essence of science are most compelling to the
researcher. The newer views of science are perhaps best represented by
a group of scientists that, among others, include Kuhn (1962), Mayer
(1984), Shapiro (1986), Feyerband (1978), Gould (1987), and Bauer
(1992). From Tyler (1949), however, it is possible to deduce that all
of the foregoing are necessary factors to consider in the development of
a science curriculum. This study is solely concerned with what science
content is most essential in the teaching of science in secondary
schools and in science teacher education programs in African countries
like Somalia.
The context of investigating science content in Somali schools
encountered two difficulties. First, the published materials on the
science curriculxim in Somalia were very limited. The published
curriculum materials on "black" Africa are predominantly from a few
countries like Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda, and Tanzania with other African
countries mentioned only occasionally. For example, the Comparative
Education Review , one of few important educational journals that
publishes articles about Third World educational systems, has not
published an article concerning Somalia since 1964.
The second difficulty involves the nature of the participants.
The participants selected for the study are ex- science teachers from
Somalia. The difficulty is that the participants are no longer teaching
science in Somali schools and may not be planning to teach science in
Somalia in the future. Since this study is concerned with science
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content in Somali secondary schools and the Somali secondary science
teacher education program, a better group of participants could have
been selected from either secondary school teachers currently teaching
science in Somalia or students preparing to be science teachers at the
College of Education of SNU, However, the researcher did not have
access to either group, so he relied on the next best group of
participants. Those Somali ex- science teachers who are now in North
America are the best group of participants to which the researcher had
access. It was not possible for the researcher to go to Somalia,
because Somalia, in political and economic turmoil, is now in the midst
of a civil war.
The nature of the data collection approach of this study made it
possible to demarcate the boundaries of the study. The literature
review revealed, within the parameters of the researcher's biases, that
science as a way of knowing is the most essential science content to be
taught in schools and in science teacher education programs though there
are proponents to other approaches of selecting science content with
developed rationales and philosophies. The survey administered to the
Somali ex-science teachers, on the other hand, revealed Somali science
teachers' perceptions about the science content they taught in secondary
schools or that they were exposed to as students. The NOSS,
administered to these same Somali ex-science teachers, revealed these
ex- science teachers' understanding of the nature of science as it would
be described by one of the proponents of the newer view of the nature of
science
.
The meagerness of the published materials on science education in
Somalia was somewhat of an obstacle in carrying out this study.
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However, this factor was overcome as best as it could have been through
the assumptions under which the study was carried out. The evidence
-
based findings of the study are based in part on the participants'
perceptions of the most essential science content for Somali secondary
schools and the Somali secondary science teacher education program, on
their perceptions of the most desirable consequences of science
teaching, on their perceptions of the most important goals of science
instruction to be pursued in Somali secondary schools, and an indication
of their understanding of the nature of science as measured by the NOSS.
It is not necessarily possible to extend the conclusions and findings of
this study to other populations.
Definitions of Terms
Curriculum
In this study, the word curriculum will be used to mean two
things. First, in agreement with Tyler's (1949), curriculum format
curriculum will be defined as: "a set of intended outcomes" (Phonier &
Rudintsky; 1978). Sinclair and Ghory (1987) show that this definition
of curriculum can accommodate a continuum of perspectives from the
"externally decided" curriculum at one end of the continuum to the
"internally perceived" curriculum at the other end. Curriculum could be
defined at the "externally decided" end of the continuum as a course of
study or intended learning experiences, while at the "internally
perceived" end of the continuum it could be defined as all of the school
and non- school experiences encountered by the student as a direct result
of his or her taking a course. Using the meaning embodied in the
"externally decided" end of the curriculum continuum and the curriculum
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format pioneered by Tyler, the researcher will use the word curriculum
to represent a set of intended outcomes prepared by a curriculum
developer or a teacher.
Second, curriculum will be used to mean a process of empowering
the learner to know. This definition is consistent with the
researcher's perception of science as a way of knowing. It is also
consistent with Freire's (1987) views of schooling and learning. Freire
explained curriculum as something that can be used as a process of
personal and collective emancipation. From the curriculum, people
develop skills to analyze the social, cultural, and physical world
around them. This definition acknowledges the fact that developing a
curriculum is a political act. It is an instrument of social control.
It can be used for the maintenance or the challenge of existing social
and economic relationships within the society. The intended outcome of
the curriculum process is one negotiated by the student with the
teacher, the school, and the community. The important aspects of this
definition are embodied in a quotation from Henry Giroux (1987):
Curriculum, finally, is another instance of cultural
politics whose signifying practices contain not only the
logic of legitimation and domination, but also the
possibility for transformations and empowering forms of
pedagogy (p. 20). . —
The knowing, understanding, appreciating, and using science as a
way of knowing is consistent with the Giroux argument about curriculum.
If a person understands science as a way of knowing, that person
understands the power and limitations of science, the kind of questions
to which science can or cannot contribute information, and that, for
some of the most important questions, those that people are often
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literally willing to live or die for, science does not and can not
provide the crucial information.
Nature of Science
In this study, the nature of science is considered synonymous with
the answer to the question; "What is science?" To answer that question
the researcher needed to study the nature of science, that is, how
scientists work and think, how scientific knowledge is generated, the
values of science, the power and the limitations of science, and how the
"products" of science, that is, the laws, theories, principles, concepts
and definitions of science, are related to what is science. Science
educators like Kimball (1967) and Ruba (1976), in trying to answer the
question: "What is science?", have established a theoretical model of
the characteristics of science through the perceptions of practicing
scientists and philosophers of science.
Science Content
In this study, the definition of science content includes all that
can be learned about or of science including its products, processes,
assumptions, and values and whatever else is distinctive of science,
including philosophical considerations. In contrast, a more
conservative view of science content would limit science content to its
concepts, laws, and theories, that is, to the products of science.
Scientific Literacy
There is a lack of consensus on the definition of science
literacy. This lack of consensus is fueled by (a) a disagreement on
what scientific literacy is supposed to describe, and (b) the
disagreement about which components of scientific knowledge are
important. First, the disagreement between educators on what
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constitutes a scientifically literate person includes the educational
experiences that are needed to produce such a person, the behavior
expected of him or her, and his or her mental state including his or her
knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Second, the disagreement between
educators on which components are important involve the importance (a)
of theories, laws, concepts, and principles; (b) of the nature of
scientific inquiry and its philosophical considerations; and (c) of the
context of science, its historical development and the interactions of
science, society, and technology.
Champagne and Lovitts (1989) summarized these divergent views in
three definitions. In the first definition scientific literacy is the
relevant employment of scientific knowledge and reasoning skills to
one's personal, civic, and professional problem solving and decision-
making. The second definition argues that scientific literacy is the
ability and the inclination of a person or a group to keep learning
about science, while, in the third definition, to be scientifically
literate a person or a group should be knowledgeable about science and
have certain intellectual skills. In this last definition it is not
necessary that a person use his or her knowledge or intellectual skills.
Secondary Science Teacher Education Program
In this study, when used the term secondary science teacher
education program refers to the program at the Somali National
University designed specifically to prepare science teachers to teach
science at the secondary school level (grade 9-12) in Somali schools. A
science student enrolled in the secondary science teacher education of
SNU is prepared to teach his major and minor subjects of concentration.
A student enrolled in the program can major in one of the following
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subjects of the science concentration area: Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
and Agriculture
. She or he also can minor in one of these same
subjects, other than the subjected already chosen by the student as a
major, or other subjects, outside the science concentration area, such
as mathematics, physical education, educational technology, the social
sciences, etc.
Division of Schools in Somalia
The schools in Somalia are subdivided into the categories shovm in
Table 1.2.
Table 1.2
Division of Schools in Somalia
Kind of School Grade levels Science is Taught as Languages
1 . Elementary 1-4 Component of other
subj ects
Somali, Arabic
2 . Intermediate 5-8 A combined subject Somali, Arabic
3 . Secondary 9-12 Biology, Chemistry
Physics
Somali, Arabic,
English
4 . Koranic Mainly
before the
first grade,
however
all grades
are accepted
Science is not
taught
Arabic
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
The central focus of this study is the proposition that in the
natural sciences there is certain science subject matter that by its
very nature should be given a priority over other science content. What
this suggests is that from the vast array of science content that could
be taught, that is the theories, laws, principles, processes, skills,
values, and attitudes, there is certain science subject matter so
important for understanding science that it should be given priority
over everything else that legitimately could be included in the science
curriculvim. It is the thesis of this researcher that the answer to this
question, "what is the essence of science?", will be found in the answer
to the question, "What is science?"
The review of the research will begin with a search of the
literature in order to determine the most essential science content,
what the researcher may refer to at times as the "essence of science."
Once, by means of the literature review, the essence of science is
determined to the satisfaction of the researcher, the relationship of
essence of science to the science curriculum reform movement that began
in the 1950s will be briefly studied. Then the nature of science will
be investigated and finally the essence of science and the other two
determiners of science will be studied for their compatibility to each
other
.
What Is Scienr-P-?
The central question around which this study revolves is "just
what, exactly, is science?" From our own education, whether in a
Western developed nation or in an underdeveloped Third World country, we
have learned that science was the theories, principles, laws
concepts, and processes passed to us through the centuries. If we were
not told in so many words that is what we likely learned about the
nature of science from the way science was taught. Science was often
portrayed as totally objective and value- free. Science was truth and
science was carried on as an unending search for truth. Raths (1973)
argues
:
Many teachers of science seem to express the view that
scientists deal with the truth. They teach current
explanations as though they were true. Students are rarely
asked to describe the current explanation of phenomena on a
test or in class discussions. Instead they are asked to
explain why something happens, without any qualification.
You and I were probably victim of this sort of teaching. We
were told that neon was inert; that an atom was made of a
proton, neutron, and an electron alone. We were told how
light was propagated. None of the teachers probably
qualified these so-called facts as explanations. Many of
the facts that could be found as items on science tests in
the thirties and forties are probably discredited by now.
And yet, some science teachers seem unaware of the
tentativeness of their own subject matter (p. 206).
Raths (1973) further argues that:
A second view that seems prevalent among science teachers is that
science is characterized by the absence of subjectivity... it is
difficult to find examples in textbooks which illustrate the
subjectivity of science (p. 206).
According to Raths
,
even the textbooks used in schools do
not portray "What is science?" correctly. He contends that:
A concept drawn from a textbook, a source designed to
persuade and teach, is no more likely to describe accurately
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the scientific enterprise, Kuhn suggests, than is a tourist
(
°^207)
realistically portray a national culture
There are other educators who agree with Raths on the premise that
students develop a mistaken view of science from the science teaching
they are made to undergo. For example. Driver (1983) maintains that:
Even though they have difficulty relating the
phenomena to the presented theory, some pupils are
prepared to suspend judgement, to learn the rules or
laws even though they cannot relate them to their
senses (p. 79).
Driver, who was concerned with how science can be taught from the
nature of students' perspective, that is from the consideration of what
students are like, is saying that some students avoid personal judgments
about the theories and laws that are being taught in their classrooms.
Burbules and Linn (1991), on the other hand, assert that bad science
instruction "misleads students about the nature of scientific
understanding" (p. 232). Similarly, Klapper (1969) argued that science
is taught in an erroneous way in schools, that is, as if the aim of
science is the "discovery of truth" (p. 577). Science students appear
to develop a mistaken perspective of science by happenstance rather than
by intention.
What is science? Of course, it would be easy to pretend that
there is great deal of agreement on the question, but the opinion of
what is science ranges over almost the entire spectrum. Ziman (1980)
asserted that the question, "What is science, anyway?", cannot be
answered uncontroversially . He said that this question is the most
important "theme in Science-Technology-Society education" (p. 56).
Argument about what is science ranges all the way from a view that,
"science consciously or not responds to a cosmic demand... there is a
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breath of life for science, an everlasting law of normal thinking"
(Hocking, 1944, p, 114), to those of an iconoclast such as Feyerband
(1975) who maintains when speaking of method that:
The idea of a method that contains firm, unchanging, and
absolutely binding principles for conducting the business of
science meets considerable difficulty when confronted with
the results of historical research... not a single rule...
is not violated.
. . such violations are not accidental
they are necessary for progress (p. 23).
Skehan (1986) argued, on the other hand, that science is a system
controlled by experimentation. He argued that, "Science is the system
of exploring the universe through data collected and controlled by
experimentation" (p. 30). Skehan further argued that theories generated
through the methods of science must have; (a) an ability to explain what
has been observed; (b) an ability to predict what has not been observed;
and (c) an ability to be tested by experimentation.
In another kind of portrayal of what science is, Collins (1989)
answers the question, "What is science?", by stating that there are
different definitions of science of which he selects this one, "science
is knowledge constructed by humans to describe, understand, explain,
predict, and control natural phenomena" (p. 131). Collins further sub-
divides the scientific knowledge into "three components" which he calls
the structural, the procedural, and the human components. According to
Collins, each of these components is necessary, but not sufficient to
construct scientific knowledge. For example, the structural component
of science deals with events, facts, concepts, relationships, theories,
and models. The procedural component refers to the "mental
manipulations" required to generate scientific knowledge in terms of
critical thinking, tool mastery, scientific methods, inquiry skills.
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component
problem solving, and creativity. On the other hand, the human
of science is concerned with the value of science as "human construct"
and its relationship to daily life.
Cawley et al. (1990) describe science as a perspective- a way of
asking, answering, and testing questions. They define science this way:
Science is simply a way of looking at the world. At root,
it consists of asking questions, proposing answers and
testing them rigorously against the available evidence (p
52).
Piel (1986) maintains that science has a social aspect. He said:
'Being well informed about science is not the same as
understanding science.' Therewith, James Conant discounted
the popular interest in science roused by the thundercap
that ended World War II. Now, as then, in a world
transformed by the application of scientific knowledge,
people put that knowledge in the same category with what
they know by revelation or received authority. What needs
to be understood is how, scientifically, we came to know
what we know (p. 201)
Piel's foregoing statement says that the most essential element of
science is "how, scientifically, we came to know what we know" (p. 201).
Otherwise what is passed down to us as science we come to regard in the
same light that Moslems regard knowledge from the Koran, Christians from
the Bible, and Mormons from the Book of Mormon.
Shapiro (1986) answered the question: "What is science?" by
stating that:
I have chosen ... to make the strongest possible contrast
between the common view of science ... and its essence.
Science is not a given set of answers but a system for
obtaining answers. The method by which the search is
conducted is more important than the nature of the
solutions. Questions need not be answered at all, or
answers may be provided, then changed. It does not matter
how often or how profoundly our view of the world alters, as
long as these changes take place in a way appropriate to
science. For the practice of science like the game of
baseball, is covered by definite rules (p. 33).
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Shapiro is saying unequivocally that the process engaged in by
scientists is more important than the conclusions reached, regardless of
whether the conclusion is the atomic theory, the second law of
thermodynamics, or Boyles law- --we could go on endlessly with a
recitation of laws, concepts and theories, all of which, according to
Shapiro, are less important than what proceeded them. What proceeded
these conclusions were all the processes and all the ways of regarding
the world that led to their generation, including the thinking and work
strategies of the scientist, and, as important, the intuitive
understanding of what not to do as well as what to do.
Similarly, Eldridge (1982) portrayed science as a way of searching
for explanations by using evidence from human senses and by going back
to nature to verify conclusions. He described science in this manner;
Science is the human search for a natural explanation of
what the universe is; how it is constructed; how it came to
be. The only rule of the scientific method is that we must
discard any scientific statement if the evidence from our
senses shows it is wrong. To be scientific we must be able
to go to Mother Nature to see if an idea works, to see if it
fits (p . 27)
.
The answer to the question "What is science?," with which the
researcher started, has yielded the following descriptors: a search, a
system of inquiry, a process, a scientific perspective, how we know what
we know about science, a way, or the ways of thinking and investigating
in science. In these expressions what is science is enunciated as a way
of knowing that includes how we reach conclusions in science, how we
explain phenomena using science, and how we know what we know about
science. The essence present in all these descriptions of science is
that science is a way of knowing. Then, "what way is this way of
knowing in science?" From the answers to the question "what is
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science?" science emerges as a way of searching, thinking and
investigating, basically a way of knowing. However, most of the
explanations of what science is about do not explicitly say that science
is a way of knowing. They hint at this. Science appears as kind of a
process in which how conclusions and generalizations are reached is more
important than the so called "products" of science, that is, its
theories, laws, concepts, principles, definitions, and whatever else is
intrinsically associated with science. However, science as a way of
knowing is more than either the so-called "products" and "processes" of
science considered singly or a combination of the two.
Science as a Wav of Knowing
Gould (1987) explicitly speaks of science as a way of knowing.
Gould asserted that:
Science is a discipline and disciplines are exacting. All
maintain rules of conduct and are self -policing. All gain
strength, respect and acceptance by working honorably within
their bounds and knowing when transgression upon their
realms count as hubris or folly. Science is a discipline
dedicated to learning about the factual state of nature and
trying to explain and coordinate these data into general
theories. Science teaches us many wonderful and disturbing
things - facts that need weighing when we try to develop
standards of conduct and ponder the great questions of
morals and aesthetics. But science cannot answer these
questions alone and cannot dictate social policy.... We
live with poets and politicians, preachers and philosophers.
All have their ways of knowing, and all are valid in their
proper domains. The world is too complex and interesting
for one way to have all the answers (p. 26).
Gould is saying much in this quotation. He is saying that science
is a discipline. Gould tells us that disciplines are exacting, they
maintain rules of conduct and are self policing, and they work honorably
within certain bounds. Gould is also saying that there are many
disciplines and all have their ways of knowing and all are valid within
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their proper domains. He is arguing that when an intrusion into a
domain occurs, the community concerned with that domain is justified in
resisting the intrusion.
The most important feature of Gould's (1987) argument is that
there are many ways of knowing and science is one of these ways of
knowing. Scientists investigate, explain, and coordinate the data
resulting from their investigations into theories and generalizations in
a manner appropriate to science. Scientists are in constant vigil in
"policing" their domain, the domain of science, by distinguishing
between science and non-science. The second important feature in
Gould's argument is that science provides us with very important
information as humankind considers the great social and ethical issues
of our time such as moulding the landscape according to society's
perceived needs.
Sometimes the procedure used to carry out a scientific work pits a
group of scientists against another group of scientists. For example,
when a Mr. Edmund Smith and researchers in Somalia identified a bird,
Bulo Burti boubou, as a new shrike species, scientist found themselves
in an "ethical quandary." A debate ensued between "conservationists"
and "systematists" when the researchers who had custody of the bird for
over a year "bucked over 200 years of tradition" (p. Cl) by releasing
the bird into the wild. The researchers who had custody of the bird
bucked tradition by not only releasing the bird, but they also released
it in a place different from the place it was first caught in Somalia,
since that place, due to civil conflict, was inaccessable
.
The debate concerned whether the bird is more valuable dead or
alive. If the bird is released into the wild, it might contribute
to
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Sts argued, while
replenishing its endangered species the conseirvationi
if it is killed, it could be studied more thoroughly and scientists
would have at least one specimen of that new shrike species, so reasoned
the systematists. The conservationists argue that it had happened
before, that an endangered species had grown back to larger numbers from
a small group, even as small as one pair. As evidence of the bird's
existence before it was released back into the wild, the
conservationists had described the bird and one gene, photographed and
videotaped the bird, collected a few feathers and blood samples for
future DNA studies, and tape-recorded the bird's voice. The
systematists argued this was not enough. In addition to this evidence,
they would have liked to have deposited the type specimen in a museum.
They also rejected the notion that releasing one bird into the wild
would save its species from extinction. If it was that close to
extinction that one individual of the species perhaps mattered as to
whether or not there might even be a next generation, the systematists
argued that the species was irretrievably headed for extinction, and one
individual mattered not.
Science can provide us with information that could be useful or
not useful as the case may be to those defending a particular view of
progress. Historically, many people including scientists have regarded
the taming of nature as synonymous with progress. Now some are
beginning to challenge this view of progress. For example, Shiva (1988)
portrayed science as a "patriarchal project" (p. 10) which is used by
some to subjugate women and nature. Shiva stated
The Age of Enlightenment, and the theory of progress to
which it gave rise , was centered on the sacredness of two
categories: modern scientific knowledge and economic
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development. Somewhere along the way, the unbridled pursuit
of progress, guided by science and development, began to
destroy life without any assessment of how fast and how much
of the diversity of life on this planet is disappearing.
The act of living and of celebrating and conserving life in
all its diversity- in people and in nature- seems to have
been sacrificed to progress, and the sanctity of life had
been substituted by the sanctity of science and progress (p.
xiv)
.
Shiva laments that western science and the unbridled pursuit of
progress have been instrumental in the disappearance of many species of
living things. Progress has been pursued without regard to the ultimate
cost and without regard to the ultimate consequences. Science cannot
answer the question of whether progress is better than no progress, but
through the methods of science the possible consequences and costs can
be predicted, or after the event occurs the costs and consequences can
be assessed. However, whether the consequences are worth the cost
cannot be answered through science.
Decisions made about development projects and new technologies,
justified on the basis of science and progress, are very important to
the conservation of the environment and the well-being of millions of
humans. However, sometimes development projects and associated
technological advances result in havoc on the environment and to
peoples' lifestyles. For example, Shiva (1989) alleged that an
ecological and a human disaster occurred in the Ethiopian Awash valley
when the Ethiopian government and several development agencies displaced
nomadic Afars from their traditional pasture land. The intended
benefits of the project was to settle the nomads and turn them into
farmers, so they could grow food for the whole country. The nomadic
Afars were moved to fragile lands that were depleted easily, which led,
according to Shiva, to the starvation of the Afar nomads and their
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cattle. Had all the data been available that was needed for thoughtful
decision-making, had there been awareness of all the possible
consequences, not only the intended but the unintended, including those
so horrific that they are almost beyond imagination, a human tragedy
might have been averted.
However, there are those that have faith in science and progress.
For example, Ridley (1991) asserted this about the benefits of science:
More than other forms of learning, science is an assault on
ignorance. That knowledge is a good thing is its creed;
that progress depends on knowledge is its boast. In the
last decade of a millennium that has seen accelerating
progress and multiplying knowledge, the fruits of science
are ubiquitous: from the computers that typeset this survey
to the knowledge that the universe is about 15 billion years
old. At this end of the millennium, mankind will be
healthier, wealthier and wiser than the last, thanks largely
to science (p. 48:1).
According to Ridley science is preoccupied with ignorance and that
is what distinguishes science from other "claims to knowledge" (p.
48:1). However, what is exceptional about Ridley is his exuberant faith
in what science can do at a time when global warming, the depletion of
the ozone layer, overpopulation and other common examples of
environmental degradation are alarming people.
Ziman (1980) argued that as a reflection of reality the science
taught in schools should be like a "map," clear, precise and
interconnected. Ziman stated:
Science is a representation of the natural world. What is
taught in that representation is some aspect of that
representation- a 'map' of some local region of objects or
phenomena. The essence of 'validity' in science education
is that this map should be very clear, precise and connected
in every part, able to give a rigorous answer to every well-
formulated question within its scope.
Each discipline, with its respective map, is larp
enough to be self-contained. The student can work in it,
the scientist can research in it, for long periods without
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crossing its frontiers. This region also borders on other
scientific disciplines, with which science education or
scientific experience has made one more or less familiar.
the frontiers between the traditional
disciplines are ill-defined. In some fields of chemistry,
for example, one may often have to consult the books in the
physics library; on the other side of chemistry the point
one enters biology is equally uncertain (p. 34).
In this statement, Ziman shows that, unlike the borders between science
and non-science that Gould (1987) described as being constantly
"policed," the borders between different science disciplines are not
clearly demarcated.
Mayer (1984) argued that science is a discipline and as such
should be taught as a process and as a way of knowing, and should be
defended from "anti-evolution, the rise of pseudo-science, and the
renewed interest in the occult, all masquerading as science" (p. 423).
Similarly, Phillips (1985), in a depiction of science as a way of
knowing, described "what scientists know and how they know it."
Phillips maintained that scientific knowledge is a fallible revisionary
process in which scientists seek "the truth and often think they have
found it, but when pushed they usually concede that one day they may be
shown to be wrong- the tide of opinion, and of evidence, may turn against
them" (p. 49). For Phillips, science as a way of knowing was only one
of a number of ways of knowing including the interpersonal, the
narrative, and the paradigmatic, the formal, the aesthetic, and the
spiritual
.
Magee (1970), on the other hand, discussed the "way of science" in
the 1970 publication of the National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA), Science Looks At Itself . Wright (n.d.), writing for the Center
For Teaching (CFT) at the University of Massachusetts, recommends that
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the "ways of knowing" of a given discipline should be taught in
introductory level university courses. Wright maintained:
A third responsibility of courses which cater to majors is
to introduce them to ways of knowing in the discipline.
Each discipline has a unique perspective and a set of
customs for thinking and investigating. Too often these are
assumed to be obvious because they are so automatic to
faculty members
,
but it is in the beginning courses that
students must gain the fundamental sense of inquiry
appropriate to their new field (p. 1).
Wright put forth two reasons for recommending that the ways of
knowing of a discipline be taught in the introductory level university
courses of the discipline. First, the ways of knowing of a discipline
are critical content which cannot be overlooked. Second, the ways of
knowing in a given discipline impart a "fundamental sense of inquiry of
the field" (p. 1). These same two reasons could be used as arguments to
support the teaching of science as a way of knowing at the secondary
school level and in science teacher education programs.
The "ways of knowing" in science as described by Wright, above,
include what is distinctive about science when compared to other
disciplines. Thelen (1989) identified four attributes that as a set are
distinctive of science, namely:
(a) That scientists always go back to nature to check their ideas in
nature
;
(b) That ideas must fit the rest of science;
(c) That science has a unique set of values underlying it; and
(d) That science has a unique set of assumptions.
Other knowledge systems such as geometry, and the spiritual
and
interpersonal ways of knowing might have some of these same
attributes,
but they do not honor all four of them. An example of
how in science
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one or more of these four attributes was put to use is illustrated by
how they were used a couple of years back when cold fusion made front
page headlines. In 1989, Pons and Fleischmann, two chemists who had
conducted cold fusion experiments at the University of Utah, publicly
claimed that they had generated cold fusion in the laboratory (Ramsey,
1991). Their cold fusion experiments were repeated independently in
hundreds of laboratories around the world. However, no experimenters
were able to duplicate the findings reported by Pons and Fleischmann.
In addition, cold fusion did not fit well with the existing scientific
knowledge. Scientists were suspicious. Skeptics raised questions about
their experimental methods. Many people wanted to believe in cold
fusion. If cold fusion had been shown to be a real phenomenon, many of
the problems of energy starved nations would have been a thing of the
past. All the energy problems of the world would presumably have been
solved. Then too, if cold fusion had been shown to be reality, some of
the existing scientific knowledge, such as the second law of
thermodynamics, would either have been thrown out or reformulated.
Finally, science as a way of knowing has been taught in at least
two colleges. First, Wirth (1991) had taught a course, Wav Of Science .
for more than a decade at New England College. He claimed that his
students, after undergoing science as a way of knowing, became more
interested in science and overcame their antagonism to science, started
to think like scientists, and increased their knowledge of basic
scientific "facts" and of the "unifying theories of natural science" (p.
429). Wirth asserted that his students, with their knowledge of basic
scientific facts and of the unifying theories of natural science, gained
an ability to explain natural phenomena through theories such as the
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universal gravitational theory, the germ theory of disease, the
correspondence principle, the theory of relativity, and the theory of
evolution. Second, at Macalaster College (Pendergast, 1990) a course.
Ways of Knowing
,
has been taught since 1981. In the course the
epistemology basis for science is examined and the claims of science are
compared with other branches of knowledge.
Research On Understanding Science
The notion of science as a way of knowing is a direct result of
earlier studies on the human capacity to understand science. In these
studies the researchers (Grubber, 1960, 1963; Hendel, 1972; Herron,
1971; Kimball, 1967, Massialas, Spraggue & Sweeney, 1971; Schmidt, 1967,
Anderson et al
. ,
1986; Cobern, 1989) investigated the understanding that
students, scientists, teachers and philosophers have for the nature of
science. Gruber (1960) investigated the scientific attitude of 55
teachers enrolled in an "Academic Year Institute (AYI)" at the
University of Colorado for a year of advanced study. The teachers in
the study had previously undergone the usual science teacher education
programs, made an acceptable progress in the institute and rated the
institute "very good." Gruber found at the end of the institute that 92
percent of the teachers displayed a general understanding of the nature
of scientific thinking that was below a standard suggested as adequate
by four AYI faculty members. The teachers in the study were evaluated
on the basis of a test of knowledge of history of science, a
questionnaire on the philosophy of science, and a sample teaching
performance
.
Gruber (1963) further confirmed the results of the single AYI
study with a second study that involved 31A teachers enrolled in nine
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AYI s. After one year of AYI program these teachers were evaluated on
their concern for "teaching science as a way of thought" (p. 124) using
sample teaching outlines that they had designed. The results were
classified into three main groupings, namely: outlines showing
negligible, moderate, or strong emphasis on teaching science as a way of
thought. Only 202 of these teachers were finally rated, since a
decision was made not to rate those outlines that were wholly in the
field of mathematics. Gruber found in the new study that 25 percent of
the teachers indicated a "strong" concern for teaching science as a "way
of thought" rather than an established doctrine, while 60 percent showed
only negligible concern. The other findings of this study were: (a)
Teachers with strong backgrounds in science and mathematics performed
better on the "criterion variable" - their concern for teaching science as
a way of thought; (b) both chronological age and experience were related
to the criterion variable: The older more experienced teachers did less
well; and (c) there was a negative correlation between time devoted to
study such as thesis work and the criterion variable. Finally, it was
concluded that AYI programs may be relatively ineffective in influencing
teachers to teach science as a way of thought rather than as a set of
established facts and doctrines.
Hendel (1972) asked 628 students to perform an experiment in order
to secure evidence as to whether or not they learn the basic ideas of
the scientific approach. Specifically, Hendell investigated whether
they learn to (a) separate those questions which can be answered by
experiments from those that cannot, (b) plan simple experiments without
being specifically told to do so, (c) carry out the experiments they
planned, (d) identify key aspects of experiments such as variables, and
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(e) routinely ask the question; "How do I find out?" On the basis of
this experiment, Hendel concluded that in learning the basic ideas of
the scientific approach there are very serious shortcomings in the
education of physics students.
Herron (1971) studied the understanding of "science enquiry" of 50
science teachers. In his study, Herron classified the 50 teachers that
he interviewed into five classes, namely;
- Class 1; The respondents at this level were those who, in
the interview, showed only an "orientation to the context of
the text" (p. 205). During the interview the respondents
failed to pick up on opportunities the interviewer provided
to talk about the "scientific method, enquiry and their
classroom" (p. 205).
- Class 2; The respondents at this level were those who
picked up phrases such as "enquiry," "models," or the
"scientific method" from the interviewer and attempted to
use them, but indicated an understanding for these phrases
which related mostly to the knowledge dimension of enquiry.
- Class 3; The respondents at this level were those who
exhibited a fairly coherent but very general understanding
of scientific enquiry. Their responses indicated an
understanding of science enquiry limited to not much more
than "the traditional five step scientific method" (p. 206).
- Class 4; The respondents at this fourth level included
those whose "verbalization of scientific enquiry" was
evaluated by Herron to be comparable to that found in the
materials they were teaching. The respondents placed in
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this level were able to demonstrate a fairly substantial
understanding of enquiry as presented by the textbook and
the laboratory activities of the courses they were teaching.
- Class 5: The respondents who were at this level conveyed
substantial familiarity with the questions and issues
involved in "teaching science as enquiry." They
demonstrated an understanding for teaching science as
enquiry beyond that required by the course materials they
were teaching.
The 50 science teachers involved in the study were distributed by
Herron into five "response classes" with two teachers placed in class 5,
six teachers in class 4, 13 teachers in class 3, 15 teachers in class 2,
and 14 teachers in class 1. Almost half of the science teachers in the
study professed to having advanced degrees and 22 admitted to having
attended a course specifically designed to acquaint them with the "new"
courses they were teaching, i.e., ChemStudy, PSSC Physics, and BSCS
Biology (Herron, 1971). Incidentally, as demonstrated by Gruber (1960,
1963), in terms of understanding the teaching of science as enquiry,
attendance at such a course appeared to confer no special advantage to
the teachers attending. It is interesting to note that the two teachers
placed in response class five, those who demonstrated an expert- like
understanding of science enquiry when compared to other teachers, had
not attended such a course.
Kimball (1967) developed the Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS, see
Appendix B, section II) in order to compare how different groups
understand the nature of science. Kimball found that philosophy majors
had a significantly better understanding of the nature of science than
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science majors. When the science majors were separated into
occupational groups, the philosophy majors scored significantly higher
than the professional scientists group. There was no difference found
between teachers and scientists in their understanding of the nature of
science when the sample was restricted to qualified science teachers
with an undergraduate major in science. Another finding of the study
was the apparent lack of change in the understanding of science with
time or experience, thus suggesting that the concept of the nature of
science is fairly well established by the time a person graduates from
college
.
Kimball's study was replicated by Anderson et al. (1986) and by
Cobern (1989). Anderson et al
. reported the results of a study in which
the NOSS had been administered to two separate groups of students
enrolled in a "methods of teaching high school science" course, one in
1969 and the other in 1984. The two groups were compared by finding
which group agreed more with the "model responses" established for the
NOSS. Anderson found that the 1984 group was more inclined to agree
with the NOSS model responses than the 1969 group. Similarly, Cobern
used the NOSS to compare the understanding of science of two groups, a
group of Nigerian prospective science teachers with a group previously
investigated by Anderson. Cobern found that the Nigerian prospective
science teachers were much more inclined to view the purpose of science
in technological terms than the American students.
Other studies seeking to measure a group's understanding of some
facet or facets of science have utilized a number of other tests. Among
the tests utilized has been the Test Of Understanding Science (TOUS) ,
the Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes (WISP), the Nature Of
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Science Test (NOST)
,
Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale (NSKS), and
the Views On Science, Technology and Society (VOSTS). Schmidt (1967)
compared the level of understanding of science of secondary level
science teachers with that of science students in grades 7-12. The
instrument used for this comparison was the Test On Understanding
Science (TOUS)
. Based on this study Schmidt concluded that some
secondary science teachers understand science no better than the
students they may be assigned to teach.
In some of these studies the researchers investigated the
relationship between teachers' understanding of the nature of science
and "contextual variables" associated with teachers' personal or
professional life (Jones, 1968, Carey, 6t Stauss, 1968, & 1970, Billeh, (t
Hasan, 1975, Fleming, 1988, Bloom, 1989). For example, Carey et al
.
(1968), using the Wisconson Inventory of Scientific Processes (WISP),
investigated the relationship between the understanding of science of a
group of experienced science teachers and career-related academic
variables related to their experience such as, high school science
units, botany credits, zoology units, chemistry credits, physics
credits, mathematics credits, total university science grade average,
total university grade point average, etc. Carey et al. found that
little or no relationship existed between these academic variables and
an understanding of the nature of science as measured through the WISP.
In her study, Jones (1968), investigated whether students who
study science in a general education science course achieve a higher
level of science understanding, as measured by TOUS, than do those who
study in what might be called introductory "professional" science
courses such as general chemistry, general physics, and engineering
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physics. She compared 87 students in a general physical science course
to 55 students enrolled in physics, and chemistry. Jones found that the
general education physical science course was more effective in
increasing the students' understanding of science and scientists than
the professionally oriented physics and chemistry courses. Jones
further hypothesized that this was not a matter of great concern, since
the pre-test mean scores of the physics and chemistry course students
were higher than the post- test mean scores of the students enrolled in
the general physical science course even, though the students enrolled
in the general physical science course showed dramatic gains in their
understanding of the nature of science as measured by TOUS
.
However, this is in sharp contrast to Mayer's (1984) contention
that we, meaning Americans, are scientifically illiterate society and
even those who major in science need upgrading. Mayer argues;
It should not come as any shock that we are a scientifically
illiterate society. Half the population makes its
acquaintance with science in the elementary and the
secondary schools and most of the other half recieves a
quick survey in an introductory collegiate course. It is
these courses on which we need to concentrate to alleviate
the scientific ignorance of our population and it would not,
incidentally, hurt to have those who major in science
understand more about it as a discipline and as a way of
knowing (p. 427).
Mayer argues from experience that students in all levels lack an
understanding of the comparative importance and validity of two datas
,
one found through a scientific process and the other derived using a
non-science process, such as social science or religion.
Billeh and Hasan (1975) in a study of factors affecting the gain
in understanding of the nature of science administered the MOST to a
group of 186 Jordanian secondary school science teachers. They sought
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to determine whether science teachers' understanding of the nature of
science could be increased by attendance at a four-week summer inservice
institute and whether or not such a gain was related to any of the
following factors: (a) A teachers' educational qualifications, (b) the
science subject the teachers were teaching, (c) a teacher's teaching
experience, and (d) a teacher's previous professional training. On the
basis of the study Billeh and Hasan concluded that, first, there were
significant increase in the participants' mean scores on the NOST after
they had attended a four week summer training program; and second, they
found no basic relationship between gain in NOST mean scores and any of
the factors previously mentioned.
In another study, Fleming (1988) examined science students' views
of science and the nature of the relationship between science,
technology, and society. Fleming administered a Views on Science,
Technology, and Society test (VOSTS CDN-2) to 200 undergraduate science
students and later interviewed 30 of them. On the basis of the data
gathered Fleming concluded that undergraduate science students' views of
the relationship between science, technology, and society was not
different from that of high school graduates. He further concluded that
the central concern of the undergraduate science students in the study
was "facts-their creation, verification, or existence" (Ibid, p. 449).
Bloom (1989) investigated preservice elementary school teachers'
conceptions of science by administering a survey questionnaire and a
rating scale to 80 students. Buttressed by the data in his study Bloom
argued that the preseirvice elementary school teachers exhibit
"anthropocentricity in their definitions and purposes of science, theory
and evolution" (p. 401). Bloom further argued that his study exposed
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the preservice elementary teachers’ confusion about the nature of
science, when their responses about the teaching of evolution were
examined.
Lederman (1986) takes issue with the proposition that public
school students and teachers have inadequate conceptions of the nature
of science. He correctly points out that there is no objective standard
of what represents an adequate conception of the nature of science and
the whole issue focuses on the question of what represents adequacy. In
his study lederman administered the "Nature of Scientific Knowledge
Scale" (NSKS) (Ruba, 1976) whose 48 statements are presented in a Likert
Scale response format consisting of five choices (strongly agree, agree
neutral, disagree, disagree, strongly disagree). With the exception of
one subscale, the scores of the students in Lederman' s study were higher
than neutral position in each NSKS scale. The teachers scored higher
than the students on every scale as well as scoring higher than the
"neutral" position on each NSKS scale. Lederman concluded that both
students and teachers possesses an adequate conception of the nature of
science. He contends that previous research focused too much on what he
called "numerical abstractions of student's beliefs and not on what the
students actually believed" (p. 97). Teachers, Lederman contends, have
also been victimized by the same adequacy notion. Not withstanding
Lederman' s arguments and research, the researcher continues to believe
that the critics are right in their charges of scientific illiteracy,
one component of which is the nature of science.
If the reader can agree with the researcher that the emphasis in
science instruction at the secondary level, and the college level as
well, has traditionally been almost overwhelmingly on the product
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dimension of science, then the reader will most likely agree with the
following statement: The general results from these studies suggest that
if the focus of instruction is on the "product" of science, then it is
at best a questionable assumption that growth in the understanding of
the inquiry dimension will necessarily occur concommitantly with
instruction very strongly oriented toward the product dimension.
Curriculum Reform
The notion of science as a way of knowing also could be seen as a
culmination of cumulative reform in science education. Beginning in the
1950s a set of "new science courses" (Herron, 1971; DeBoer, 1991;
Abimbola, 1983; Hurd, 1958) was introduced at the primary and secondary
school levels in the United States. According to DeBoer (1991), this
curriculum reform movement was focused on "the logical structure of the
disciplines and the processes of science" (p. 147). Some of these
science courses were later transplanted to African schools (Jegede,
1982)
.
In the 1960s, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS)
,
in the United States, sponsored Science . A Process
Approach , a science curriculum for grades one to six (1-6) (AAAS
Commission on Science Education, 1971). This curriculum emphasized
processes such as collecting data, hypothesizing, inferring, and
classifying. The curriculum was organized in such a manner that
students were able to understand, appreciate and use the process skills
of science. An emphasis on process meant that children could examine
and make explorations of solid objects, liquids, gases, plants, animals,
and rocks. But, except for few instances the emphasis was not on
learning and remembering of particular facts or principles. Rather,
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they were asked to engage in such activities as observing solid objects
and their motions, classifying liquids, inferring from the growth of
plants and learning how to design experiments including the control and
the manipulation of relevant variables.
At the secondary school level, numerous science curricular
innovations were attempted such as the PSSC physics, CBA Chemistry,
ChemStudy Chemistry, BSCS Biology, Time, Space and Matter (TSM)
,
and the
Earth Science Curriculum Project (ESCP) (DeBoer, 1991). Each of these
curriculums has its own history and rationale for development.
According to Smith (1979), the evaluation of the "new curricula"
indicated that they were not "spectacularly effective" (p. 55). Herron
(1971), on the other hand, analyzed three of these "new courses"
according to their approximation of "science enquiry" in their written
curriculum modules and their laboratory exercises.
The laboratory exercises for PSSC Physics, ChemStudy, and BSCS
Biology were examined by Herron from the perspective of "their content
and stated purpose" (p. 197). He found that the laboratory exercises
fell into three categories; (1) Exercises wherein, after the study of a
particular phenomenon, the student is expected to discover certain
regular patterns, and it is this category which, according to Herron,
best represented science inquiry; (2) exercises through which the
student infers or learns about problem solving skills that do not
involve a predetermined particular solution; and (3) exercises through
which the student gets a chance to observe a particular phenomenon or
through which the student practices and develops laboratory techniques.
Herron concluded after examination of the lab exercises that none of
these new curricula had large numbers of lab exercises of the science
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enquiry type. However, he concluded that CheraStudy had more of this
type of lab exercise than either PSSC Physics or BSSC Biology. Herron
also found that the science enquiry type exercises were most likely to
be found in the latter part of the lab manuals
,
a particularly
disadvantageous placement, since lab exercises omitted from a course by
a teacher are also most likely to be found in this same section of the
manual. He concluded that while much less so for ChemStudy, there was
heavy reliance on implicit representation of scientific inquiry,
particularily in BSCS Biology and in PSSC Physics.
According to Abimbola (1983) these new courses in the 1950s and
1960s had ")no foundation in philosophy of science" (p. 182). DeBoer
(1991), on the other hand, listed the achievements of the "new courses."
He maintained that the "new courses" (a) presented the science
disciplines in the logical areas of human investigation, (b) dealt with
the nature of scientific research, and (c) encouraged students to act
like scientists within the structure that was established. DeBoer
further concluded that the "new science courses" did not take into
account several aspects of science instruction such as the importance of
the interest of the student, the need to match scientific knowledge to
the experience of the student, or the need to provide learners with
knowledge and skills that would help them live intelligent lives in
their culture (p. 171). The shortcomings seem to have been, according
to DeBoer's analysis, that the "new science courses" lacked an emphasis
on science literacy or the relating of science to human life and action.
The new science courses fared no better when they were transplated
to Africa. However, in Africa, the stress of the inadequacy of the new
courses was not on the inappropriateness of the courses themselves, but
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on the ability of African teachers and students to cope with the
courses. Fayiga (1972) asserted that it was difficult for teachers and
students in "emergent societies" to cope with the new science courses.
Fayiga stated:
The Chemical Bond Approach, the Chemical Education Material
Study, the Physical Science Study Committee on Physics and
the different versions of the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study are intensive short term programmes with an assumed
scientific sophistication, which is not easy to find in both
the student and the teacher at the junior secondary school
level, at the moment, in most emergent societies (p. 111).
argues that perhaps a modification of the Nuffield school science
materials is better suited to be taught in schools of societies which
recently e^merged from a British colonial experience.
Process Skills of Science
Science is involved with three kinds of activities that define it
as a process, namely, thinking, investigating, and communicating.
First, science is a process because it involves the following thinking
activities: naming, comparing, discriminating, analyzing, designing,
evaluating, and predicting (Whitney, 1987). There are, however, levels
of thinking. For example. Resnick (1987) has characterized higher order
thinking as a self -regulating process, that is complex, needs mental
effort, has multiple solutions, and involves nuanced judgement and
interpretation
.
Second, science is a process because it involves investigating.
The following activities, according to UNESCO (1980), are associated
with a scientific investigation:
"Observing; classifying; understanding relations between
numbers; understanding space/time relations; communicating,
predicting; being able to infer conclusions from a set of
observations; making operational definitions; formulating a
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hypothesis; interpreting data; identifying and controlling
variables; measuring; or conducting experiments" (p. 27).
Third, science is a process because it involves presenting one's
findings to colleagues or analyzing a colleague's ideas or findings as
presented in scientific journals, seminars, symposia, or through
lectures. The communicating skills required of scientists, to name just
a few, include writing, speaking, and using tables and graphs as
presentation tools.
These three activities, thinking, investigating, and communicating
are called the "processes of science." These processes of science are
described either explicitly or implicitly in the definitions of science
that th^e researcher came across, similar to the definitions of science
in the foregoing answers to the question: "What is science?" For
example, Renner (1984) calls science "finding out" and "extracting
meaning from the environment" (p. 462). Driver (1984), on the other
hand, defines science as "a coherent system of ideas" (p. 2). And
Shapiro (1986) asserted that it is "a system for obtaining answers" (p.
33). Whipple (1967), on the other hand, observed that science must be
"self correcting and every theory must be consistent with all others"
(p. 6).
In these definitions both the act of ordering and extending
ascertained knowledge, and the resulting knowledge itself are science.
It is at least implied, if not directly stated, that if an idea, a
hypothesis, a theory, a law, or whatever it is called, survives all the
tests to which it is put and to which it can be put, then after
sufficient testing what we have is a scientific generalization.
However, scientific generalizations are tentative. Tentativeness
is a fundamental characteristic of science. First, the tentativeness of
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science is illustrated by the uncertainty inherent in scientific
measurements and predictions. According to Bronowski (1961) scientific
measurements and predictions are always accompanied with a "small area
of uncertainty." Bronowski (1961) argued:
The prediction which we base on the signal must be a
statistical one. It does not read the future, it forecasts
it; and the forecast has meaning only because we couple it
with its own estimate of uncertainty. The future is as it
were always a little out of focus, and everything that we
foresee in it is embodied in a small area of uncertainty.
It is the human situation and the situation of science (p
129).
Second, the tentativeness of science is illustrated by the fact
that ^science does not reach ultimate conclusions. Every conclusion
arrived at by scientists is subject to further questioning, testing,
change, and ordering in relation to other conclusions. Mcgee (1970)
quotes William Samson Beck, an American biologist, as saying about
science: "It is a model of certainty in its methodology and logic, yet
its driving force is deliberate doubt and its results are probable,
never certain" (p. 7A)
.
Feynman (1969) shares a convincing illustration for why the
findings of science, now and forever, must be regarded as tentative. He
begins by relating that, as early humans gained knowledge of the world
about them, a completely new thing happened:
Things could be learned by one individual animal, passed on
to another, and another fast enough that it was not lost to
the race ... but it had a disease in it. It was possible to
pass on ideas which were not profitable to the race ... so
there came a time in which the ideas, although accumulated
very slowly, were all accumulations not only of practical
and useful things
,
but great accumulations of all types of
prejudices, and strange and odd beliefs. Then a way of
avoiding the disease was discovered. This is to doubt that
which is being passed from the past is true, and to try to
find out ab initio again from experience, what the situation
is, rather than trusting the experience from the past in the
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form in which it is passed down. And that is what science
is: The result of the discovery that it is worthwhile
rechecking by new direct experience and not necessarily
trusting the race experience from the past (p. 319 ).
Feynman further admonishes teachers that they should:
Maybe doubt the experts once in a while, learn from science
that you must doubt the expert. As a matter of fact I can
define science another way: Science is the belief in the
ignorance of the experts (p. 320 ).
Nature of Science
Science has been referred to as a unique perspective, a way of
inquiry, a "process," and a set of customs for thinking, communicating,
and investigating that is associated with science. What best
characterizes science is what euphemistically in prior pages has been
called the "essence of science." The essence of science is not what in
the past has almost universally been considered the heart of science,
that is its theories, laws, concepts, definitions, and sometimes its
skills and methods; rather, the essence of science embodies everything
leading up to these conclusions. The exploration of the following
aspects of science will further enlighten what is meant by the nature of
science
:
(a) How scientists work and think;
(b) How scientific knowledge is generated;
(c) The values of science;
(d) The power and limitations of science; and
(e) How the "products" of science, that is, the theories, laws,
principles, concepts, and definitions, relate to the rest of science.
In the following sections each of these aspects of the nature of
science will be explored.
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How Scientists Work and Think
Scientists practicing their profession can be distinguished from
laymen and novices studying science by how they work, what they believe,
and how they think. Scientists in their work and thinking always go
back to nature to check their ideas, check whether their ideas fit the
rest of science, and use a unique set of values and assumptions which
underly science. Scientists in their hobbies and follies are similar to
other humans, but, in their professional work, scientists work and think
in ways not all of which are common to other professions. Scientists
maintain a belief system that is characteristic of those who think like
1
scientists. The researcher reproduces here an incomplete list of
beliefs which Ziman (1980) said are held by scientists. The list of
scientists' beliefs prepared by Ziman included the following;
(a) Science is not an end in itself. Science is valued because it
contributes to the satisfaction of our material, spiritual and
intellectual needs;
(b) Science is not the only source of knowledge that is relevant to
peoples lives;
(c) Science is never absolutely objective and cannot be shown to be
true ; and
(d) Scientific knowledge alone is not sufficient over all human
activities. There are other knowledge systems that are in a better
position to supply the needed information, i.e., the beliefs, the
attitudes, appreciations, and values, that are necessary to the
conclusion reaching and decision-making process.
To illustrate the argument that scientists think differently
in
their professional work than other people, four examples
will be
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discussed. First, novices and experts differ in how they understand the
nature of science. It has been demonstrated by several researchers
(Kimball, 1967; Herron, 1971; Gruber, 1960, 1963; Massialas et al.,
1971, Schmidt, 1967) that different groups, such as students, teachers,
scientists, and philosophers, have an unequal understanding of the
nature of science, the scientific approach, and the nature of scientific
inquiry. Kimball (1967), in particular, has presented evidence that
indicates that an individual's perception of the nature of science
distorted as it may or may not be, is acquired early on and does not
change much after a person graduates from college.
Second, the activities in which scientists engage distinguish them
from ordinary laymen and from novices. The activities in which
scientists engage can be inferred from the various definitions of
science that were provided in the prior sections of this chapter. Among
the various characteristics specified in those definitions are the
following: searching for explanations; predicting; looking at the world
through a perspective distinctive of science; repeatedly returning to
mother nature to check out answers; testing; extracting meaning from the
environment; finding out facts; solving problems; carrying alternative
problems in one's head; and thinking. To do a simple task of science, a
scientist might engage in all or only some of these activities.
However, doing one or several of these activities does not necessarily
make one a scientist. Ideally, scientists engage in these activities
within the framework of "science as a way of knowing."
Third, how scientists think about what they do distinguishes them
from non- scientists and novices. The way scientists as experts think
about research questions, laboratory experiments, or problems to be
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solved is different from the way science students and lay people as
novices think about these same things. For example, in solving pencil-
and-paper problems, scientists first think about general principles and
the qualitative aspects of the problem such as determining whether the
problem is concerned with energy or momentum, while novices are more
ii^clined to think of surface features" of the problem such as numerical
values in the problem or the kind of things the problem deals with like
cranes, planes, or projectiles (College Board, 1990).
Fourth, scientists generally insist on the freedom to communicate
J
the results of their thinking and work to other scientists. The
openness of science is one of its virtues. Scientists present their
ideas and findings to other scientists so the ideas and findings can be
tested. How scientists communicate is important to how scientists know
what they know. According to Raths (1973)
,
if students were allowed to
communicate the results of their thinking and work in a way similar to
how scientists share knowledge then science courses would become more
interesting to students. Raths stated that: "If more concern could be
placed upon ways scientists know facts, the course could be more
interesting" (p. 209).
How Scientific Knowledge Is Generated
Subject matter specialists justify their opinions about how
scientific knowledge is generated by studying the historical views of
science. Four views emerge from this historical exploration of how
science is generated: (a) the positivistic view of science; (b) the view
that science advances through change in concepts (Bronowski, 1963); (c)
the view that science progresses through the refutations of non-
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scientific statements (Popper. 1983); and (d) the view that science
progresses through scientific revolutions (Kuhn, 1962).
First, in the positivistic view of science, scientific knowledge
is generated through observations and the inductive method. The use of
observation and inductive method results in laws that describe how
things work. In a portrayal of the positivistic view of science, McGee
(1985) contends that scientific laws are organized through an inductive
process from disparate and singular obseirvations
. The inductive method
is^ used as a criterion to discern patterns, to reach conclusions, and to
demarcate between science and non- science. According to McGee, in the
positivistic view, science unlocks the secrets of the world through a
scientific method comprised of:
(1) accumulated observations of specific instances;
(2) discerning a general pattern in these observations;
(3) these patterns leading to a hypothesis; and
(4) these hypotheses sometimes leading to a scientific law.
However, the detractors of the positivistic view of the generation
of scientific knowledge question the adequacy of using obseirvations and
the inductive method in reaching conclusions about nature. Hume, in
disagreement with the positivistic view of science, pointed out early on
that "no number of singular observation statements, however large, could
logically entail an unrestricted general statement" (cited in McGee,
1985, p. 15). Later disagreements with the positivistic view, however,
centered around the fact that observations are not "theory neutral." It
is argued that, in scientific experiments, for example, scientists would
probably be concerned with observing what they expect to see, while
neglecting other aspects of the experiment. It seems that in scientific
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observations people observe what they want to see or what they are told
to look for. According to Phillips (1985):
It is now widely regarded as untenable to hold that
scientific theories are built up from a foundation of
secure, unquestionable, objective, theory neutral
observations (p. 49).
Bronowski (1961), Popper (1982) and Kuhn (1962) conclude that the
inductive method of scientific knowledge is inadequate to explain how
science is generated.
Second, according to Bronowski (1961) science is generated through
dhange in the unifying concepts of science. In this view, creativity in
generating unifying concepts of science becomes the focus of scientists
instead of observations and the inductive method common to the
positivistic view (Raths, 1973). Bronowski (1961), the chief proponent
of this view, in his book The Common Sense of Science . argued that:
When we follow the growth of science, we come to understand
how that movement has been probing for these unifying
concepts... Science is a process of creating new concepts
which unify our understanding of the world, and the process
is today bolder and more far reaching, more triumphant even
than at the great threshold of the scientific revolution
(pp. 134-135).
Third, scientific knowledge is generated through scientists'
attempt at refuting statements, concepts, theories, conjectures,
hypothesis or laws. Popper (1983), the main proponent of this view,
asserts, in contradiction to the positivistic view, that the veracity of
scientific statements cannot really be proven or ascertained through
evidence from observations. Scientific statements cannot be shown to be
true; the best that can be shown is that they have withstood all
attempts at refutation.
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Popper's view contains two related ideas about scientific
statements. First, scientific statements are rational and can be
defended through logical reasoning. Popper asserted that scientists
defend a hypothesis or a theory in light of the findings and the ensuing
discussion. Scientists cannot present any evidence that can really
prove that a scientific statement is true. However, scientists can
demonstrate that it is rational, that is, that it can withstand all the
possible tests and refutations put to it. Popper (1983) said this
about the rationality of science:
We cannot justify our theories, or the belief that they are
true; nor can we justify the belief that they are near to
the truth. We can however, rationally defend a preference
-
sometimes a very strong one-for a certain theory (p. 61).
Second, Popper (1982) proposed a criterion, the criterion of
falsifiability
,
to demarcate between scientific and non-scientific
statements. Scientific statements are falsifiable, while non-scientific
statements are not. The falsifiability of statements means that they
can be put to a test and refuted through reasoning and evidence. This
criterion for scientific statements has been interpreted by some to mean
that scientists are in the business of framing and falsifying hypotheses
and that the resultant scientific knowledge consists of hypotheses and
theories that cannot be refuted (Donnelly, 1986). Those who disagree
with Popper maintain that science must be more than the refutation of
statements (Kuhn, 1963). However, Popper (1983) himself protests this
assertion. He maintains that what he wanted to convey in his writing is
that "the method of science is rational" (p. 62), that scientific
statements are falsifiable, and that the eventual importance of a
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scientific statement within the hierarchy of scientific statements
depends on other criteria. Popper (1982) said:
... I do not believe that the criterion of truth is
possible, I have proposed a criterion of demarcation- the
criterion of falsifiability
, My proposal was that a
statement (a theory, a conjecture) has a status of belonging
to the empirical sciences if and only if it is falsifiable
(p. xix)
.
The fourth view on how scientific knowledge is generated is that
scientific knowledge is "socially constructed" and is generated through
scientific revolutions. Knowledge is understood through the framework
of social, historical, and cultural contexts (Kuhn, 1962; Gould, 1985;
Ogawa, 1986; Ogunniyi, 1988). In this "socially constructed" view of
scientific knowledge science emerged the way it is because science has
promoted the interests or appealed to the minds of powerful sections of
developed societies. Kuhn (1962), the chief proponent of this view, in
the context of this "socially constructed view of knowledge" explained
how progress in science happens through scientific revolutions. He
divides science into revolutionary and normal science.
In revolutionary science, a complete change happens in the
paradigms scientists hold about a certain phenomenon. Kuhn (1962)
defined a paradigm to mean the scientific point of view of a group of
scientists who are in agreement with the accepted explanations of
certain theories. Revolutionary science involves creation of new
paradigms that challenge the accepted views of science. In some cases,
it seems that data is interpreted, conclusions are reached and then
someone (like Darwin or Copernicus) puts everything together into a new
paradigm. In other cases, a scientist comes up with a new paradigm when
everybody else is satisfied with the existing paradigms. For example.
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it was revolutionary science when Einstein's relativity principle
challenged Newtonian mechanics.
Normal science is the pursuit of knowledge that involves working
within accepted scientific paradigms, their theories, definitions, laws,
and concepts. A scientist working on normal science could be
investigating "more accurate" knowledge or confirming information
relevant to a paradigm. He or she could be determining constants or
laws, or predicting something within a paradigm. Revolutionary science
replaces normal science when the explanatory ability of normal science
fails (Donnelly, 1986). For example, classical physics could not fully
and adequately explain atomic phenomena until after the emergence of
quantum mechanics.
Finally, the discussion about the four views on the way scientific
knowledge is generated is mainly philosophical. The four views on how
scientific knowledge is generated are concerned with the way scientific
knowledge claims are warranted and whether scientific knowledge claims
are generated differently from other knowledge claims such as the
interpersonal, practical, spiritual, or aesthetic knowledge claims.
Basically, this is a philosophical discussion. Phillips (1985)
summarized the insights of the philosophy of science pertinent to these
four views by asking the following questions: (a) Is observation in any
way foundational in science? (b) Are theories generated from or
determined by evidence? (c) Are rational justifications of knowledge
claims possible? (d) Is justification necessary to the framework of
science? Phillips concluded in an answer to the foregoing questions,
that observation, rationality, and justification by evidence are not
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necessarily foundational to science, but neither can they be ruled out.
He asserted:
For scientific knowledge is not based, in any logically
compelling sense, on observation; neither do tests
absolutely confirm nor absolutely refute it. It seems that,
on the basis of any body of evidence, a host of rival
theories could be advanced, and the accumulation of further
evidence does not compellingly disqualify any of these. At
first this situation seems shocking, but calm reflection
puts the matter in a different light. It has been long
realized that scientific knowledge is fallible; scientists
seek the truth and often think they have found it, but when
pushed they usually concede that one day they may be shown
to be wrong- the tide of opinion, and of evidence, may turn
against them (p. 49).
Values of Science
The values underlying science as foci for the science curriculum,
were identified by the Educational Policies Commission (1966). The
Commission enumerated the values underlying science as consisting of;
(1) longing to know and understand;
(2) questioning of all things;
(3) search for data and their meaning;
(4) demand for verification;
(5) respect for logic;
(6) consideration of premises; and
(7) consideration of consequences (p. 15).
According to the Educational Policies Commission, the teaching of
science in different cultures could lead to "a communality of
values
and similarity of "beliefs, thought and action" among
different peoples.
The Educational Policies Commission (1966) stated:
The deeper workings of the spirit of science are
creating
a general communality of values, a sort of
spiritual
unity among men.... In the past, this goal has
usually been
through some community of values peculiar to a
small group
....Today, however, the values on which science and
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technology are based are gaining acceptance in the mostdiverse cultures. In this respect, the spread of the spirit
of science
.. .might represent a movement toward genuine
similarities of belief, thought, and action ... we conclude
that a general worldwide fostering of the spirit of science
is wise (pp. 12-13)
.
Gennaro and Glenn (1978) maintain that values related to a
particular science topic should be included in the science curriculum,
along with the "process" and "product" aspects of science. Gennaro and
Glenn further argue that failure to incorporate the values of science in
the science curriculum might result in scientifically illiterate
students. The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) (1971) in a
statement, "Science Education for the 70s: Science Technology Society,"
seemed to give a central place in the science curriculum to the values
underlying science. Similarly, Thelen (1983) in "Values and Valuing in
Science" recognizes the centrality to the science curriculum of the
values underlying science. However, the NSTA (1982) in their statement
about science education in the 1980s seemed to relegate the values
underlying science to a somewhat lesser position in the science
curriculum than they were accorded in their statement for the 1970s.
Kimball (1967), on the other hand, who developed the Nature Of
Science Scale (NOSS)
,
organized a set of assertions about the nature of
science that are more in the nature of values than anything else.
According to Kimball the following assertions were the basis of his
Nature Of Science Scale:
1. The fundamental driving force in science is curiosity
concerning the physical universe. It has no connection with
outcomes, applications, or uses aside from the generation of
new knowledge
.
2. In the search for knowledge, science is process oriented,
it is a dynamic, on-going activity rather than a static
accumulation of knowledge.
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3. In dealing with knowledge as it is developed and
manipulated, science aims at ever increasing
comprehensiveness and simplification, emphasizing
mathematical language as the most precise and simplest means
of stating relationships.
4. There is no one "scientific method" as often described by
school science textbooks. Rather, there are as many methods
of science as practitioners.
5. The methods of science are characterized by a few
attributes which are more in the realm of values rather than
techniques. Among these attributes of science are
dependence upon sense experience, insistence on operational
definitions, recognition of the arbitrariness of definitions
and schemes of classification or organization, and the
evaluation of scientific work in terms of reproducibility
and of usefulness in furthering scientific inquiry.
6. A basic characteristic of science is a faith in the
susceptibility of the physical universe to human ordering
and understanding.
7. Science has a unique attribute of openness, both openness
of mind, allowing for willingness to change opinion in the
face of evidence, and the openness of the realm of
investigation, unlimited by such factors as religion,
politics, or geography.
8. Tentativeness and uncertainty mark all of science.
Nothing is ever completely proven in science, and the
recognition of this fact is a guiding consideration of the
discipline (Kimball, 1967, pp. 111-112).
Power of Science
Science, according to Ziman (1980), derives its power from its
arguements and facts. He argued;
Science derives its practical power and authority from the
rigour of its arguments and the hardness of its facts.
Science education must transmit these qualities. It is not
enough to be more or less acquainted with a scientific idea,
to understand its meaning, or to use it correctly, one must
grasp it firmly and wield it boldly. Everyone knows science
is 'hard' to learn; the metaphor should remind us that it
also needs to be hard and sharp at the edge where it is to
shape our thoughts and the world about us (p. 18).
In describing the power and authority of science, Ziman
is
forcefully echoing Gould’s (1987) statement that science
has a domain
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guarded by scientists. He is further arguing that this domain
profoundly shapes the thoughts of scientists. Ziman is saying that the
power of science is derived from the fact that a "great many facts have
been organized into deeply structured patterns" (p. 18) and from these
structured patterns scientists infer many "unknown events" (p. 18).
The power of science is in its perspective, in its customs of
communicating, thinking about, and investigating natural phenomena. The
power of science is in the concerted effort of millions of scientists to
find facts, and it is their propensity to examine and cross check those
facts individually or together that bears results. The scientific
perspective in which all these people are involved is powerful. For
example, the physical universe is susceptible to "human ordering and
understanding" (Kimball, 1967, p. 112). Science demands an openness of
mind that causes scientists to change their opinions in the face of
contrary evidence or from logical reasoning. Furthermore, the
investigative method of science is centered on tentativeness (Kimball,
1967, pp. 111-112). The findings of science are valid as a "warranted
body of knowledge" until the next theory disagreeing with those findings
is in place.
The support for the claim of the power of the scientific
perspective, science as a way of knowing, is that science works and that
it is self -correcting . Science works because it generates ideas that
have predictive value in a society and embodies within its parameters
ways of working that can serve as a model of inquiry. Science is self-
correcting in that scientists learn from their errors. According to
Bronowski (1961), scientists in using mistakes to correct themselves
banish fear. He said: "We do not contemplate facts without error, but
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because we know what we are doing, we may act upon them without fear
(p. 129). He argues further that the greatest defence of the scientific
perspective is this phrase "because we know what we are doing," in that
it makes scientists aware of the tentativeness of their conclusions,
theories, and generalizations. Finally, the source of the self-
correcting nature of science is in its values. Science is self
correcting because scientists want to know, have respect for logic,
demand verification, question all things, search for data and their
meaning, and consider premises and consequences (Education Policies
Commission, 1966). But, most of all, science is a way of knowing.
Limitations of Science
The limitations of science come into focus when the question:
"What is not science?" is considered. When the boundaries of science
are demarcated through what it is not, the areas of human concern for
which science is the very best approach are limited. According to Clark
and Holler (1986)
,
science does not include many areas of human
experience (such as suffering, love, pleasure, diligence, honor, and
justice as well as many others). For instance, while many might argue
that equality is better than inequality, science alone cannot supply the
information needed to resolve the issue of which is best, equality or
inequality. While through the methods of science one may be able to
predict the consequences of either a policy of equality or inequality,
other non-science-related beliefs are likely to provide the information
that is very decisive to the resolution of the issue. For instance a
male might honestly believe that life on this earth is best for all if
females remain in a position of subservience to males. This same male
might also believe that, while the male head of the house should take
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into consideration the desires and needs of the female and that females
be treated kindly, he would also remain insistent that, for the good of
and the endurance of the household, authority to make final decisions
must reside with the male. The male might hold to the belief that the
stability of the family should be valued above all else, perhaps because
he has observed consequences when this was not true, perhaps because of
cultural tradition, or perhaps even because of religious beliefs where
the male has been assigned a strong family role. Science focuses on
limited areas of human experience and only on some of the ways by which
knowledge is generated.
Understanding Science as a Wav of Knowing as a Curriculum Goal
Tyler (1949) developed what Sinclair and Ghory (1987, p. 89)
called "a classical curriculum process" and Tanner (1975) described as a
format that still "occupies a focal position in curriculum theory" (p.
56) . Tyler argued that the content to be taught evolves out of
consideration of: (a) suggestions derived from the study of the
discipline by subject matter specialists; (b) the contemporary life
outside of the school; and (c) what the students are like. Tyler
further argued that these suggestions are filtered both through our
psychology of learning and our philosophy to arrive at general
objectives for the curriculum. Tyler's format was formulated for use
with all disciplines.
Blosser (1986) maintained that there are four goal clusters
particularly suited to science education, namely: a personal needs goal
cluster, a societal issues cluster, an academic preparation cluster, and
a career education / awareness cluster. Yager (1989) contends that
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"personal relevance" (p. U4), which Is part of each of these four
clusters, is the most defensible "science teaching orientation." He
maintained:
One of these was personal relevance; it is the orientation
which seems the most easiest to defend as the most basic one
and the one that requires attention and effort if real
improvements in science education are to occur for all
students enrolled in K-12 settings. It is the orientation
which is exemplified by Science/Technology/Society programs
(p. 144).
Zoller (1985) also maintained that "relevance" should be primary
in secondary school chemistry. He asserted that "science education must
be made relevant. To accomplish this in the classroom, we must approach
real problems through inquiry and involvement" (p. 32). Similarly the
theme of relevance, especially social relevance, is evident in the NSTA
(1971) position statement, "School Science Education for the 70s." The
statement specifically recommends that the school "must develop in the
individual an ability to learn under his own initiatives and an abiding
interest in doing so" (p. 47). In the 1970s the NSTA promoted the
empowerment of the student through science literacy.
The aims of science teaching that had been articulated for African
schools in the 1970s stress relevance of science to the student's life
and society's needs. Lewis (1972) argued that the task of science
education is two- fold: First, it is to ensure that every student
understands the application of science to people's lives; and second,
it is to ensure that students who anticipate careers in science and
technology have a "sound foundation" in science.
Fayiga (1972) argues that aims of science teaching in emergent
nations should be "satisfying the immediate and long-term intellectual,
aesthetic, cultural, and moral needs of the child and prepare him for
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adult life" (p. 109). Another aim of science teaching that Fayiga
argues for in schools of emergent nations is that the student understand
and appreciate the "special values and limitations of the scientific
method" (p. 109). Similarly, Cavanaugh (1972) stresses four aims of
science teaching in emergent societies in which relevance is the focus,
namely, (a) to promote scientific literacy, (b) to enable school
graduates to cope effectively with their natural environment, (c) to
prepare students for effective citizenship, and (d) to provide children
with the opportunity to develop critical thinking.
Lewis
,
Fayiga and Cavanaugh are advocating for more relevant
science teaching goals in schools of "emergent societies." However, the
aims of science teaching articulated by Lewis seem more traditional than
those presented by Fayiga and Cavanaugh. It seems that Fayiga and
Cavanaugh presented more desirable goals for science teaching in terms
of relevance. That Fayiga and Cavaugh stress relevance more than Lewis
is indicated by their concern for the values and the limitations of
science, science literacy, personal coping, and critical thinking in
their writing.
To assess science as a way of knowing as a science curriculum
goal, its personal relevance to the learner should be explored. As a
science teaching goal, science as a way of knowing will be explored in
accordance with Tyler's (1949) format in two ways. First, the
researcher will explore whether science as a way of knowing as a
curriculum goal can be inferred from the recommendations of science
subject matter specialists, from the study of the contemporary life
outside the school, and from study of what the students are like.
Second, the researcher will explore whether science as a way of knowing
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as a currlculvaa goal Is compatible with learning theory and with
educational philosophy.
Su^estions Derived from the Study of the Plsrlpl^nA
According to Tyler (1949), subject matter specialists are to be
consulted in determining the content to be taught in schools. There are
prominent subject matter specialists (Welch, 1987; Mayer, 1984; Gould,
1987; Shapiro, 1984; Wirth, 1991; Wright, n.d.) who suggest, either
directly or indirectly, science as a way of knowing as the focus of the
teaching of science. For example, Wright (n.d.) advocates that science
should be taught as a "unique perspective and set of customs for
thinking and investigating" (p. 1). Mayer (1984), on the other hand,
strongly argues that science should be taught from the perspective of
what science is:
If chemistry and physics and biology are sciences let us
teach them as sciences. Let us teach their concepts, their
data, their experiments, and their implications to science
and society at large instead of simply presenting formulae
and vocabulary to be memorized in incessant sequence while
omitting the conceptual base of the discipline. One of the
things each of us as a scientist should strive for is
communicating the nature of the discipline (p. 425).
Similarly, Welch (1987) contended that students should be learning
science in the same manner in which scientists pursue their work and in
which scientific knowledge is generated. Welch maintained:
The assumption is that the techniques needed for effective
science teaching are the same as those used for effective
scientific investigation. Put another way, it says that the
methods for learning science should be the same as the
methods for doing science (p. 161).
The College Board (1990) argued for a "new conception of science
instruction" (p. 2) in which the following general goals are central:
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1. That the process of science in terms of inquiry and problem solving
be instilled in all students.
2. That all students be provided with a sufficient working knowledge of
science to empower them to deal effectively with the society’s important
technological-social needs.
3. That the next generation of scientists be prepared to maintain the
United States 's international position in science and its national well-
being.
Burbules (1991) argued for science teaching goals that in most
essential ways are compatible with science as a way of knowing. He
suggested goals for science from a philosophy of science perspective.
Burbules suggested the following goals for science teaching; (a) That
the sense of the scientist as an active organizer and seeker of
information be developed in the student, (b) that the student acquire a
flexible and reflective perspective on scientific information, (c) that
the student in achieving scientific manifest a propensity towards self-
monitoring and self - regulation
,
(d) that the student accumulate a
repertoire of problem-solving approaches and scientific methods, and the
skill to change from one to another in the light of the issues and
questions experienced, and (e) that the student develop an appreciation
for and a sense of community with others involved in the science.
However, there are other subject matter specialists who advocate
the understanding of other aspects of science as science teaching goals.
For example. Driver (1984), based on a policy statement of the
Association of Science Education, argued for the following six goals of
science education: (a) The understanding of scientific concepts, (b) the
development of cognitive and psycho-motor skills, (c) the ability to
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undertake inquiries, (d) understanding the nature of the scientific
enterprise, (e) understanding the relationship between science and
society, and (f) the development of sense of personal worth. Science as
a way of knowing as an important goal can be inferred from the
statement, "understanding the nature of the scientific enterprise" (p,
73).
According to Roberts (1982), the goals of science instruction
specified in different curriculums play a significant role in the
selection of subject matter. Goals are used to guide curriculum policy,
instructional material development, and curriculum implementation in the
classroom. However, with all these different goals and science content
recommended by subject matter specialists, the question arises as to
their relevance. The science student has to answer the question: "why
am I learning this?" Roberts developed arguments for the concept of
curriculum emphases in science education. Curriculum emphases answer
the question: "Why am I learning this?" for the student, and the
question: "Why am I teaching this?" for the teacher. Roberts argued
that each curriculum emphasis is a coherent set of messages to the
student about science.
Blosser (1986), in what could be inferred to be a summary of
suggestions by subject specialists, organized a list of curriculum
emphases as identified in several science education projects in the
United States and in Canada and placed them in the following seven
categories: everyday coping; structure of science; science, technology,
and decisions; scientific skill development; correct explanations; self
as explainer; and solid foundations. Each curriculum emphasis conveys
a
coherent message about science to students (see Table 2-1).
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TABLE 2.1
Science Curriculum Emphases and Their Messages,
Emphasis Message
1. Everyday coping Controlling one's environment/
collective understanding of
scientific principles.
2. Structure of science Growth and development in
science/Self-correcting nature
of science.
3. Science, technology
and decisions
4. Scientific skill
development
Limits of science in practical
affairs/How are science and
technology different? Related?
Science processes
5. Correct explanations
6. Self as explainer
7. Solid foundations
Science products
Science as a cultural institution
Future science instruction
Adapted from Blosser, 1986, p. 606
The gap between the perceptions of these two groups of subject
matter specialists, those advocating a science as a way of knowing
approach and those advocating any of the other approaches, seems wide.
However, this gap is not as wide as it seems when one considers that at
least to some extent some facet of science as a way of knowing is an
undeclared component of all the other curriculum emphases. Many science
teachers, as indicated by the research of Kimball (1967) and Herron
(1971) and others, have an inadequate understanding of the nature of
science. Teachers usually do not consciously attempt to develop a
better understanding than is relayed to the students by way of their
textbooks. And as a medium for conveying something as esoteric as
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science as a way of knowing, textbooks are denigrated by Raths (1973).
To gain an understanding of and an appreciation for even one facet of
science as a way of knowing, the power and limitations of science, seems
well beyond anything for which the majority of science teachers strive
to achieve. The best testimony for the likely veracity of the foregoing
statement as it applies to African students would be borne out by the
widespread charges of scientific illiteracy of Africans by African
science education critics (Ogunniyi, 1986; Jegede, 1990; Jansen, 1989).
Suggestions Derived from the Study of the Nature of Students
According to Tyler (1949), if educational experiences are to be
organized appropriately and presented effectively, then curriculum
developers need to take into account suggestions derived from the study
of the nature of students, that is, what students are like. Are the
goals derived from the study of what students are like in terms of their
intellectual characteristics compatible with an emphasis on science as a
way of knowing? The researcher concludes in this section that teaching
for an understanding of science as a way of knowing is compatible with
inferences concerning what to teach derived from a study of what
students are like.
Some of the characteristics of students that influence their
ability to profit from science instruction are: Their level of
cognitive development, their interests, how they learn, their self
concept, and their socioeconomic background. However, three factors are
primarily portrayed in the literature as influencing, and sometimes
confounding, students' understanding of science, namely: (a) students'
conceptual frameworks about science (Driver, 1984; College Board, 1990)
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(b) students' cognitive development (Gilbert, 1986) and (c) students'
expectations of how science is to be taught.
First, in students' conceptual frameworks about science, the
teaching of science is confounded by the fact that for many scientific
phenomena students already have well developed explanations before they
come to the class. These explanations, in many instance, are perfectly
satisfactory from the learner's perspective, though the science
specialists would find these same explanations unsatisfactory and / or
incorrect. Teachers in planning and implementing instruction must take
into account that the students' knowledge of the natural world can be
thought of as being organized into theory- like, persistent, alternative
frameworks which in many cases differ significantly from the accepted
scientific theory (Driver, 1986; College Board, 1990; Gilbert, 1986).
An alternative framework may be thought of as a learner's explanation
that may be at variance with the accepted scientific explanation. This
alternative framework may have been constructed by the student before he
or she encountered any formal instruction about a phenomenon and arises
out of his / her daily experiences or from her / his cultural,
linguistic, or religious world views. Sometimes the alternative
framework has resulted from the teaching that goes on in their science
classrooms. These alternative frameworks contradict the scientific
theories taught in the science class and in some instances even
contradict some of the student's observations of natural phenomena.
Second, in the students' cognitive development, the teaching of
science is confounded by the difficulty students have in comprehending
certain important aspects of science. There are concepts and skills of
science that are mastered after the student's cognitive capacity
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develops and after much practice (Lovell. 1972). For example, in the
early stages of their cognitive development, it is difficult or even
impossible for young learners to fully comprehend certain concepts like
conservation of a quantity. Furthermore, students sometimes have
difficulty in framing questions or hypotheses and in identifying false
premises, which are aspects important to learning about science.
Third, there is mismatch between suggestions derived from the
study of science as a discipline on how science should be taught and the
African students' perceptions of proper science instruction. As a
result of some studies done in Nigeria, the claim has been made that
students' questioning habits (Buseri, 1987), their misconceptions
(Ivowi, 1984) and their world views (Ogguniyi, 1988; Jegede, 1990) are
influenced by their culture.
For example, Buseri (1987) who investigated students' questioning
habits in Nigerian schools found that the teachers in these schools did
most of the asking and answering of classroom questions. Buseri argues
that it might be the cultural attitudes of Nigerians in communicating
with elders, asking and answering questions in the presence of their
teachers, that precipitated the attitude that resulted in students not
asking questions in class. The kind of questions students and teachers
ask and how they are answered and who answers them is important to the
understanding of science. The College Board (1990) recommends that
students be encouraged to ask and answer questions and that students be
helped to distinguish between "non-scientific" questions that are
outside the domain of science and questions that can be posed and
answered within science. Also, according to the College Board students
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should learn how to formulate questions, and. if they are complex, how
to break them down into more manageable questions,
Allsop (1991) described this mismatch between the expectations of
students in low income countries and how science should be taught. He
said:
The prevailing western mode of inquiry-orientated practical
science may map uncomfortably on the teaching and learning
styles of many low income countries. An instructional mode,
where the teacher and the learner roles are clearly defined
and differentiated according to expectations children bring
from home, dominates most science lessons in African and
Asian countries (p. 546).
Science as a way of knowing as the most important aspect of
science has resulted from subject matter specialists' study of the
nature of science. It resulted independently of consideration of what
students are like; that they acquire and persist in misconceptions about
scientific concepts and theories; that what they learn about science
depends in part on their cognitive development; that they have personal
inclinations and interests at variance with science as a way of knowing;
that they may have their own expectations about how science should be
taught; and that they are influenced by the physical and social
environment around them. The generalizations about the nature of
science by subject matter specialists arose independently of any
consideration of the nature of students.
For example, Piaget, in investigating cognitive development of
children and young adolescents, used good scientific processes, acting
very much like a scientist. Piaget and his followers, in their research
on cognitive development, used scientific concepts (volume, density,
simple levers) and math concepts (ratio, proportion) to determine
developmental level. However, children and young adolescents do not
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necessarily proceed evenly In all aspects of cognitive development.
Experiences seem to affect development. For Instance, young people may
be classified as gifted In certain fields, e.g., music, the arts, etc.,
but still have difficulties In learning some aspects of math and science
(Lovell, 1972).
Gilbert (1986) identified Piaget's investigations as one of two
"categories of approaches" (p. 281) that have been used in schools to
consider cognitive development in relation to the science curriculum.
Gilbert identified two categories of approaches that have been used by
teachers to teach science from the perspective of what students are
like. The two categories are:
a) The " Piaget - derived " approaches. These approaches are used by
educators to organize the science curriculum on the basis of the
cognitive development of the learners for whom the curriculum is
intended. Each student, according to this approach, needs to be given
an opportunity to progress and be challenged at or slightly above his or
her development stage.
b) The " Personal Constructivist " approaches. These approaches take the
view that people reach their understanding of things or situations in
life through "a personal theory of explanation" (Gilbert, 1986, p. 282).
The learners construct new conceptions out of what they already know,
what they read, what the teacher tells them, and the phenomena they
experience
.
Brooks (1990) identified four "critical dimensions of a
constructivist classroom" (p. 69). Brooks found that: (1)
Constructivist-based education structures curriculum around primary
concepts, (2) a constructivist-based education uncovers students'
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alternative conceptions, (3) an attempt is made to understand student's
viewpoints, and (4) constructivism is based on conflict. Now it Just so
happens that thinking is largely what the nature of science is all
about, and it is also what both Piaget -derived and personal
constructivist approaches are all about. These two approaches are
compatible with the nature of science.
Driver (1987), in relating the nature of students to the science
curriculum, did not indicate distinctions similar to the two categories
identified by Gilbert (1986). Driver (1987) described Piaget's theory
as a theory of children's thinking in science and thinking about
phenomena is one source of alternative frameworks. The differences
between the two set of approaches cited by Gilbert (1986) might be due
to the chronology of their discovery rather than any real theoretical
differences between them. It happens that the "Piaget-derived"
approaches preceded personal constructivism by a good many years.
Personal constructivism seems to have been inspired by Piaget's
investigations
.
From a study of each approach, the "Piaget-derived" and the
"personal constructivist," it can be inferred that some ways of
presenting content to be learned, are better than others such that
students will be able to make meaning out of the content presented. The
general aims, in both approaches, include students being taught how to
think scientifically, how to investigate phenomena, and how to
communicate results. The same applies to science as a way of knowing.
When using the "Piaget-derived" approaches, science teachers need to
assess the developmental stages of their students. They will be
able to
identify the stages of each of their students from how they
perform
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tasks associated with the different stages. From this information they
infer on what they need to approach the teaching of a concept, law, or
theory. In the "Personal constructivist" approaches, on the other hand,
the science teacher works with students' alternative frameworks, helps
them to sense the inadequacies of these alternative frameworks, and, at
the same time, helps them to build new frameworks more consistent with
accepted scientific theories, laws, and concepts.
Finally, from the preceding discussion it is concluded that
science as a way of knowing is compatible with the implications that
might be drawn from the study of the nature of students. Science as a
way of knowing is not in conflict with either the "Piaget-derived"
approach or the "personal constructivist" approach, and both science as
a way of knowing and the two approaches have similar objectives, namely,
the teaching of thinking, investigating, and communicating skills in
science. Science as a way of knowing is compatible with the means
students utilize to make meaning of the content taught in science
classes
.
Suggestions Derived from the Study of the Needs of Contemporary Society
Another of the important determiners of curriculum are suggestions
derived from the study of what is seen as the needs of contemporary
society (Tyler, 1949). Many important subject matter specialists (Hurd,
1958, 1986; Kieffer, 1979; Eldridge , 1982 ; Mayer, 1984; Jones, 1986;
Dedecker, 1986; Yager, 1986; Bybee, 1987; Gould, 1987; Champagne et.
al
.
,
1989) support viewing science in schools in terms of its
interactions with society and technology as well as considering the
impact society and technology have on science. The teaching of science
that uses technology and society related problems and issues has
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significant implications for the progress and well-being of the Somali
society.
Some educators have established scientific literacy as a goal to
relate science, technology, and society. As early as 1958, Hurd was
writing about "Science literacy: Its meaning to American schools." He
asserted that the impact of new discoveries in science and technology
necessitated a change in the science education curriculum. For example,
Hurd asserted that modern science education in collaboration with the
humanities and the social studies should involve itself with "human
welfare and social progress" (p. 16). Hurd (1986) further claimed that
the science / technology based problems in society can be solved by
aiming for science literacy in science teaching. Hurd argued:
Many of the problems of everyday life that beset individuals
and our country require an understanding of science or
technology for their resolution- for example, air, water,
and soil pollution; environmental management; energy
resources; health and nutrition; nuclear power;
overpopulation; genetic engineering; human organ
transplants; life sustaining support systems; and safety.
Because these problems are likely to persist young people
will be called upon to make decissions for action-decisions
that influence human well-being, the national welfare, and
the quality of life. The worthiness of those decisions will
depend on decision makers having a valid understanding of
science and technology as enterprises, as bodies of
knowledge, and as ways of thinking and investigating. The
discipline-based science courses as they are now organized
promote science illiteracy; students are unable to identify
and reasonably interpret a science/technology-based personal
or social problem (p. 22).
Hurd is arguing that science should be taught using societal problems
and issues that relate to science and technology. Otherwise, he
insists, students will graduate as scientific illiterates.
According to Champagne et al . (1989) a science literacy curriculum
should include a Science-Technology-Society (STS) component. Yager
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(1986) asserted that citizens of a given country need to learn
scientific and technological information "to make the important
decisions the society demands" (p. 145). Fenshman (1987) also argued
for science for all" (p. 18) in which students learn to better
understand their world and come to believe that science and technology
are inspired by human imagination.
Similarly, Moore (1988), in arguing for "Sciences as Liberal
Arts," asserted:
It will be obligatory for science teachers to present their
disciplines in a manner that appeals to and informs those
who will be citizens of tommorrow. Science must be
approachable, meaningful, intellectually rigorous, relevant
to the experiential world of students, broadly conceived,
conceptually based, and exciting. If it is to be liberating
it must be understood, and not just what can be memorized
(p. 445).
The National Science Teachers' Association (1971) also argued for
science literacy. The NSTA position statement on science education in
the 1970s emphasized science literacy in this manner:
The major goal of science education is to develop
scientifically literate and personally concerned individuals
with a high competence for rational thought and action.
This choice of goals is based on the belief that achieving
scientific literacy involves the development of attitudes,
process skills, and concepts, necessary to meet the more
general goals of all education, such as:
.learning how to learn, how to attack new
problems
,
how to acquire new knowledge
.using rational processes
.building competence in basic skills
.developing intellectual and vocational
competence
.exploring values in new experiences
.understanding concepts and generalizations
.learning to live harmoniously within the
biosphere (p. 47).
However, values will be introduced into the science classroom
whenever Science-Technology-Society problems and science literacy are
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made the focus of science teaching. Dedecker (1986) illustrated the
importance of values in decision-making in biology. He maintained that
it is the task of the teacher to direct students in deciding on what
actions to take when science Interfaces with society for good or bad,
right or wrong, forbidden or encouraged, permissible or obligatory, wise
or unwise. Dedecker further maintained that students should learn that
decision-making is a primary goal of education.
Similarly, Jones et al. (1986), in support of values in decision-
making in science, insisted that values are as important or more
important than facts. They explained:
In science, values are as important as and even more
important than facts in the decision-making process.
Learning this would help students understand how scientific
experts can be on opposite sides of a scientific issue
without the validity of science and its methods being called
into question (p. 40).
Jones et al . are saying that scientists can end up being on the opposing
sides of a scientific issue without one or the other being, say,
unethical, without being dishonest, or even without violating the
unwritten canons that guide scientific conduct and behavior. For
instance, scientists on different sides of an issue may be making
different assumptions, consequences acceptable to one may not be
acceptable to another, they may differ over what the facts are (the
data), even what facts are relevant, and what the facts imply. They
further argued that the values are not limited only to the society part
that interacts with science and technology, but that the "science part"
also has values associated with it, a fact the researcher maintains, is
not always recognized by the general puplic, nor even all scientists.
Jones et al . reasoned:
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Science is a discipline where social forces, political
pressures, and the personalities of scientists all play
significant roles. This makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to claim that science is a value-free
enterprise. Obviously, evaluating the safety of saccharin,
preventing acid rain, or compensating soldiers exposed to
atomic blasts are complex Issues- part science and part
value. But-and here is where our point lies-even the
science part is Itself not free of values (p. 39).
Kieffer (1979) also argued for the introduction of new classroom
approaches that includes "ethical decision-making" in the science
curriculum. He asserted;
We must introduce a humanistic direction to our science
teaching, changing the emphasis from purely cognitive to the
affective. As a beginning, we can insert into the
curriculum. .. the following proposition: We are free to make
choices, but we are bound by the consequences of our
choices. We are not free to ignore how our choices affect
others, both now and in the future. The exercise of freedom
generates this responsibility (p. 176).
In teaching about Science-Technology-Society problems and issues
and in teaching for scientific literacy, teachers need to make
judgements about issues which are significant for students. Bybee
(1987), for instance, solicited the views of American science educators
concerning the teaching of STS issues and problems. The educators had
been asked by Bybee to rank-order, from a list of the most significant
"science and technology-related global problems" (p. 276), which in
their judgement should be taught in schools. The educators rank-ordered
the global problems in terms of what they regarded as their significance
for teaching in the schools. With the most important reported first,
the least important last, this is the ranking Bybee arrived at based on
the rankings of the American science educators: Population growth, water
resources, world hunger and food resources, air quality and atmosphere,
war technology, energy use, land use, human health and
disease,
hazardous substances, extinction of plants and animals,
nuclear
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reactors, and mineral resources. However, in Somali schools, probably,
only six to seven of these significant global problems would be regarded
by Somali science teachers as having great local or even national
significance, with others having greater immediate threat to the Somali
people and the Somali national well-being, Somali teachers most likely
would have rank- ordered them differently. For example, the researcher
tried his hand at rank-ordering these global problems according to his
perception of their importance for Somali society, and he rank-ordered
them this way (with most important listed first, least important last):
Hunger and food resources, human health and disease, water resources,
population growth, land use, and energy shortages. When many Somalis
are faced, on an almost daily basis, with extinction from famine and
disease, some of the other problems, important though they may be, pale
into insignificance.
From the review of educational theory regarding the teaching of
contemporary science -society issues and problems in secondary school
science classes such instruction is regarded as very important.
However, the same review would not lead to the conclusion that knowledge
of concepts, theories, and laws needed for decision-making is regarded
as unimportant. At the same time, neglected but equally important, if
not much more important, is science as a way of knowing. In discussing
thinking, logical reasoning is given its proper respect in the reviewed
literature, but what is discussed in the literature never reaches the
level of science as a way of knowing. Science as a way of knowing is
more than rational thinking and other ways of the mind that are usually
associated with thinking rationally. In science as a way of knowing
great importance would be attached to understanding and appreciating the
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strengths and limitation of science, the sources of the information used
in decision-making, and that the most important information for use in
decision-making frequently comes not from science, but from other ways
of knowing, for instance religion. From religion one might learn to
abhor war and / or war -like behaviour, behaviour about which pure
science, in this researcher's judgement, is neutral. However, through
science one can predict the consequences of war and war- like behaviour,
those the ordinary people envision, as well as those possible
consequences these same ordinary people perhaps do not even dare to
imagine. The researcher agrees with the educational theorists who argue
for the teaching of decision-making in relation to contemporary societal
issues and problems. The researcher also admits that the laws,
principles, and theories are an important part of the science curriculum
in schools. However, the researcher believes that all of these, the
contemporary issues part and the generalizations and theories part, can
all be taught as a part of science as a way of knowing; not only that,
they are an indispensible part. How else would students learn what is
science, what is not science, what is good science, what is bad science,
and how to distinguish between the two, science and non-science, what is
their power and what are their limitations.
Contemporary society in an African country like Somalia is
concerned first with immediate, day-to-day survival in a very difficult
social, physical, and economic environment. Contemporary society in
Somalia, when compared to more technologically developed societies,
operates at a relatively low scientific and technological level.
However, understanding of science as a way of knowing by ordinary
citizens, students, leaders, and other decision makers would give
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Somalis a perspective that would help them understand some of their
problems and begin making decisions on how to best proceed to resolve
them, or at least to come to terms with their problems.
In Somalia, the careers that need scientific knowledge as is
traditionally one of the most important foci of instruction, that is,
its theories, laws, concepts, etc., are relatively few. Included are
doctors and nurses in hospitals and clinics, veterinary doctors, range
managers, factory managers, pharmacists, engineers, science teachers,
technicians in small-scale factories, mechanics in garages, and
government civil servants. Even here, for many occupations, the need
for much formal knowledge of science is more a mirage than a reality.
For example, most mechanics in garages have probably never had a formal
physics course. Their knowledge is a knowledge acquired on the job or
through a vocational training program. These mechanics may never have
heard of the second law of thermodynamics or of Einstein's theory of
relativity, yet they function quite well in their chosen occupation. Of
the physics principles of which they need an understanding, they have an
intuitive understanding, and of physics they do not need in their
occupation, they probably do not have even that. But, even more
important, say, if mechanics are fixing an engine, they engage in the
processes of science on a very practical level, even if they have never
heard of the processes of science. They seek and collect data, they
infer, they hypothesize, they control variables, and they engage in
other activities that are part of the practice of science. A garage
mechanic is not likely to attribute a breakdown of an engine to the work
of the devil, or the wearing out of the brake shoes to evil spirits. He
or she knows about wear, about lack of proper maintenance, or other
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factors that cause malfunctions. On the other hand, a doctor or a nurse
not well schooled in science of the mind and emotions could possibly
attribute a mental or emotional problem of a patient to possession by a
devil
.
The people who are likely to have a need for science as a way of
knowing are the common folk as they deal with problems of diseases,
famine, desertification, overpopulation, and other assorted ills and
misfortunes. It is here where science as a way of knowing, if
understood and appreciated by the average layman, could lead to a real
transformation of people's lives. It is here where most likely to hold
full sway are our unexamined biases and prejudices, our superstitions,
the half truths to which we subscribe and the outright lies to which we
might have been seduced. It is here wherein science as a way of knowing
is most needed. It is here where most needed is an understanding and an
appreciation of how scientists work and think, of how scientific
knowledge is generated, of the values of science, of the power and
limitations of science, and of how scientifically-derived knowledge is
different from knowledge derived from other ways of knowing.
However, teaching science in Somali schools is difficult; even
more so is the teaching of science to the general population. Due to
the realities of life in contemporary Somali society, there are severe
limitations on what problems can be pursued in the science class.
According to Rose (1986) the pursuit of a scientific problem can be
limited by the amount of resources allocated to it. The World Bank
(1988) estimated that the average investment in new materials in primary
schools of sub-Saharan Africa was 60 cents (U.S) per student per year.
This small amount is not enough for buying exercise books, or even the
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most elementary supplies needed for good science teaching. For example,
the study of a particular problem may require water and soil testing
kits, an expenditure which conceivably might require more than was
allocated for purchase of science materials and equipment by the entire
school. In addition, currently Somali science teachers are academically
unprepared to teach about science-related social issues. They most
likely have never experienced the study of science
-related social issues
as students, so they have no model. Extensive in-service education and
curricular change would be required.
Another reality in Somali society is that few people are
interested in science. Orpwood (1985) asserts that in any school system
there are stakeholders interested in the science curriculum. These
stakeholders are individuals and groups whose interests are influenced
by the success and failure of the school curriculum. Stakeholders in
the school curricula in most cases desire to influence decisions about
school curriculums in a manner favorable to their interests. The
stakeholders in the science curriculum in more industrialized societies
are people such as students, teachers, parents, school officials, the
scientific community, industry, and the labor movement. Possible
stakeholders such as the scientific community, industry, and the labor
movement are almost nonexistent in Somali society. The stakeholders
interested in the science curriculum in Somali schools are limited.
Except for the teachers, the students and the educational authorities
the rest of the Somali society, including parents, act as if they do not
have an interest in the science curriculum.
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Educational Philosophy
According to Kimball (1967) the nature of science is
characterized by "philosophical considerations" (p. 111). Philosophical
considerations can be used to screen which goals or which aspects of
science should be the focus of instruction in schools (Tyler, 1949).
NSTA (1978) argued that explicit and conscious attention to the
attributes of science in its many dimensions, such as its values and the
philosophical, moral and ethical considerations, are necessary to
science teaching. According to the NSTA:
Science cannot be divorced from critical realities of
contemporary life and society. Neither can science continue
to be seen as value-free. Science must be studied in the
context of its times and society. Thus, science has many
dimensions. Knowledge is only one dimension. There are
also philosophical, moral, ethical, and practical dimensions
of science (p . 5)
.
Dewey (1966), an educational philosopher of considerable prestige,
summarized the educational view of science in the following words:
The method of science engrained through education in habit
means emancipation from rule of thumb and from routine
generated by rule of thumb procedure.... It means reason
operates within experience, not beyond it, to give it an
intelligent or reasonable quality. Science changes the idea
and the operation of reason (p. 225).
According to Dewey, the preeminent goal of science education
should be the engraining of the methods of science in students. The
basic criterion, derived from Dewey's statement above, is the selection
of those aspects or goals of science instruction which would most likely
lead to the emancipation of the student from a "rule of thumb or a rule
generated through a rule of thumb." Another desired outcome would be to
"change the operation of reason." Science as a way of knowing, being
the embodiment of the scientific perspective including the customs of
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thinking, investigation, and communication, is ordered and deliberative
and is contrary to arriving at decisions through a rule of thumb.
Similarly, through science as a way of knowing, the rule of thumb is
forsaken and valued are such mind- sets as the appreciation and use of
the logical reasoning, the search for relevant information and its
meanings, an appreciation of the need to consider the consequences of
any plan of action including not only the intended, but the unintended,
the unhoped for, as well as consequences not even dared to be
anticipated.
For example, according to Ogunniyi (1987) and Jegede (1991)
students in African schools are hampered in their making of effective
decisions by certain elements in the African culture such as traditional
cosmology, beliefs, and superstitions. A decision based on a
superstition, e.g., forsaking the eating of fish because it offends
one's ancestors, is a decision made through a rule of thumb. To change
it would mean changing the operation of reason. A change in the
operation of reason for African students would result as they came to
better understand and appreciate the scientific world view and that,
through the integration of the scientific world view into their own
lifestyles, they will be emancipated from the "rule of thumb." The
scientific world view is primarily represented by its values (Ogawa,
1986; Ogunniyi, 1988). The students, in changing the operation of their
reasoning, in becoming more like scientists, accommodate the values of
science alongside their other values, and in juxtaposition to them.
Questioning of all things, while perhaps frowned upon by certain
elements of the Somali society, and in western developed societies as
well as developing nations, is basic to sound decision-making. A
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decision is no better than the assumptions on which it is based and the
information utilized in reaching the decision.
PsycholoEV of Learning
The goals of science, according to Tyler (1949), should be
screened through the psychology of learning. Basically, the psychology
of learning for a given discipline can be summarized by its theories of
learning. In the case of science, Renner (1984) specified two theories
of learning currently used in the teaching of science in schools,
namely, (a) traditional learning theory, and (b) scientific learning
theory. Many of the learning theories that had been proposed for the
teaching of science would fall into one or the other of these two
categories. For example, the colonial model for teaching science in
African schools would be based on traditional learning theory, while the
Constructive Learning Model (Yager, 1991), in which it is argued, among
other things, that students construct their own learning, would be
considered a scientific learning theory. Science as a way of knowing
would be seen to a remarkable degree, in terms of practices engaged in,
as being almost synonymous with the scientific learning theory.
Historically, science subject matter specialists have emphasized
the mastery of content. Renner (1984) explained the traditional method
of teaching science as a method in which the teacher supplies the ideas
for the concepts, while the student's task is to verify that these ideas
are accurate. This method makes the assumption that the knowledge we
possess is directly dependent on those who already know. According to
Renner, this learning theory has three basic steps; Step 1- to inform
the students about a concept; Step 2- to have the students verify what
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has been told to them; and Step 3- to have the students practice the
verification process.
The basis of science instruction in the scientific theory of
learning, according to Renner (1984), is suggested in the following
definition of science: "Science is identified as a quest for knowledge,
not the knowledge itself" (p. 465). The scientific learning theory is
compatible with three principles of how students learn proposed by
Resnick (1983). First, Resnick asserted that "students construct their
own learning. They do not simply mirror what they read or hear" (p.
477). Second, for students to understand something they have to know
its relationship with other ideas. And third, prior knowledge is the
best predictor of what can be learned by students. Prior knowledge
includes ideas that students had assimilated from their prior learning
and from their social or physical environment. However, some of these
ideas (misconceptions) could be in opposition to the accepted scientific
conceptions. Hence, misconceptions are pre- conceptions that have been
acquired by a given student from prior teaching, his or her out of
school experience, or from parts of his or her society's culture.
Science teachers, in order to encourage their students' construction of
appropiate science concepts, should appreciate and recognize the
importance of misconceptions in learning, and cause students to confront
their misconceptions. Many believe that teaching based on traditional
ieajfxiing theory most frequently fails to cause students to confront
their misconceptions.
Welch (1987) argued that it is the teacher's task "to create an
environment that permits and encourages the use of the means of science
to gain knowledge about science" (p. 165). In addition, Welch
asserted
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that "the process of science becomes a model for learning," that is,
that the processes of science define how science is to be learned.
However, the processes of science can be and are used frequently in a
more narrow manner, i.e., "the processes of science" are limited to
behaviours like hypothesizing, collecting data, etc., and omitted are
the philosophical considerations that are a part of science e.g., the
values and the assumptions underlying science.
The two foregoing learning theories project two contrasting
consequences of science instruction. In traditional learning theory it
would be expected that students would learn to know what their teachers
know, what they as students hear, what is in their textbooks, what they
read, and any other input that they receive. In the case of the
scientific learning theory, the students construct what they know; what
any one individual student knows is an unknown amalgam of what the
student knew before the instruction, the input the student received, and
the reflection that occurred on the part of the student. In the best
circumstances as result of instruction a confrontation occurs in the
students' intellects between the ideas the students bring to the
classroom about the topic to be studied and what they encounter in and
out of the classroom as a result of instruction. In the scientific
learning theory it is likely that the end product is something somewhat
different than what had been intended. However, for the traditional
learning theory the outcome is expected to correspond fairly closely to
the knowledge and skills taught, a misconception not at all congruent
with reality. There is a fairly small but developing bibliography on
misconceptions in science, their pervasiveness, and the difficulty of
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eradicating them (Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980; Gustone,
Champagne, &Klopfer, 1981; Mclosky, 1983; McClelland, 1985).
The hoped for consequences of science as a way of knowing seem to
be more desirable to many science educators than the consequences of the
traditional learning theory. Welch (1987) maintained that a desirable
consequence of science teaching should be that the student function as a
scientist. The College Board (1990) proposed four learning outcomes
that they believed should be attained by each student as a consequence
of good science teaching. They are: (a) Ability to approach scientific
questions experimentally; (b) ability to gather scientific information;
(c) ability to organize and communicate results; and (d) ability to draw
conclusions. However, Gould (1987) implies that science as a way of
knowing demands more. Science as a way of knowing would have students
understand the parameters within which science operates; would have
students understand and appreciate that while the theories and laws of
science are important, the perspective science provides is at least as
important, if not much more important; and even more important, perhaps,
have students understand and appreciate the limitations of science as
man attempts to develop standards of conduct, to consider complex
science-related societal issues, and to ponder the eternal questions.
Summary: Science as a Way of Knowing
From the literature review, science as a way of knowing emerges as
the most essential aspect of science to be taught in schools. First,
science as a way of knowing emerges as the answer to the question, "What
is science?" To answer the question "What is science?", the nature of
science was explored, that is, how scientists work and think, how
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scientific knowledge is generated, the values of science, the power and
limitations of science, and how the "products" of science, that is, the
theories, laws, principles, concepts, and definitions, relate to "What
is science?" Scientists and educators such as Shapiro (1986), Eldridge
(1982), Welch (1987), Piel (1986), and Wright (n.d), can be cited as
supporting a model that views science as a way of knowing.
Second, science as a way of knowing as a curriculum goal is
compatible with a curriculum format pioneered by Tyler (1949). The idea
of incorporating the understanding of science as a way of knowing as a
curriculum goal was examined (a) through an exploration of the
suggestions derived from the study of science as a discipline by subject
matter specialists, from the study of the nature of students, and from
the study of the needs of contemporary society; and (b) by screening
science as a way of knowing through the philosophy of science and
through theories about how students learn.
Third, Wirth (1991) and Pendergast (1980) report that science as a
way of knowing was respectively taught in New England College and
Macalaster College for more than one decade each. Wirth claimed the
"Way of Science" course that he taught for more than a decade in a New
England college was a success. Mayer (1984) has argued that science as
a way of knowing is so important that it should be taught in all science
courses at the university, primarily at the introductory level. All
educational levels, according to Mayer, do not depict science as a way
of knowing. In addition, students in all levels of education do
not
differentiate the validity of knowledge arrived through "scientific
processes" and that arrived at through other ways of knowing.
Mayer
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argued for teaching science as a way of knowing in the science courses
at the university level in this way:
Why should this be so? The answer is that at all educational
levels we usually do an absymal job of delineating science
as a way of knowing. Our students do not understand the
validity of data derived through a scientific process
compared with that derived through the processes of social
science, the humanities, or theology. They cannot
differentiate between a scientific observation and a
theological belief. We have given them no guidelines by
which the credibility of data in a given situation can be
measured. We have students who can define an adambulacral
ossicle, but we also have graduate students and,
unfortunately, some members of the faculty who cannot define
science. If its practioners do not understand the art they
practice, how can those who are not conversant with the
field be held to understand it? (p.425).
Finally, there is another argument, not used in the literature
review, that supports teaching science as a way of knowing. Raths
(1973) argued on ethical grounds that science as a way of knowing should
be supported because it is the right thing to do, when he said:
I am not arguing that by making distinctions between
findings and explanations, by calling for students to
suggest rival explanations, by asking questions about the
source of truth, or by encouraging students to prize the
doubt, teachers will somehow produce better students or even
ones who score higher on the college boards. I am making my
argument based on ethical considerations. Our knowledge of
the scientific endeavor morally requires us to carry out
these acts in our teaching (p. 210).
Students have a right to know, understand, and appreciate the
genesis of the information which they are expected to use in the
decision-making and conclusion- reaching processes. Teachers have a
moral obligation to assist students in developing a sensitivity to the
sources of information utilized in decision-making and conclusion-
reaching, a sensitivity to the appropiateness of its uses in
particular
situations, and an understanding and appreciation of the fact
that use
or non-use of information from the different sources
of knowing has
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serious impact on the conclusions and decisions reached and on any
subsequent actions taken.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The design of the study first provided for the development of a
model of what is the most essential science content that should be
taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science
teacher education program. That part of the study was accomplished
through a review of the literature in Chapter II, and it was concluded
that the most essential content to be taught in science classes was
science as a way of knowing. The second phase of the study focused on
securing from a selected group of Somali secondary school ex-science
teachers: (1) their perceptions of what is the most essential aspect of
science that should be part of every science course in Somali secondary
schools, (2) their perceptions of the most important science content in
the Somali secondary science teacher education program at the Somali
National University (SNU) ; (3) their perceptions of the most important
goals of science instruction in Somali secondary schools; (4) their
perception of the most desirable consequences of science instruction in
Somali secondary school science courses and in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program; and (5) an indication of their
understanding of the nature of science as measured by the Nature Of
Science Scale (NOSS) , a survey questionnaire and an in-depth interview.
The hypotheses for this study were:
(a) There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature
and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most essential aspect of science that should be part
of every secondary school science course.
(b) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most essential science content for a secondary
science teacher education program in an African country like Somalia.
(c) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most important goals for the teaching of science at
the secondary school level.
(d) There is no difference between the perceived importance of science
as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of the literature and
that arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the most desirable consequences of science instruction at
the secondary school level and in the secondary science teacher
education program.
(e) There is no difference between the Somali ex-science teachers'
understanding of the nature of science as indicated by their scores on
the Nature Of Science Scale and the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the importance of science as a way of knowing as revealed
by (a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and (d) .
This chapter presents an outline that was used to implement the
aims of the two phases of this study and describes the rationale and
procedures for researching, reporting, and analyzing the data gathered
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in this study. In the information and the data gathering process the
researcher utilized a Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS)
,
a
survey questionnaire with structured and open-ended questions, and in-
depth interviews of some of the participants.
The Participants
The researcher contacted 45 Somali ex- science teachers in North
America and solicited their participation in the study. However, of the
45 Somali ex- science teachers who were asked to participate only 20
participated and returned the completed questionnaire and the Nature Of
Science Scale (NOSS) which had been mailed to them. It had been
expected that some would be unwilling or would find it difficult to
cooperate. At the time of the study some Somali ex- science teachers had
already sought political asylum in Canada. More were probably in the
process of loosening their ties with Somalia as civil disturbances in
Somalia took on more of the aspect of war between clans rather than
disturbances on political issues. Some Somalis in the United States had
expressed the belief that the area will long be unstable, and a return
any time soon would put their lives in jeopardy.
The participants were chosen (a) because they had attended Somali
secondary schools as students, had been prepared to be secondary science
teachers in the secondary science teacher education program at SNU, and
had experience teaching at the secondary level in Somali schools, and
(b) because they were accessible to the researcher. Actually the
participants were the only relatively large group accessible to the
researcher with intimate knowledge of the state of secondary school
science teaching in Somalia and of science instruction in the Somali
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secondary science teacher education program. The accessibility of the
participants was an advantage in this study, since a more qualified
group of participants with such an intimate knowledge could not have
been secured in any location other than Somalia. Work on site in
Somalia at the time of this study was not possible since Somalia was
undergoing political turmoil, economic collapse, and widespread civil
disturbances. In addition, the schools, the university and the Ministry
of Education were not operating at their normal level at the time this
study was being planned or when it was carried out. Therefore, the
participants selected for the study were the only group with
intimate knowledge that was available to the researcher.
All of the targeted participants had three qualities in common;
They were in North America at the time the study was conducted; they
were graduates of the College of Education of SNU, Somalia; and they had
experience both as science students and as science teachers in the
secondary schools of Somalia. All 45 of them were requested to respond
to the survey questionnaire and the NOSS scale, while six of those who
responded were invited to undergo an in-depth interview.
The researcher, through the research process, determined the
participants' perceptions about the following: (a) What was their
understanding of the nature of science?; and (b) What were their
perceptions about certain facets of their experience with science
teaching as students and as teachers in Somali secondary schools and in
the Somali secondary science teacher education program at SNU?
All the secondary science teachers in Somalia were educated at the
College Of Education (COE) of the Somali National University (SNU), such
that the researcher personally knew many of the participants through his
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long association with SNU. Table 3.1 describes the 20 Somali ex- science
teachers who participated in the study. Of those who participated in
the study, three were fellow instructors with the researcher at the
College of Education of SNU, Somalia, while another ten of them were
students at this same institution when the researcher was a teacher
there. The remaining seven, while graduates of the College of Education
of Somali National University, were not particularly well known to the
researcher
.
Table 3.1
Some Facets of the Experiences of the Participants as Students and as
Teachers
.
Experience of the Participants Number Of Participants
with such an experience
(N - 20)
1. As ex- students:
(a) at the secondary school level 20
(b) at SNU, Somalia 20
(c) at U.S Colleges* 16
2. As ex- teachers in Somalia:
(a) at the secondary school level 20
(b) at SNU, Somalia 3
* Eight of these participants are still students at U.S colleges.
Table 3.1 shows that all the participants had experience as
students in the Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program at SNU, and as science teachers in
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Somali secondary schools. Table 3.1 also shows that three of the
participants, as mentioned earlier, had worked at SNU. Furthermore, 80
percent of the participants had studied or are still studying in a
graduate school in the United States.
Design of the Data-Gathering Process
The instruments and the processes that were used in the study
consisted of: A literature review; a survey questionnaire constructed
and validated by the researcher; a Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS)
,
and
an in-depth interview. The instruments were administered via the United
States mail to the ex- secondary school science teachers from Somalia.
Each of the instruments used in the study including the in-depth
interview is briefly described below.
Review of the Literature
The review of the literature was used (1) to establish what is the
most essential science content to be taught in secondary schools and in
science teacher education programs in an African country like Somalia,
and (2) to place the researcher's decision as to the most essential
science content in its proper context. In the literature review the
unique perspective and customs associated with thinking, investigating
and communicating in science, that is, the nature of science, was
examined. Examination of the nature of science provides the answer to
the question, "What is science?"
Nature Of Science Scale
The Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS) is an attitudinal scale
developed by Kimball (1967) (see Appendix B, section III). The NOSS
consists of 29 statements with which the participant can agree, disagree
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or be uncertain about. The 29 statements are balanced to include all
"assertions" about the nature of science. The 29 statements were chosen
after (a) a rigorous method was used consisting of solicitation of an
initial pool of more than two hundred short statements on science from
many scientists, (b) analysis of these statements by a panel of
experienced science teachers (two)
,
school science supervisors (two)
,
science professors (three) and professors of science education (two)
and (c) the administration of a pilot study. The resulting 29
statements chosen by Kimball are those statements that the panel agreed
to be the most indicative of the nature of science. Kimball calculated
the split-half reliability of the resultant 29 statements of the scale
as 0.72.
The NOSS creates a structure about the nature of science to which
the participant can respond. Respondents can indicate with regard to
the statements about the nature of science whether they agree, disagree
or are undecided. Kimball used the NOSS to compare how scientists and
science teachers, both of which had been science majors in college, and
philosophy majors understand the nature of science.
Since then the NOSS has been used in a number of studies, several
of which are particularly relevant to this study. Anderson, Harty and
Samuel (1986) reported the results of a study in which the NOSS had been
administered to two separate groups of students enrolled in a "Methods
of Teaching High School Science" course, to one group in 1969 and to
another in 1984. Cobern (1989), on the other hand, used the NOSS to
compare the understanding of science of two groups, a group of Nigerian
prospective science teachers with a group previously investigated by
Anderson. The NOSS was used in this study:
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(a) To determine the Somali ex-science teachers' perceptions of the
nature of science and then to compare their perceptions of the nature of
science with the understanding of the nature of science of two of the
other groups to whom the NOSS had previously been administered, the
Nigerian prospective science teachers and the students in the Anderson
s tudy
;
and
(b) To determine if, generally, the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the nature of science as revealed by their responses to
the Nature Of Science Scale are consistent with their responses to the
survey questions and the information collected in the in-depth
interviews
.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire is composed of two components authored by the
researcher: A biographical data component and a survey questions
component. The biographical data and the survey questions components of
the questionnaire are respectively presented in the first and second
sections of Appendix B.
In the biographical data section, each participant was asked to
give his or her name, length of service, the kinds of schools in which
he or she worked, the length of his or her teacher training program, how
he or she came to North America and what job the participant might
expect to hold when he or she went back to Somalia. The survey
questions component, on the other hand, was intended to solicit detailed
responses from the participants concerning selected aspects of their
experience as science students in the Somali secondary schools and in
the Somali secondary science teacher education program, and as science
teachers in secondary schools in Somalia.
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Two professional educators, a doctoral student and a professor,
and the professional educational researchers in the Research Consulting
Service of the School of Education of the University of Massachusetts,
all knowledgeable of qualitative research methods, were utilized to
validate the two study instruments prepared by the researcher, namely,
the survey questionnaire and the in-depth interview. A set of criteria
was developed by the researcher to test the validity of these two study
instruments. The criteria which were discussed with the two
professional educators and the professionals in the Research Consulting
Service consisted of checking the questions in the two instruments for
three conditions. The first condition to be checked was whether the
questions as developed by the investigator were consistent with each
other, that is that different questions would trigger parallel responses
from the participants. The second condition was whether the responses
to the questions of the survey instrument and the in-depth interview
could likely be used to develop a coherent story about the perceptions
of Somali ex-science teachers about the most essential aspect of science
to be taught in secondary schools and science teacher education programs
of Somalia. The third condition to be checked was whether the
participants' perceptions of what science is could be inferred from the
participants' responses to the questions. For example, it was important
that the participants' responses to questions about the most essential
aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program, the goals of science
instruction in Somali schools, and the most desirable consequences of
science instruction at secondary school and college level in Somalia
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would likely yield Indlcetions of the participants' understanding of
what science is
.
The survey questions focused on the participants' past-their past
experiences as students and as teachers in Somalia, or a question that
rises above what was done to them or that they did to their students.
Of the survey questions that focused on identifying the participants
perceptions of the most important aspect of science to be taught in
secondary school science classes and in the Somali secondary science
teacher education program, Questions one (Ql)
,
two (Q2) , and three (Q3)
focused on the past, that is, the participants' experiences as students
and as teachers in Somalia. In Question four (Q4) , another question
focusing on the most important aspect of science, participants were
asked to think beyond their experience as students and as teachers in
Somalia and to identify an aspect of science even more important than
what they were taught or that they had taught. Questions five (Q5) , six
(Q6) , and seven (Q7) , all questions relating to the participants'
perceptions of the most important science teaching goals, were all
worded so that the participants, in answering the questions would relate
back to their experiences as teachers in Somalia. Of the three
questions eight (Q8) , nine (Q9) , and ten (QIO) , related to identifying
the participants' perceptions of the most desirable consequences of
science instruction, Q8 and Q9 asked them to identify desirable
consequences of science instruction. While, QIO clearly requested
participants to compare their own perceptions of the most desirable
consequences of science instruction to the consequences of the science
they were taught as students.
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The three conditions were satisfied when the questions were
checked by the two professional educators and the professional
educational researchers at the Research Consulting Service. However, to
check how the instruments worked on real participants, the two
professional educators and the professional educational researchers at
the Research Consulting Service, independent of each other, recommended
that the researcher test the instruments in a pilot study. For this
purpose the survey instrument and the in-depth interview questions were
pretested on three Somali ex- science teachers presently residing in the
United States. The responses of the three participants in the pilot
study were consistent with the kind of responses the questions had been
devised to solicit such that the researcher decided that it was feasible
to use these instruments without making any changes. This meant that
the in-depth interview and survey questionnaire as developed by the
researcher could be used to tell a coherent story about the respondents'
perceptions of the most important aspect of science to be taught in the
secondary schools and in the science teacher education programs of
Somalia, the most desirable consequences of science teaching, and the
most important goals of science teaching in Somali schools. The only
changes that were made by the researcher after these procedures were
relatively minor changes in the wording of the questions and their
sequence, without changing the inherent meaning. The pilot study
participants responded with spontaneity to the survey questions
component and the in-depth questions when compared with their response
to the more structured approach of the NOSS.
In the actual survey mailed to the 20 participants, the open-ended
questions solicited the participants' perceptions of their experiences
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as students in science classes in secondary schools in Somalia, as
students in the secondary science teacher education programs at SNU, and
as teachers of science in the secondary schools of Somalia. In both the
in-depth interview and the survey questionnaire, the responses
paralleled the main aspects of the questions addressed in this study.
For example, in the survey questions the study respondents were asked
about
:
(a) The aspect of science content that the participants had studied as
students in secondary school science classes and in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program, deemed to be essential for inclusion
in the science curriculum of Somali secondary schools and of the Somali
secondary science teacher education program;
(b) The most important goals of science teaching that the participants
attempted to achieve in their science classes at the secondary school
level in Somalia; and
c) The desired consequences of science instruction that the participants
envision for students of Somali secondary schools and for pre-service
science teachers enrolled in the Somali secondary science teacher
education
.
The survey questions were open-ended such that the participants were
encouraged to respond to them in detail and with maximum reflection.
The data so obtained is quoted in the analysis and the summary sections
of this study. The answers to the open-ended questions were analyzed
(a) by surveying the range of answers the participants gave to each
question and their agreement with their own overall responses to the
NOSS and the in-depth interview; and (b) by classifying the
participants' understanding of the nature of science into five levels.
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The format used to classify each participant's level of
understanding of science as a way of knowing was patterned after a
format pioneered by Herron (1970). In his study, Herron classified
teachers' responses related to their understanding of "science enquiry"
into five levels ranging all the way from no understanding of science as
enquiry to a level deemed beyond that required by the science
instructional materials (PSSC Physics, ChemStudy Chemistry or BSCS
Biology) they used in their secondary school science classes. In this
study, a modification of Herron's format was devised to assist in
classifying the responses of each of this study's participants relative
to their understanding of the nature of science. The researcher, based
on the participants responses to the survey questions, classified the
participants of this study into the following five levels;
- Level 1: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, only referred to
scientific knowledge or information, never referred to
science as inquiry, to the scientific method, to the
processes of science, or, if they did refer to experiments,
they never indicated that an experiment was used for any
purpose other than to verify a law or a theory.
- Level 2: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, mentioned an an
activity of science such as problem solving, experiments,
and skills of science without indicating much understanding
for it. In many cases, the participants placed in this
level selected an aspect of science that was explicitly
referred to in the survey questions without any elaboration
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whatsoever. Some of the participants who were placed in
this level some times referred to activities, skills, or
aspects of science in their traditional contexts or without
a consistency in meaning. For example, some of the
participants referred to "experiments" in the traditional
context of laboratory exercises, "problem solving" in the
context of the end-of- the-chapter problems in the textbook,
whereas some participants in referring to experiments
interjected technical and practical aspects of science in
^heir responses as if these two terms were synonymous with
"experiments .
"
- Level 3: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, discussed with
some understanding an aspect of science, such as scientific
applications, not mentioned in the survey questions. The
participants placed in this level showed an understanding of
the processes of science by mentioning processes such as
collecting data, hypothesizing, controlling variables, or
arriving at conclusions.
- Level 4: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, indicated (a)
the importance of teaching about thinking, (b) some
appreciation for logic, (c) the questioning of all things,
and (d) that nothing is ever proven as truth in science.
- Level 5: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, indicated an
understanding of science as a way of knowing by saying that
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perhaps science was one among many ways of learning about
the world, that science is a very powerful way of learning
about the world but was of limited usefulness in solving
some science related-problems and issues, or that students
should be able to differentiate science from non- science
(e.g., astrology is different from astronomy).
In-Depth Interview
Three interview questions were utilized in this study (see
Appendix B, section IV). Six of the participants who completed the NOS
Scale and the survey questionnaire were selected to undergo an in-depth
interview. The six selected participants were determined on the basis
of their willingness to be interviewed and their accessibility to the
researcher, that is, the participants to be interviewed needed to be
within a reasonable distance of the researcher's home campus to prevent
undue expenditure of the researcher's time or money.
The in-depth interview was used by the researcher to confirm and
explore more deeply the participants' perspectives concerning (a) the
kind of science content the participants had studied as students in both
the Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program and that they had taught as teachers in Somali
secondary schools, (b) the most essential aspect of science to be taught
in both the Somali secondary school science curriculum and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program, and (c) the most desirable
consequences of science teaching for both Somali secondary schools and
the Somali science teacher education program. The participants were
asked in the interview questions to discuss, through their life
stories
as students and as science teachers, their perceptions of
these themes
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of the study to which they had already responded in the survey
questions
.
The interview augments the data gathered through the survey
questionnaire and the NOSS. In-depth interviews generally lead to a
wealth of information about the participants' perceptions that it is not
possible to obtain from written responses to questions in a survey
questionnaire. Seidman (1990) argued that "at the root of in-depth
interviewing is an interest in understanding the experience of other
people and the meaning they make of that experience" (p. 3). The
interview process had the advantage of presenting to the interviewer the
opportunity to follow up leads and to solicit information from
participants as the need arose.
The in-depth interview process used in this study was a
modification of the format of "three separate interviews" as recommended
by Seidman. According to Seidman the three interviews allows "the
interviewer and participant to plumb the experience and place it in
context" (p. 11). As conducted by the researcher the first interview
focuses on the "life history" of the participant in relation to the
topic of interest of the study up to the present time. The second
interview concentrated on the details of the participant's present
experience in the topic area of the study, the most essential aspect of
science to be part of every science course at the secondary school
level. And in the third interview the participants were asked about
what should be the most desirable consequences of science instruction in
Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program. In this study, the formulation of the questions was
altered by the researcher since, unlike the participants for whom
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Seidman s in-depth interview format was structured, this study's
participants had no ongoing experience in science teaching and are not
necessarily looking forward to teaching science in the future.
The interview was conducted by the interviewer face-to-face with
the interviewee with no interruptions tolerated. The researcher to the
best of his ability tried to create favorable conditions for the
interview process. Such a process is necessary to create an atmosphere
of rapport, trust and confidentiality. The six participants chosen to
participate in the in-depth interview, in keeping with the interview
process described above, were asked to answer the three in-depth
interview questions set forth in Appendix B. Each participant was given
45 minutes to answer each question. That means that for each
participant the interview process lasted approximately 135 minutes. The
researcher directed the participants to answer the three questions in
ways pertinent to their lives. The participants were directed to talk
about the most essential science content, the most important science
goals and the most desirable consequences of science teaching in
Somalia. This was in keeping with the recommendation for conducting in-
depth interviews in which participants are given an opportunity to
present their views on issues in terms of their experience.
However, in order for the participant to explore fully each
interview question in the allotted 45 minutes, it was sometimes
necessary for the researcher to pursue the question with further
questions. The kind and the number of these further questions depended
on the participant and how he or she responded to the initial question.
These further questions were needed for several purposes, such as to
prompt the participant to talk in detail about an idea, to ask the
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clarify a point, or to determine whether the participant
had fully supplied all needed, crucial information.
For example, the first question of the in-depth interview was
stated in the following manner: (a) What kind of science content were
you taught as a student in the Somali secondary schools and in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program?; and (b) What kind
of science content did you teach as a teacher in Somali secondary
schools? However, in order to encourage the pilot study participant to
more fully answer the question, the researcher asked questions such as,
(a) How was science first introduced to you in the secondary school you
attended?, (b) What influence did your language and culture have on the
science you were taught?, (c) How much responsibility did you have in
determining the goals of the science courses you taught? (d) How
important was problem solving in your teaching?, and (e) How important
was practical work and experiments in the science you taught? (f) What
kind of experiments did you have your students do?
Similarly, the researcher pursued the second interview question,
which deals with the most essential aspect of science to be taught in
Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program, by asking the pilot study participants questions such
as, (3) What would you have done to implement this most important aspect
of science in your classes in Somalia? , and (b) How would you identify
the students who have understood this most essential aspect of science?
In the third interview question, which deals with the most desirable
consequence of science teaching, on the other hand, the researcher
followed the initial question by asking the participants two additional
questions. First, how could this most desirable consequence of
science
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teaching be achieved? Second, how could teachers identify students who
had achieved this most desirable consequence?
Excerpts of the most pertinent interview data are presented in the
data section of this study. The interview data from each participant's
answers to the interview questions was used to develop an individual
of that participant's perception of the following: (a) The kind
of science the participant studied as a student in the Somali secondary
school and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program,
and the kind of science the participant has taught as a teacher in
Somali secondary schools; (b) The most essential aspect of science to be
taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science
teacher education program; and (c) The most desirable consequences of
the teaching of science in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program.
In the data section of this study, the most pertinent excerpts are
presented verbatim as recorded in the transcripts. From these excerpts,
the researcher inferred each participant's understanding of the most
important aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and
the Somali secondary science teacher education program. Subsequently,
in the analysis section of this study, the interview data will be
analyzed to determine if the data obtained by the in-depth interview is
compatible with the data from the same participants that had previously
been obtained by means of the survey questionnaire and the NOSS.
Summary
The design and selection of instruments and the data gathering
process for this study were described in this chapter. A rationale for
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the design of the study is provided, and explanations are provided for
procedures that are the basis for researching, reporting and analyzing
the data gathered in the study. A researcher-developed questionnaire
and the structure for the in-depth interviews together with the Nature
Of Science Scale (NOSS) used in generation of data are described in
detail. Arguments are also presented for the selection of the
particular group of participants that was used. In each of the other
chapters of this study a major component of this study was presented.
For example, in Chapter I a description of this study was
presented. The researcher advanced the argument that a major problem
with science being taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
science teacher education program was that science's most essential
element, in other words the essence of science, was not being taught or,
at best, was being seriously neglected. The researcher described the
rationale, the problem, the purpose, the questions, the significance,
the assumptions, the hypotheses, the important terms, and the
limitations of this study.
In Chapter II, the literature review was presented and was used
primarily for two purposes. First, in the literature review the essence
of science was determined, that is, that element of science without
which, it might be charged, science is not being taught, or, at the very
least, a seriously distorted view of science is being presented.
Second, science as way of knowing was then placed in the context of
curriculum theory. The curriculum model used, one enunciated by Tyler
in 1949
,
is just as relevant today for use in assessing what should be
taught in a discipline as it was when published.
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In Chapter IV a presentation and analysis was made of the data
generated from the three instruments (the questionnaire, the NOSS and
the in-depth interview)
,
the first two of which were administered to 20
Somali ex- science teachers and the last to a selected six of that 20.
In the fourth chapter, the participants' perceptions of the most
essential aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and
in the Somali secondary science teacher education program were inferred
from the participants' answers concerning (a) the most essential science
content to be included in every science course, (b) the most important
goals of instruction in science that the participants tried to achieve
in their classes, and (c) the most desirable consequences of science
teaching. From the participants' statements concerning (a), (b) and (c)
the researcher inferred the extent there was agreement between the
researcher's model of the essence of science and the model of science
held by the participants. The participants' responses to the survey
questions, the NOSS, and the in-depth interview were utilized as the
data base for determining the extent the participants held as their own
the model constructed by the researcher.
Finally, in Chapter V, the researcher restated the problem and the
approach of the study, and presented the conclusions drawn from the
assembled data along with recommendations for further study. The
conclusions of the study represent the researcher's interpretation of
the extent to which the participant agreed that the most essential
aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary school classrooms was
science as a way of knowing.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
In this chapter, the researcher presents and analyzes the data.
The data has been collected through three instruments; A questionnaire;
a Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS); and an in-depth interview of a
selected number of the participants. However, while the in-depth
interviews are administered to a selected group of six participants, the
questionnaire and the NOSS were sent to all the participants. The data
from each of these instruments is presented and analyzed separately, one
at a time, and then, in the latter parts of the chapter, a combined
analysis and comparison of all the data is made.
The Questionnaire
The emergent data from the questionnaire, presented in the first
and second sections of Appendix B, concerns the educational history,
characteristics and perceptions of the participants concerning their
experience with science and science teaching. The researcher authored a
questionnaire composed of two components: A bio-data component and the
survey questions component.
The Bio-Data Component.
The researcher solicited information about the background of the
participants in the bio-data component of the questionnaire, namely:
(a) The name of the participant;
(b) The length of time the participant had taught in Somali schools and
the distribution of this time into the times the participant taught in
primary or secondary schools;
(c) The subjects the participant taught in Somali schools and at what
grade levels he or she taught;
(d) The teaching experiences the participant had in schools and
institutions other than in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
science teacher education program;
(e) The kind of schools in which the participant worked in Somalia in
terms of rural or urban schools;
(f) The years the participant studied in college;
(g) The cause of the participant's leaving his or her teaching job in
Somalia; and
(h) The job the participant expects to have when he or she goes back to
Somalia
.
The participants had been promised anonymity, so as a matter of
principle the researcher has not revealed any of the actual names of the
participants, schools, or regions in which they had worked. However,
each participant was identified with a fictional name which is used when
describing his or her profile or when quoting her or him. These made-up
names cannot be construed to mean anything other than that the
researcher is reminding the reader that in certain passages of this
manuscript that a particular Somali ex-science teacher is being quoted
or described.
The schools in which the participants worked are identified as
rural or urban. All of the participants indicated that they had worked
in urban schools, while 30 percent (N = 6) also claimed they had worked
in rural schools. In Somalia, schools in the capital city, Mogadishu,
and in the seventeen regional centers are deemed urban schools. All the
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other schools in villages, small towns, and trading outposts are rural
schools
.
The average length of teaching service of the participants was
seven years, four months. The shortest teaching service was one year,
while the longest was fifteen years. Eighty- five percent (N - 17) of
the participants had spent at least one year or more teaching in primary
schools, while the remaining 15 percent (N - 3) had worked in secondary
schools only. Most of the participants had spent from two to five years
teaching in Somali primary schools. Fifteen percent (N - 3) of the
participants had worked in the College Of Education (COE) of SNU and one
participant had worked in a Primary Teacher Training Institute (PTTI) in
Somalia
.
All of the participants (N = 17) who had worked in the primary
grades taught general science at the upper grades of the primary
schools, that is, in grades five, six, seven, and eight. However, at
the secondary school level, most of the participants had been assigned
to teach at specified grade levels. For example, one participant had
taught only at the ninth grade. Fifty percent (N -10) of the
participants said they had teaching experience at two secondary grade
levels, compared to 20 percent (N = 4) who said they had experience in
three grade levels, and 25 percent (N = 5) who said they had teaching
experience in all four of the grade levels of the Somali secondary
school (Grades: 9, 10, 11, and 12). Contrary to the science teaching in
the primary schools, in which there was no distinction between science
subjects, in the Somali secondary schools most of the participants
taught the subject in which they majored at the College Of Education
such as physics, chemistry, or biology. Some of them had been assigned
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to teach the subject which had been their minor concentration area in
college
.
The teaching experiences that some of the participants had outside
the Somali schools was considerable. Sixty percent (N - 12) of the
participants claimed they had such an experience. The remaining 40
percent (N - 8) said they had never had any teaching experiences outside
Somali schools. Forty percent (N - 8) of the participants claimed they
had teaching experience as teaching assistants at various universities
in the United States. Twenty percent (N = 4) of the participants, on
the other hand, had experiences in teaching in another country or a
subject different from science. One of these four participants had
worked as a teacher in another country, the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
,
for four years. Another of these participants had done some teaching
associated with training work for a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
in Somalia. The third participant at the time of the study was teaching
English as a second language in Canada. The fourth had worked in the
Malaria and Schistosomiasis Control Project in the Ministry of Health in
Somalia as a trainer and as an extension officer.
The years the participants had spent in college were distributed
from 1969 to 1987. The College Of Education of SNU started admitting
students in 1968^. Only one participant was in the second group of
students who had been admitted to the college in 1969. Forty- five
percent (N - 9) of the participants had studied in the college between
1973 and 1978. Another 45 percent (N - 9) had studied in the college
1. The researcher knows about these facts from his long association with
SNU, as a student at COE from 1969-74, as an assistant lecturer at COE
for five years (1975-1979), and as a lecturer and as an assistant dean
at COE for another six years (1981-1987).
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between 1978 and 1983. Only one participant had studied at the College
between 1983 and 1988. None of the participants had studied at the
College after 1988.
The government policy concerning the COE was changed several times
during the 1970s and the 1980s. From 1968 to 1973, the COE was a four-
year college within the university, administered by the Ministry of
Education (MOE)
. On the other hand, from 1973 to 1976, the college was
a three-year college administered by a new ministry, the Ministry of
Higher Education and Culture (MHEC)
. From 1976 to 1983, however, the
COE functioned as a two year teacher training college under the
authority of the MHEC. Then, in 1983, the COE reverted back to a four-
year college program. The Ministry of Higher Education and Culture
(MHEC) was still responsible for COE when the educational system
collapsed with the downfall of the last internationally recognized
Somali government in December, 1990.
The two- and three-year college programs were different from the
four year program in that the two- and three -year programs had fewer
courses required for their completion. The four-year program had more
requirements than the two- and three-year programs, while the three-year
program had more requirements than the two-year program. Among the
components that had been dropped in the conversion to the two- and the
three -year programs were the semester-long practice teaching, the math
and science requirements for social science majors, and the social
science requirements for science and math majors. The vacation time of
the students had also been infringed upon. Instead of the two yearly
breaks that added up to three months, the university instituted three
breaks that together would add up to only two months. The two yearly
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semesters of 21 weeks each, were transformed into three semesters of 16
weeks each.
The Ministry of Education (MOE) claimed that in the 1970' s there
was a shortage of teachers in secondary schools. It was during this
time period that MOE was building about a dozen secondary schools and
approximately 40 primary schools each year in order to cope with the
Somalis' increased interest in education. These schools needed teachers
at a rate greater than the rate at which the College of Education had
been graduating teachers. Another reason that increased the need for
teachers was that, in the 1970s, the common practice of hiring
expatriate teachers was terminated, since the expatriate teachers not
only drew salaries higher than those paid to local teachers, but they
did not have the ability to teach in the Somali language. It was also
during this period that the Somali language was being made the language
of instruction in schools. Hence, in the 1970s, the government had
shortened the duration of study at the college in order to accommodate
the needs of Somali secondary schools. However, in the 1980s, when the
point was reached that supply and demand for new teachers were about
equal, the duration of study reverted back to four years.
All these policy changes affecting program length resulted in
participants graduating from the college with varying capabilities. The
20 percent (N - 4) of the participants who had a four-year college
education had done practice teaching. Besides shortened academic
requirements, the 50 percent (N — 10) of the participants who had three
years of college education and the 30 percent (N - 6) who had two years
of intensive college education had not gone through a practice teaching
process. They also differed from those admitted earlier in another
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important respect: The students admitted to the college after 1979 had
no prior experience in learning in English, the language of instruction
of the COE. Approximately 35 percent (N - 7) of the participants had to
struggle with six months of intensive English before they could register
for courses at the COE.
The reasons these Somali ex- science teachers gave for leaving
their teaching positions in Somalia varied. Forty-five percent (N - 9)
of the participants said they had left Somalia to pursue higher
education in the United states. Another 25 percent (N - 5) had left
their teaching jobs in Somalia for political reasons. Three of those
who left Somalia for political reasons gave their story this way: One
participant indicated he had left because he feared prosecution by the
government; another one had left when the political unrest started in
1990; and yet another participant claimed he had left his teaching job
in Somalia because he was a member of a dissident political organization
and at one time had been imprisoned in Somalia.
On the other hand, 30 percent (N - 6) of the participants
indicated that they had left their teaching assignments in Somalia
because of economic considerations. One participant in this group who
left teaching because of economic reasons candidly admitted that he
could not cope with the salary he was being paid at the time. Another
participant in this group was transferred to the Somali Ministry of
Health to work in the Malaria and Schistosomiasis Control Project, a job
with a higher salary and which included perks like a car.
Most of the participants were at a loss in answering the question
about the job they expected to have, if they went back to Somalia. The
majority expressed considerable ambivalence about going back home.
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Thirty percent (N - 6) of the participants did not answer this question
at all, others indicated that if they do go back home to Somalia they
will not go back to teaching. Twenty-five percent (N - 5) of the
participants said they would either open their own business or work for
someone else in a private management position. Only 20 percent (N - 4)
of the participants said they would not mind going back to teaching in
the schools as school teachers. One of these four participants said he
would go back to teaching in the schools if the remuneration to the
teaching profession were improved. Another twenty- five percent (N - 5)
of the participants indicated an interest in working in the educational
field, but not as classroom teachers in the schools. Two participants
of this group, those who want to work in the educational field, but not
as teachers, said they would like to teach at the university, while the
other three indicated an interest in working in a position in
educational administration.
Survey Questions
The participants in the study were requested to answer questions
concerning their experience as both science students and science
teachers in the Somali secondary schools and as science students in the
College Of Education of the Somali National University (SNU). The data
generated through the first four questions, Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4, was
categorized as having an "aspect of science” content. The data from the
next set of questions, Q5 , Q6 , and Q7 , was categorized as having a
"goals of science instruction" content, while the data from the last
three questions, Q8 , Q9 , and QIO, was categorized as having a
"consequences of science teaching" content. The data generated by
each
questions is presented in a table specific to that question.
Following
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the presentation of the data from each question category, the data from
the entire category is summarized.
There are two terms that the participants use repeatedly in
response to the survey questions that need to be explained. The
researcher is making assertions of what these terms mean from his
discussions with the participants and from his experience as a teacher
in Somali secondary schools and the Somali secondary science teacher
education program. First, the term "experiments" recurs again and again
in the participants' responses to the survey questions. The
participants mean "laboratory exercises" when they use the term
"experiments," The participants are not using the term experiment to
mean an open-ended investigation whereby the student poses the
questions, develops a procedure, selects the equipment, and investigates
the problem. Rather, the participants are using the term experiment to
mean a laboratory exercise in which the teacher selects, probably from a
manual, the problem to be investigated, its procedure and the results
clearly anticipated or expected by the students. The so-called
experiment is really an exercise, the primary purpose of which is to
confirm the explanation for a phenomenon provided by the teacher or the
textbook. Second, the term "problem-solving" also needs to be clarified
by the researcher. When the participants in this study refer to the
I
term "problem-solving" they, in most instances, mean "pencil-and-paper
problem-solving" like solving problems found at the end of each chapter
I
in a textbook. To mean something else for either the term experiment or
1 problem-solving would have been so unusual from the standard practice
that clearly, in the researcher's judgement, the participant would have
I
I
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protested that he or she was using the term in a manner different from
that of most Somali teachers.
In summary, the data from the survey questions are summarized in
two ways. First, the participants' written answers to the survey
questions were analyzed by using a method somewhat similar to that used
by Herron (1971) for classifying his participants' understanding of
science inquiry. The researcher rated each participant on the following
five levels according to their level of understanding of science as way
of knowing:
- Level 1: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, always referred
to only scientific knowledge or information, never referred
to science as inquiry, to the scientific method, to the
processes of science, or if they referred to experiments,
they never indicated that an experiment was used for any
purpose other than to verify a law or a theory.
- Level 2: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, mentioned an
aspect of science such as problem-solving, experiments, and
skills of science, without indicating an understanding for
it. In many cases, the participants placed in this level
selected an aspect of science that was explicitly referred
to in the survey questions such as, "philosophy of science"
or the "methods of science" without any elaboration
whatsoever. Some of the participants who were placed at
this level sometimes referred to aspects of science in a
traditional context or without a consistency in meaning.
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For example, some of the participants referred to
"experiments" in the traditional context of laboratory
exercises, "problem-solving" in the context of solving the
of - the - chapter problems in the textbook, whereas some
participant in referring to experiments would sometimes
interject technical and practical aspects of science in
their responses as if these two terms were synonymous with
experiments
.
- Level 3: In this level were placed the participants who,
in their responses to the survey questions, discussed with
some understanding activities or characteristics of science
that pertained to processes of science, not mentioned in the
survey questions. The participants placed in this level
showed an understanding of the processes of science, such as
collecting data, hypothesizing, controlling variables, or
arriving at conclusions.
- Level 4: In this level were placed the participants from
whose responses to the survey questions appeared to indicate
(a) the importance of teaching about thinking, (b) some
appreciation for logic, (c) a sense of the need to question
all things, and (d) that nothing is ever proven as a truth
in science.
- Level 5; In this level were to be placed the participants
who, in their responses to the survey questions, indicated
an understanding of science as a way of knowing by saying
perhaps that science was one among many ways of learning
about the world, that science was a very powerful way of
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learning about the world, but was of limited usefulness in
solving some science-related problems and Issues, or that
students ought to be able to differentiate science from non-
science (e.g., astrology is different from astronomy).
The researcher's general approach to the ratings was to give as
high score as possible in order to be sensitive to any hint of concern
for teaching science as a way of knowing, and it is probably safe to
assume that the ratings erred if at all, on the generous side.
Finally, the results from the analysis of the participants'
responses to all ten survey questions are summarized in several brief
statements
.
Aspects of Science
The data generated from the first four survey questions, Ql, Q2
,
Q3
,
and
Q4, had an "aspect of science" content. The researcher used the term
"aspect of science" or its plural "aspects of science" in three of these
questions (Ql, Q3, Q4)
,
while he used the term "aspects of science
content" in the fourth question (Q2). The researcher's emphasis on
content in the second survey question was meant to help the participant
to concentrate and to recall the science content he or she taught in
Somali secondary schools. However, the researcher is analyzing these
four questions under "aspect of science" content, since any aspect of
science mentioned by a participant can be taught as a science content.
The data generated by each of these questions is presented in a table
specific to it. The details of the responses of the participants to the
instructions section of the survey questions and the four questions are
presented below.
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A list of some aspects of science was provided as a part of the
instructions and the participants were asked to add aspects of science
that they considered important for the teaching of science (see Appendix
B, section II), The researcher supplied the participants with the
following list;
(a) The processes, methods, and skills of science;
(b) Scientific information such concepts, laws, theories, and
definitions
,
(c) Philosophical aspects of science such as scientific values, what
science is, and how scientific knowledge is generated.
(d) Other aspects of science that you might think of. Please specify
here other aspects of science that are not specified above, but which
are important to science teaching in schools:
i
.
ii
.
iii
.
Additions by the participants included the applications of
science, science literacy, problem-solving, scientific reasoning, and
the suggestion that local skills of the Somali people be taught as
examples of science. Some of these additions are included in the list
provided by the researcher while others are not. For example, science
literacy, when it includes the relationship between science and social
issues, is even broader than what is included in the researcher's list.
Other additions by the participants, such as problem-solving,
applications, and scientific reasoning, can be argued to be part of the
aspects of science provided in the researcher's list. However, that the
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participants did add these aspects of science to the list provided to
them is an indication of the importance they attach to them.
Some of the participants added more than one aspect of science to
the list of the researcher. Forty-five percent (N - 9) of the
participants thought a list of aspects of science would not be complete
without mentioning the applications of science. Some of these
participants used the phrase "application of science" explicitly, but
others used other words to convey that meaning such as:
- use of science to alleviate human suffering;
- the value of science to society;
- efficient use of scientific knowledge (application)
;
- how science affects our daily lives;
- science's contributions to the betterment of mankind.
The second largest group of participants, 35 percent (N - 7), did
not add anything to the list provided by the researcher. Perhaps they
thought the list was complete or at least the aspects of science that
they valued personally were included in the list. A third group of
participants, 30 percent (N = 6) , added "experimentation" or
"experiments" to the list. The following aspects of science were added
by four participants, each adding one to the list:
- science literacy;
- relating local skills to science;
-
problem-solving techniques; and
- scientific reasoning.
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Survey Question Onp
Ql. Which of the above aspects of science was emphasized in the
secondary school and in the science teacher education program that you
attended as a student in Somalia? Please explain.
The participants' responses to question one (Ql) are summarized in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Summary of the Data from the First Survey Question (Ql) . Which of the
above aspects of science was emphasized in the secondary school and in
the science teacher education program that you attended as a student in
Somalia?
Aspect of Science Emphasized in
the Secondary School & College
Percentage of Somali Ex- science
Teachers (N = 20) Who Responded
1. Information/concepts
theories/laws/definitions 95
2. Processes/methods/skills 15
NB. The total percentage in this table exceeds 100 percent because two
of the participants responded to the question (Ql) with two aspects of
science that they said were emphasized in the secondary school and the
college they attended as students.
Ninety- five percent (N = 19) of the participants agreed that
category (b) - scientific information such as concepts, laws, theories
and definitions, best approximated the kind of science that was
emphasized in the secondary school and in the secondary science teacher
education program in Somalia. Seventeen of these 19 participants said
only science information was emphasized and only one participant said
only processes, methods and skills of science were emphasized. Two
participants said both of the foregoing was emphasized. That would mean
that, fifteen percent (N = 3) of the participants mentioned that in
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their schools some aspects of category (a) - the processes, methods, and
skills of science had been emphasized. This group included the lone
dissenting participant who did not regard the information aspect of
science as being the most important aspect of the science he was taught
or the science he taught. This participant, in explanation of how this
aspect, the process, methods, and skills of science, came to be taught
in his school, stated that the Peace Corps teachers who taught in Somali
schools in the 1960s, emphasized the skills, methods, and processes of
science. For this participant, it is possible that because of his
experience at the secondary school he came to regard methods, and skills
as the most important science content that was taught to him when he was
a student.
Many of the participants (N - 10)
,
while mentioning that only
scientific information was emphasized in Somali schools, gave reasons as
to why it was not possible to teach other aspects of science. For
example, at least 50 percent of the Somali ex-science teachers mentioned
that the equipment necessary for the teaching of other aspects of
science was lacking. Mr. Aabow, one of this group, stated: "Because of
the lack of modern equipment most of the courses were in this nature."
A Mr. Hirsi, argued that teachers in Somalia lack "equipment", therefore
they do not have many alternatives in what aspects of science to teach.
Mr. Asad, on the other hand, identified the problem as being "due to the
nature of lot of things like the technological backwardness of Somalia"
and claimed that Somali secondary school science teachers are
constrained by circumstances to lecture about science concepts, laws,
theories, and definitions.
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The other comments the participants made to this question (Ql)
concerned other aspects of science that were not emphasized in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program. At least twenty percent (N = 4) of the participants identified
something lacking in the Somali secondary school science curriculum.
This could be an indication that the participants want to see these
aspects of science addressed in Somali schools. Here are some of their
thoughts on what is lacking in the science taught in Somali schools:
- "Practical applications and experiments were
rare" (Haji);
-
"Values, applications of scientific knowledge, and
skills are less valued in Somali schools" (Jisow);
- "Technical and philosophical aspects of science are
given little consideration in Somali schools" (Mao);
and
-
"The concept of science was poorly addressed"
(Mumin)
.
Survey Question Two
Q2. What were the most important aspects of science content that you
taught to students in the secondary schools in which you worked in
Somalia? (Rank them according to their importance)
.
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.2. Combining the percentages for the first, second, and third
ranking as indicated in Table 4.2, among the most important aspect of
science that they taught: 45 of the participants (N = 9) chose problem-
solving; 45 percent (N •= 9) chose information, concepts, theories, and
laws; 40 percent (N = 8) chose experiments; 35 percent (N = 7) chose
process, methods, and skills of science; 35 percent (N = 7) chose
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applications of science; five percent (N - 1) chose philosophy of
science; and five percent (N - 1) chose deriving formulas.
Table 4.2
Summary of the Data from the Second Survey Question (Q2): What were the
most important aspects of science content that you taught to students inthe secondary schools in which you worked in Somalia?
Indicated as Most Important Percentage of Respondents Who Indicated
Aspect of Science Content They Taught this Aspect (N = 20)
Ranked
First
Ranked
Second
Ranked
Third
Combined
1. Problem-solving 30 15 45
2 . Information/concepts
theories/laws/definitions 20 25 45
3 . Experiments 25 15 40
4. Process/methods/skills 25 10 35
5. Applications of science 20 10 35
6. Philosophy of science 5 5
7 . Deriving formulas 5 5
NB: The total percentage in this table exceeds 100 percent because two
participants indicated they taught only one important aspect of science
content, 14 indicated two important aspects of science, and four
indicated they taught three important aspects of science content.
When asked to list the most important aspects of science content
that they taught (and to rank order them) two of the participants
responded by listing only one aspect of science content, 14 responded by
listing three aspects of science content, and four responded by listing
three aspects of science content. No participant listed more than three
aspects of science content in response to question two (Q2) . Of the two
participants who listed only one aspect of science content in response
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to the question, one participant as his entry chose "problem-solving"
and the other chose "processes, methods, and skills" of science. Of the
other participants who responded to the question with three aspects of
science content that they considered most important for his or her third
choice one chose "deriving formulas," another chose "teaching the
philosophy of science," and the remaining two chose something that the
researcher judged best fit under applications, one responding with
"relating science to everyday phenomena" and the other responding with
"exploring the destruction caused by humans to earth / places at risk."
In interpreting the responses of the participants the researcher
urges a note of caution. The researcher was not asking the participants
how much emphasis they gave to an aspect of science that they listed,
how much class time they devoted to that aspect, how well they taught
that aspect. The researcher's question was simply limited to asking the
participant: "What were the most important aspects of science content
that you taught in the secondary schools in which you worked in
Somalia?" As an example, the participant who listed "exploring the
destruction caused by humans to the environment / places at risk" may
have devoted as little as 30 minutes of class time to that aspect of
science content. But, the participant regarded that aspect of science
as one of the most important aspects of the science content that he had
taught in Somali secondary schools. The time a teacher allocates to
teaching a topic depends a lot of factors like his or her understanding
and knowledge of that topic, the expectations of the school authorities,
his or her students' familiarity or lack of familiarity with the topic,
the importance given to the topic in the syllabus, etc.
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Another way of viewing the data is in terms of traditional
practice versus non- traditional practice. Science as a way of knowing
would be viewed as non- traditional practice; traditional practice would
the teacher dominated classroom, the lecture-recitation format
a problem-solving exercise in which the teacher expects the students to
solve the pencil -and-paper problems at the end of each chapter of a
science textbook, or a laboratory exercise in which the ultimate aim is
to verify a scientific principle or a concept, or to get hands-on
experience with the principle. In this question, only 35 percent of the
participants (N = 7) gave a response that indicated a non- traditional
practice, three of them giving this response at the third level of rank
ordering. At the second level of rank ordering four of the participants
gave a response that indicated non- traditional practice. In their
responses the participants indicated that traditional practice was more
important to them than non- traditional practice. At the first level of
rank ordering, 100 percent of the participants (N - 20) chose
traditional practice, in the second level ten of the 14 participants who
ranked ordered at this level chose a response connoting traditional
practice, whereas in the third level one of the four participants who
responded at this level indicated traditional practice in his response.
Survey Question Three
Q3 . If you had to select only one aspect of the science content that you
had taught and of the science content taught to you, what would you
consider the most important aspect of science to be taught in Somali
secondary schools and the Somali science teacher education program?
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3
Summary of the Data from the Third Survey Question (Q3) . If you had toselect only one aspect of the science content that you had tCht andthe science content taught to you, what would you consider the mostimportant aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools andin the Somali secondary science teacher education program?
Most Important Aspect Percentage Of Somali Ex-Science
of Science Taught Teachers (N = 20) Who Responded
1. Process/methods/skills 55
2. Scientific reasoning 20
3. Problem-solving 10
4. Information/concepts
theories/laws/definitions 10
5. Science in everyday living 5
In response to this question, 55 percent (N = 11) of the Somali
ex- science teachers indicated that, in terms of the aspect of science
content that they had taught and in terms of the science content taught
to them, the most important aspect of science for Somali secondary
schools and for the Somali secondary science teacher education program
would be the processes, methods, and skills of science; 20 percent (N =
4) chose scientific reasoning; ten percent (N = 2) chose problem-
solving; ten percent (N = 2) chose science information, laws, and
concepts; and five percent (N = 1) chose science in everyday living.
One participant, included in the information, concepts, theories, laws,
and definitions group, suggested that the science information provided
should consist of broad and more generalized science content. Now what
was actually meant might be subject to some debate, but an example of
this might be the nine big ideas, themes, around which BSCS Biology
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(Schwab, 1963) was structured. As examples of these themes two of them
were "change through time" and "science as enquiry" (p. 30).
That the participants chose the process, methods, and skills
category of science as their first choice, 55 percent of them, in the
researcher's judgement, could be explained in two ways. First, since
each participant was reflecting on the best aspects of what he or she
had taught or that was taught to him or her, it can be argued that the
courses taught to them or that they had taught were not one
-dimensional
and had included some emphasis on the processes, methods, and skills of
science. Second, the participant could have realized in question three
(Q3) that some of the aspects of science that they selected in questions
one (Ql) and two (Q2) were actually part of processes, methods, and
skills of science. For example, in both question one (Ql) and two (Q2)
,
some participants listed scientific experiments and applications as
aspects of science that they consider important. It is therefore
possible that participants recognized that scientific experiments and
applications are not totally separate, discrete, and distinct categories
but to some extent overlap the processes, methods, and skills of science
category. One participant, a Mr. Aabow, who strongly supported the
processes, methods, and skills of science, contended that there should
be no particular essential science content. Instead, he suggested that
any science that is to be taught must be based on processes , methods
,
and skills of science, local resources, and the application of science
to the basic needs of the society.
In the responses to this question one response, "science in
everyday living," chosen by only one participant, indicates that
respondent was thinking about science in a context beyond the classroom
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or the textbook. Such a response could fairly be construed as
indicating a non- traditional practice. There were other participants'
responses like the processes, methods, and skills response and the
"scientific reasoning" response that were also construed as being part
of the non- traditional practice. The processes, methods, and skills
response because it is part of science as inquiry and scientific
reasoning because it could be used for non- traditional science
instruction, if it required consideration of premises and consequences
or arriving at the falsiflability of scientific hypotheses and
statements. However, the four participants who chose scientific
reasoning did not indicate the kind of reasoning that was involved in
the science content they had taught to their students and in the science
content taught to them, except for one participant who mentioned
deductive reasoning. The two other responses, problem-solving, and
information aspects of science, reveal a traditional practice. The
problem-solving response indicates traditional practice in that the
participants were referring to solving the -end- of- the -chapter problems
in the textbook. On the other hand, problem-solving could indicate non-
traditional science instruction, if it means solving everyday problems
and issues outside the classroom. None of the participants used
problem-solving in this context. The information aspect of science
indicates traditional practice because it refers to a content primarily
from the text book and non- interactive modes of science instruction such
as, a lecture or a recitation.
Survey Question Four
Q4. Is there one essential aspect of science, even more essential
than
what you yourself were taught as a student or what you had taught
as a
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teacher, that should be taught in secondary schools and in the secondary
science teacher education programs in Somalia? Please explain.
The participants' responses to this question are summarized in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4
Summary of the Data from the Fourth Survey Question (Q4) . Is there one
essential aspect of science, even more essential than what you yourself
were taught as a student or what you had taught as a teacher, that
should be taught in secondary schools and in the secondary science
teacher education programs in Somalia?
Essential Aspect of Science Beyond
What They Taught or Had Been Taught
Percentage of
Teachers (N =
Somali Ex-Science
20) Who Responded
1. Applications/practical aspects 55
2 . Experiments 25
3. Problem-solving 5
4. Scientific models 5
5. Computer science 5
6. Scientific reasoning 5
PIfty-five percent (N = 11) of the participants chose the
application / practical aspects of science to accommodate the
needs of
people as the most essential aspect of science to be taught in secondary
schools and the secondary science teacher education program in
Somalia.
Their choice of this aspect of science was shown in
descriptive terms.
For example some participants responded thus;
- "The usefulness of science to students and
society" (Jisow).
- "Emphasis should be given to how students could
use scientific applications in their
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environment and to the problems they encounter
in their daily lives" (Hamud)
.
-
"Practical applications of scientific findings"
(Haji)
.
-
"There should be vocational training in which
practical aspect of science is geared towards
the real concerns of the human needs" (Aabow)
.
-
"The application of science to accommodate the
needs of people such as the prevention of
diseases and the understanding of their causes" (Asad),
Experiments meaning laboratory exercises were selected by 25
percent (N - 5) of the participants as the most essential aspect of
science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program. On the other hand,
computer science, scientific reasoning, and scientific modelling were
each selected by one participant.
In this question (Q4) , the participants were expected to reveal
their perceptions of the most essential aspect of science to be taught
in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program, irrespective of what they themselves had taught as
teachers and what they had been taught as students. However, this
question did not generate new responses different from participants'
answers to the previous questions (Ql, Q2 and Q3) . It seemed that some
of the participants regarded applications, experiments, and technical
skills of science in the same category. Many of the participants mixed
their responses concerning practical aspects of science with expressions
about experiments or technical skills, and vice versa, within the same
question or from one question to the other. However, even when some of
participants selected a category different from the applications-
experiments- technical skills categories they would sometimes specify
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that such a category should be made useful to the needs of society. For
instance, a Mr. Madow selected "science concepts that are useful to the
community" as the most important aspect of science to be taught in
Somali secondary schools. This particular selection of this participant
was classified under the application / practical aspects of science
category.
Summary of the Data from Survey Questions Concerned with the Asppr^c
Science Content
The data from each of the first four questions (Ql, Q2
,
Q3 and Q4)
in the questionnaire are summarized in Tables 4.1 (p. 147), 4.2 (p.
150), 4.3 (p. 153), and 4.4 (p. 157). From the data generated by these
four questions the researcher reached conclusions.
The first question in the survey questionnaire focussed on the
Somali ex- science teachers' experience as students in Somali secondary
schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program at
SNU. The Somali ex- science teachers overwhelmingly indicated that in
their judgement only the information / concepts / theories / laws /
definitions aspect of science had been emphasized while they were
students in the Somali secondary schools and in the science teacher
education program at SNU. This permits the researcher to conclude that:
(a) The predominant method of teaching science to students in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program was through the provision of information in terms of concepts,
laws, theories, and definitions.
The second question in the survey questionnaire focussed on (1)
identifying the most important aspects of science content that the
Somali ex- science teachers had taught to students in the secondary
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schools in which they had worked in Somalia, and then (2) rank ordering
the aspects of science they listed according to the importance they
attached to them. The Somali ex- science teachers indicated that when
asked to rank order the most important aspects of science content that
they had taught to students while they were teachers in the secondary
schools of Somalia 30 percent of the Somali ex- science teachers listed
the working of end- of-the -chapter paper- and-pencil problems (what they
called problem-solving) first, 20 percent listed information laboratory
exercises (what they called experiments) first, 20 percent listed
information / concepts / theories / laws / definitions first, and 25
percent listed process / methods / skills first. Now the researcher
makes the judgement not to make a judgement about, of what they taught,
which aspect of science the participants considered most important.
Clearly, in the researchers perspective the working of the end- of- the
-
chapter pencil-and-paper problems and doing laboratory exercises are not
aspects of science; they are activities used by teachers to give
students hands -on- experience with what is being studied or to give
students the opportunity to think about what is being studied in
classes. The researcher was inclined to include them with the
information / concepts / theories / laws / definitions aspect; however,
the researcher was not at all sure that if the participants had been
told before -hand not to list experiments and problem-solving that the
participants who listed either of these two choices as their first
choice would have listed the information / concepts / theories /
definitions as their first choice. On the basis of the data, the
researcher chooses to make no conclusion about the most important aspect
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of science that the Somali ex- science teachers had taught while in
Somali secondary schools.
The third survey question in the survey questionnaire focussed on
identifying the one aspect of science content considered most important
by the Somali ex- science teachers out of all the content (1) taught to
them as students in the Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program, and (2) taught by them
while teachers in the secondary schools of Somalia. A slight majority
of the Somali ex- science teachers indicated that, of what had been
taught to them or that they had taught while associated with the
secondary schools of Somalia and the secondary science teacher education
program at SNU, the most important aspect of science was the process /
methods / skills aspect. This permitted the researcher to conclude;
(b) The Somali ex- science teachers considered the process / method /
skills aspect of science as the most important aspect of science of the
science that had been taught to them and of the science they had taught
themselves
.
The fourth question in the survey questionnaire focussed on the
most essential aspect of science beyond what the Somali ex- science
teachers had been taught as students in the Somali secondary schools and
in the Somali secondary science teacher education program or what they
had taught to their students in Somali secondary schools. A slight
majority of the participants indicated that, beyond what had been taught
to them or that they had taught while associated with the secondary
schools of Somalia and the Somali secondary science teacher education
program at SNU, the most essential aspect of science is applications and
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practical aspects of science category. This permitted the researcher to
conclude
:
(c) The participants envisioned that the most essential content of
science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program was the application /
practical aspects of science category.
The data from all four questions (Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4) in
combination further permitted the researcher to conclude:
(d) The participants indicated they considered the following important
for secondary science courses: Problem-solving (solving the end of the
chapter problems), experiments (laboratory exercises), and processes,
methods and skills of science. Of the science taught to them they
valued the processes, methods, and skills of science the most.
(e) The participants did not mention directly or even indicate
indirectly that science as a way of knowing was an essential aspect of
science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program.
The data on which these five conclusions are based, in the
researcher's judgement, provide the preponderance of evidence that
permit the rejection of hypotheses (a) and (b) . Hypotheses (a) and (b)
were respectively stated this way:
Hypothesis (a)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
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essential aspect of science that should be part of every
secondary school science course.
Hypothesis (b')
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived through probing the Somali
ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most important
science content for a secondary science teacher education
program in an African country like Somalia.
From the data generated by survey questions, Q1
,
Q2
, Q3, and Q4,
the researcher concluded that in the perspective of the Somali ex-
science teachers the aspect of science they regarded to be the most
essential for inclusion in the secondary school science curriculum and
the secondary science teacher education curriculum was the applications
of science category. Hence, both hypotheses (a) and (b) were rejected
by the researcher, since the Somali ex- science teachers failed to agree
with the result of the review of the literature that the most essential
aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program is science as a way
of knowing.
The Most Important Goals of Science Instruction
Survey questions five, six and seven (Q5, Q6 an Q7) were concerned
with the most important goals of science instruction. These three
questions are discussed separately in the following pages. The data
generated from each of these three questions is presented in its own
separate table.
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Survey Question Five
Q5. What were the most important goals that you tried to achieve in the
science teaching that you did in Somali secondary schools?
In a response to this question (Q5)
,
fifteen of the participants
gave a single goal, five responded with two responses, and none of them
provided three goals as an answer. This and the other data concerned
with survey question five (Q5) are presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Summary of the Data from the Fifth Survey Question (Q5) . What were the
most important goals that you tried to achieve in the science teaching
that you did in Somali secondary schools?
Goals While Teaching Percentage of Somali Number who listed
in Somali Secondary Ex- science Teachers This as Their Only
Schools (N = 20) Who Responded Goal
1. No goals 35 5
2 . Teach & cover textbook 35 4
3. To get the students to 25 3
understand an aspect/skill
process/technique
.
4. To teach applications of
science 20 2
5. Rote memorization of 5 1
scientific theories &
theories and terms
6. To help my students to pass with 5 0
the highest scores possible in the
centralized exams.
NB. In this table the total percentage is greater than 100
percent
because five of the participants responded to the question (Q5)
with ^wo
goals, while the remaining 15 responded with only one goal, each.
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Thirty-five percent (N - 7) of the participants said they had no
goals of their own for the science teaching they did. A similar number.
35 percent (N - 7) of the participants, said their goal was to teach and
cover the textbook. Five participants had "no goals" as their only
response, while four had "teach and cover the textbook" as their only
goal. These two groups had similar arguments. Both groups argued that
they taught their courses from pre-designed- teacher-centered textbooks
provided by the Ministry of Education (MOE)
. The goals and the
guidelines of each course were set by the ministry. One of the Somali
ex-Science teachers referred to himself as "an implementer of a pre-laid
ministerial plan" However, one participant contradicted the
participants' almost universal agreement on the power of the MOE to set
science teaching goals. He said that the Somali Ministry of Education
(MOE) did not have explicit goals for the teaching of science.
According to this participant all that the MOE did was to supply
textbooks and a three-page syllabus.
From the participants' responses to survey question five (Q5) the
researcher inferred that a large majority of the participants had not
thought long or deeply about what they were doing or why they were doing
it. The majority of the participants either had no carefully thought
out goals for their students or they confused their own personal goals
(to do what teachers normally do, to teach and cover the textbook, rote
memorization of scientific theories and terms, etc.) with goals they
might have had for students (understand how science applies to everyday
life, appreciate the scientific perspective, learn how to learn, etc.).
Four of these participants indicated that the Ministry of Education
expected them to cover the science topics in the science textbook for
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their assigned course. And at least two of them claimed that they
covered the topics in the textbook without addressing the laboratory
exercises specified in the textbook.
In addition, according to these participants, the students' tasks,
what the students were expected to do, were well understood. The
students were supposed to understand and memorize the facts, and solve
the pencil -and-paper quantitative problems at the end of each chapter.
For example, Mr. Saxir whose response was placed in a category by itself
in Table 4.5 said he taught so his students could memorize the knowledge
presented to them. Mr. Saxir in a typical reply to question five (Q5)
maintained:
Frankly speaking, there was no scientific or systematic
process of goals attainment rather than textbook completion
and the rote memorization of the . . . scientific theories and
terms
.
Another participant whose response was also placed in a separate
category in Table 4.5 asserted that one of his goals was to help his
students to pass the centralized national examinations.
The next group of participants, 25 percent (N •= 5) , indicated
their goal was to get students to understand an aspect, a process, a
skill, or a technique in science. Three of the participants had this
category as their only goal. The first of these five participants said
that his major goal when teaching science was to help his students to
acquire an "ability to tackle and relate fragmented facts and
informations . ” The second of these five participants said that the
students should be encouraged to think independently. The third said
that his goal was to teach "what science is all about," though there was
nothing else that the respondent wrote that indicated just what the
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respondent meant. The researcher thus chose to interpret the phrase
conservatively. The fourth wanted to get his students to "understand
scientific methods." This same participant reported that he thought his
task was "to make the students comprehend the textbook". The fifth
participant, in this group, taught to improve the technical skills of
his students
.
Finally, twenty percent (N = 4) of the participants wrote that one
of the goals that they tried to teach was the application of science.
Two of the participants had this goal as their only response. These
participants did not specify the applications of science they tried to
achieve in their classes.
Survey Question Six
Q6 . Were you successful or unsuccessful in achieving the most important
science teaching goals that you set for the science classes that you had
taught in Somalia?
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.6.
Table 4.6
Summary of the Data from the Sixth Survey Question (Q6). Were you
successful or unsuccessful in achieving the most important science
teaching goals that you set for the science classes that you had in
Somalia?
Response
Percentage Of Somali Ex- Science
Teachers (N = 20) Who Responded
1. I was unsuccessful
2. I was partially successful
3. I was successful
35
35
30
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In response to this question (Q6) , thirty five percent (N - 7),
said they were unsuccessful in achieving the science teaching goals that
they had set for their classes. They blamed their lack of success on a
variety of problems beyond their control such as: lack of laboratories;
shortage of equipment; shortage of textbooks; the underlying policies of
the Ministry of Education; the inappropriateness of the curriculum; and
the poor math background of their students. According to these
participants, the government did not reward teachers for their good
teaching, punish them for their poor teaching, or encourage them to
compete. Two of these participants said there was no upgrading for hard
work. One participant blamed his lack of success on his students' lack
of motivation. Others blamed the science teacher education program that
prepared them. One participant claimed that in the science teacher
education program they were not taught how to use goals for science
teaching. Another participant asserted that:
The teacher education program taught us scientific content,
but it did not teach us any teaching methods -we had no
training in how to teach and what aspects of science to
emphasize
.
Thirty- five percent (N - 7) of the participants claimed that they
were only partially successful in achieving the most important goals
they had set for their classes in the science teaching they had done.
Two of these seven participants said they had introduced science to
their students and had created in their students an awareness of
science. This group did not dwell on the scope of their failure, rather
they saw some success in what they had done.
Thirty percent (N - 6) of the participants said they could claim
success in the science teaching they did in Somalia. However,
they
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admitted they were successful from the point of view of the Ministry of
Education and their students. For example, four of them asserted they
always covered the textbook In the allotted time. One of these
participants stated: "The goal of knowledge of scientific terms and
their memorization was attained." Another participant claimed he was
rewarded by the Ministry of Education for his successful teaching. He
said he was given a medal and a cash prize. Among the reasons the
participants supplied to account for their success in achieving their
goals was their own self motivation and their students' readiness to
learn.
Survey Question Seven
Q7 . What was your role in selecting the most important science teaching
goals for Somali secondary schools as compared to the role of the
Ministry of Education, the regional and district educational
authorities, and the school administration?
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.7.
Table 4.7
Summary of the Data from the Seventh Survey Question (Q7) . What was
your role in selecting the most important science teaching goals for
Somali secondary schools as compared to the role of the Ministry of
Education, the regional and district educational authorities, and the
school administration?
Role
Percentage Of Somali Ex-Science
Teachers (N = 20) Who Responded
1. No Role 95
2. I Set My Own Goals 5
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The answers to this question were similar to some of the answers
to question five (Q5) . The majority of the participants, ninety-five
percent (N = 19)
,
said that their role in selecting the most important
goals for science instruction in Somali secondary schools was minimal
when compared to that of the Ministry of Education. They claimed their
main goal was covering, in the specified time, the topics in the
syllabus and in developing the students' content background. The answer
of Haji to this question (Q7) is typical of their answers. Mr. Haj i
wrote
:
Due to the centralized system of education, curriculum
development, and goal setting (if it existed) were the sole
responsibility of the Ministry of Education. The teacher had
no role other than teaching the text.
The participants did not believe that the school administrations
and regional education authorities had any significant role or
responsibility for science teaching in schools. However, one
participant said that the school administration and the regional
educational authorities were supposed to insure the presence of students
and teachers in the classroom. The participants assigned the greatest
role and responsibility to the Ministry of Education. Among the roles
they attributed to the Ministry of Education were the evaluation of the
teachers' work, the setting of goals, developing the curriculum, writing
textbooks, and setting guidelines.
However, one participant argued that he had a significant role in
setting the most important goals for his science teaching. He explained
further that the Ministry of Education had no goal setting or
supervisory capability that would have affected the teachers in the
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schools. According to this participant, all the Ministry of Education
did was write textbooks and syllabi and distribute them to schools.
Summary of the Data from the Survey Quest ions Concerned with the Most
Important Goals of Science Instruction
The data generated from the participants responses to the survey
questions five, six, and seven are summarized in Tables 4.5 (p. 172),
4.6 (p. 175), and 4.7 (p. 177). These three survey questions focused on
"the most important goals of science instruction." These three
questions generated the following information:
(a) The vast majority of the participants (19 of 20) did not see
themselves as having any significant role in the development and the
determination of the most important goals for the science curriculum
they had taught;
(b) Most of the participants asserted that the most important science
teaching goal that they had striven to achieve was covering the topics
in the text book, while their students were expected to memorize the
scientific terms and information;
(c) The majority of the participants conveyed to the researcher the
impression that they were not completely satisfied with the science
teaching they did while they were teachers in the Somali secondary
schools
;
and
(d) The participants, in their portrayal of the most important science
teaching goals for Somali secondary schools, did not directly mention or
even hint at goals related to science as a way of knowing as the most
important goals of science instruction. In their comments for the last
three questions (Q5, Q6, and Q7)
,
of the 20 participants, only four even
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used words, in their replies, like thinking, logic, processes, and the
scientific method.
The Somali ex- science teachers indicated in their answers to
questions five (Q5)
.
six (Q6)
.
and seven (Q7) that the goals they had
tried to achieve in their classes shortchanged their students. However,
the data from the three questions did not permit the researcher to infer
just what change in science teaching goals for the Somali secondary
schools and the Somali secondary science teacher education program would
bring reform to the system. None of the Somali ex- science teachers
indicated that if they were to go back to science teaching in the Somali
secondary schools that they would teach differently, have different
science teaching goals, or just what they would do personally to bring
about reform to their own science classroom. The Somali ex- science
teachers blamed their lack of success in achieving their stated goals on
conditions they could not change, like large class size, the poor math
background of their students, inadequate science teaching facilities
including lack of laboratory and demonstration supplies and equipment,
and the poor quality of their pre- service secondary science teacher
preparation program. In their responses to the questions they never
appeared to accept for themselves major responsibility for their lack of
success
.
The researcher at this time will take no action concerning
hypothesis (c)
.
Questions five (Q5) , six (Q6) , and seven (Q7) did not
directly address the focus of the hypothesis (c)
,
the Somali ex- science
teachers' perceptions of the most important goals for the teaching of
science at the secondary school level. Hypothesis (c) was stated this
way:
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Hypothesis (c)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
important goals for the teaching of science at the secondary
school level.
Questions five (Q5), six (Q6) , and seven (Q7) were more focussed
on science teaching goals the Somali ex- science teachers had attempted
to achieve while teaching in the secondary schools of Somalia. There is
a difference between the focus of the questions and the focus of the
hypothesis: The Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
important goals for the teaching of science at the secondary school
level. The researcher believes that after the consideration of
questions eight (Q8)
,
nine (Q9)
,
and ten (QIO) there will be sufficient
information so that the researcher will be able to make a decision about
hypothesis (c)
.
These three questions, Q8, Q9, and QIO, address
desirable consequences of science instruction, and the researcher argues
that from statements of desirable consequences of science instruction,
one can imply what the goals could have been.
Consequences of Science
The data generated by the last three survey questions was
concerned with the most desirable consequences of science teaching. The
data generated from the participants' responses to survey questions
eight (Q8), nine (Q9) , and ten (QIO) are presented, in the following
pages, in their respective tables.
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Survey Question Eipht
Q8. What most desirable consequences should science have on students
studying science in Somali secondary schools?
The participants' responses to question eight are summarized in
Table 4.8. The largest group of participants, 45 percent (N - 9)
,
asserted that the most desirable consequence of science instruction on
students should be that the student be able to use science in real life
Some expressed it in this way: That science teaching should impart
problem-solving and decision-making capability to the students. Others
in this group indicated that science teaching should prepare students
with practical skills.
Table 4.8
Summary of the Data from the Eighth Survey Question (Q8) . What most
desirable consequences should science have on students studying science
in Somali secondary schools?
Most Desirable Consequences Percentage Of Somali Ex-Science
of Science Instruction Envisioned Teachers (,N = 20) Who Responded
1. Ability to use science
in real life 45
2 . Having background necessary
to study more science
40
3. Literacy in science 25
4. No desirable
consequences on students 10
NB: In this table the percentage exceeds 100 percent because four of the
participants responded to the question with two consequences of science,
each, and 16 participants responded with one consequence, each.
The next group of participants, 40 percent (N - 8) , associated the
most desirable consequence of science instruction with the
background
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necessary to learn more science. They, in one way or another, indicated
that science teaching should empower students to learn more science.
The participants in this group seemed to perceive science instruction as
a step-by-step process, where, in the beginning, students develop a
concrete understanding of scientific laws, theories, and basic
definitions and then, in the latter stages, the student learns about
practical aspects of science, perhaps the science learned heretofore is
useful in everyday life. Viewed from another perspective the arguments
of this group could be seen, particularly for those teaching biology,
chemistry, and physics courses, as a defence of more traditional
practice. It is a familiar and often repeated argument that before you
can teach how science applies, you must first teach the basics, that is
the facts, definitions, laws, theories, etc.
Another group of participants, 25 percent (N - 5) , argued that the
most desirable consequence of science instruction is scientific
literacy. Some in this group maintained that students should be able to
use in their lives scientific information and techniques they have
learned in school. For example, some of them argued that in his or her
daily activities a person in rural Somalia needs a scientific
understanding of diseases, hygiene, and ecology. Such a person should
be able to understand the scientific aspects of events reported by local
government councils, the radio, or local newspapers. In terms of some
of their discussion of scientific literacy the researcher argues that
what this group of participants is discussing is a very limited view of
scientific literacy, the using of scientific information learned in
school in their daily lives. At least some of this group might have
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been included with the applications group; some others would have fit
less well.
The fourth group of participants, ten percent (N - 2), asserted
that the science taught in Somali secondary schools did not have any
consequences on students. Asad, one of two, said: "I doubt that there
were any consequences that science had on students". Madow, the other
participant in this group, agrees with him but qualifies his answer by
arguing that the science taught in Somali secondary schools had
consequences only for students who would study science in colleges and
universities later in their lives.
Survey Question Nine
Q9 . What most desirable consequences should the science taught in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program in Somalia have on
prospective science teachers studying in that program?
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.9. Forty percent (N “ 8) of the participants asserted that a
graduate of the science teacher education program should have an
adequate knowledge of a science field, the science field that he or she
is likely to teach in schools. One of these participants, Mr. Mao,
reasoned that such a knowledge will help the student to be hired as a
teacher in schools. Another participant, Mr. Madow, who supported the
scientific knowledge emphasis in the science teacher education programs,
recommended that students be "exposed to less of the science teaching
methodology." In this group the most desirable consequence of science
instruction on the prospective science teacher is that he or she know
the subject matter. They indicated that such a student should
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understand basic definitions, laws, and theories. For example, Haji, a
member of this group, stated;
After the completion of their course they should be in a
position to pass to their students a complete package of
scientific theories as well as scientific applications.
Table 4.9
Summary of the Data from Ninth Survey Question (Q9) . "What most
desirable consequences should the science taught in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program have on prospective science teachers
studying in that program?
Most Desirable Consequence of Science
Taught in Somali Secondary Science
Teacher Education Program
Percentage of Somali
Ex- Science Teachers
(N = 20) Who Responded
1 . An adequate knowledge
of a science field 40
2. Both an adequate knowledge of a
science field and an ability to
relate science to every day living 30
3. An interest in science 10
4. Ability to relate science
to everyday living 5
5. No response 15
The second group of participants, 30 percent (N = 6), stated that
the most desirable consequence of science instruction in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program should be that the
student
graduate with both adequate knowledge of a science field and
the ability
to relate science to everyday living. One of these
six participants
maintained that having an adequate scientific knowledge
and being able
to relate it to everyday living are two of the
areas of competence
needed by a science teacher. One participant,
in this group, even.
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argued that a science teacher develops leadership qualities from his or
her adequate knowledge of science and the ability to relate science to
everyday living. This participant argued that leadership qualities
helps the science teacher when the Ministry of Education considers
promotions and when the science teacher interacts with other teachers in
schools and in the teachers' union.
The third group, ten percent (N - 2) of the participants, said that
in the Somali secondary science teacher education program the most
desirable consequence of science instruction should be that students
develop an interest in science. One of the two members of this group
even extends this interest in science to a commitment to science
teaching. He asserted that teachers who have an interest in science
love their work. The researcher would suggest that this is no ordinary
interest in science that the participant was discussing. The researcher
suggests that the participant is talking about a science teacher who
continues to find developing new insights about how the world works
exciting and finds special joy in sharing this excitement with others.
The other participant talked about an interest in science coming from a
philosophical understanding of science.
Similarly, in the fourth group, five percent (N =1) of the
participants, argued that as the most desirable consequence of science
instruction in the Somali secondary science teacher education program, a
Somali science teacher should be able to relate science to everyday
living. The fifth group of participants, 15 percent (N = 3), had no
response at all for this question (Q9). The researcher suspects that
these three participant who failed to respond may not have understood
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the question, or perhaps regard science as having an innate value
needing no justification.
There is little doubt, in this researcher's perspective, that the
consequence of science taught in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program most valued by the participants was an adequate
knowledge of a science field. Forty percent of the Somali ex- science
teachers indicated an "adequate knowledge of a science field" as the
only desirable consequence, while another 30 percent chose two most
desirable consequences; (1) An adequate knowledge of a science field;
and (2) ability to relate science to everyday living. So fully 70
percent of the Somali ex- science teachers Indicated "an adequate
knowledge of a science field" as a most desirable consequence of science
instruction, 35 percent indicated "an ability to relate science to
everyday living" as the most desirable consequence of science
instruction, and only 10 percent indicated "an interest in science" as
the most desirable consequence of science instruction.
Survey Question Ten
QIO: How were the most consequences of the science you experienced as a
student and taught as a teacher different or similar to the most
desirable consequences of science instruction you had specified above
(Q9)?
The participants' responses to this question are presented in
Table 4.10. To this question, 20 percent of the participants made no
response at all. The 15 percent (N - 3) of the participants who failed
to respond to question nine (Q9) also failed to respond to question ten
(QIO) . The additional participant who failed to respond to this
question (QIO) may not have understood the question or may have
failed
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to respond for one or more of number of other reasons. However, the
largest group of the participants, fifty percent (N - 10), asserted
there was a difference between the consequences science instruction had
on them and their students and what they think should be the most
desirable consequences of science instruction in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program. In their response to this question
(QIO) some of the participants addressed how they were taught as
students and compared it to how they taught. This response does not
necessarily answer the question (QIO)
,
but it does show what in science
these participants thought was important. The answer given by Aby is
typical of the responses of this group to question ten (QIO). He said:
As a student I was merely a passive receiver of information.
As a teacher, I tried to encourage students to participate
in finding explanations for observed scientific phenomena.
As a student teacher, the college provided me with
scientific knowledge, but no methodological training in how
and what aspects that are important to teach. There was no
conscious effort, on the part of the teacher education
program, to produce a teacher who possesses the desirable
consequences I listed in question nine (Q9) above. A
teacher education program should have a content and methods
components . The methods component of our teacher education
program was almost nonexistent.
Table 4.10
Summary of the Data from the Tenth Survey Question (QIO) . How were the
most consequences of the science you experienced as a student and taught
as a teacher different or similar to the most desirable consequences of
science instruction that you had specified above (Q9)?
Percentage Of Somali Ex- Science
Assertion Teachers (N = 20) Who Responded
1. No response to the question
2. There was a difference
3. There was no difference
20
50
30
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The third group of participants said, in an answer to question ten
(QIO)
,
that the consequences of science instruction that they listed in
the answer to question nine (Q9) were similar (1) to the consequences
science instruction had on them, and (2) to the consequences that their
own science instruction had on their students. Thirty percent (N - 6)
of the participants answered this way.
As a response to this question the researcher expected that the
participants would reflect on the consequences of the science they
taught as teachers and on the consequences of the science that was
taught to them as students and compare that to the consequences of the
science instruction that they had envisioned for the Somali science
teacher education program. The researcher further expected that in
making the comparison the participants would indicate what they consider
the most important aspect of science to be taught in the Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program. The data generated by this question (QIO) indicates that this
assumption was highly optimistic. The majority of the participants did
not indicate what they considered the most important aspect of science
to be taught in the secondary science teacher education program level.
However, the question (QIO) generated some comments by the participants
about the most desirable consequences of science at the science teacher
education program level.
Summary of the Data of Survey Questions Concerning the Consequences of
Science Instruction
The data generated from the participants' responses to the last
three survey questions were summarized in Tables 4.8 (p. 182), 4.9 (p.
185), and 4.10 (p. 188). These survey questions (Q8 , Q9 , and
QIO) had
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the "consequences of science instruction" content. With these three
questions it was possible to elicit the following information;
The most desirable consequences of science instruction valued by the
majority of the participants was an adequate knowledge of science or one
of its disciplines and the ability to relate science to everyday living.
In the Somali secondary schools the consequence that appeared to be the
most valued would fall under the category, "ability to use science in
real life"; in the Somali secondary science teacher education program
"an adequate knowledge of a science field" was indicated as the
consequence valued; with a lessor percentage of the participants
indicating "an ability to apply science to everyday living."
In the researcher's judgement the evidence accumulated from
question eight (Q8) , nine (Q9)
,
and ten (QlO) constitute the
preponderance of the evidence that provide sufficient grounds for
rejecting Hypothesis (d)
.
Hypothesis (d) was stated this way;
Hypothesis (d)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
desirable consequences of science instruction at secondary
school level and in the science teacher education program.
The data from questions eight (Q8)
,
nine (Q9)
,
and ten (QlO)
clearly indicate that the consequences most valued as outcomes of
science instruction cluster around science content knowledge as
represented by definitions, concepts, laws, and theories, and to a
lessor extent around the application of science to everyday living.
It
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needs to be made clear at this point that the researcher recognizes that
the applications of science to everday living could include applying
science as a way of knowing to real life problems. This, in fact, would
be, in the researchers judgement, an application of science at the
highest level Imaginable. However, none of the discussion provided for
the foregoing questions by any one of the participants would lead to the
conclusions that this is what was in their minds. In no way could what
the participants were saying be interpreted as including, either as a
content knowledge or as an application of science, any of the following:
How scientists work and think, how scientific knowledge is generated,
discriminating science from non- science or better science from poorer
science, understanding both the power and limitations of science, and
being disposed to apply the scientific perspective to problems and
issues not strictly scientific. In contrast, findings following from
survey questions eight (Q8) , nine (Q9) , and ten (QIO) clearly favored
this conclusion: That the majority of the participants regarded content
knowledge defined largely as definitions , laws , theories , and facts , and
being able to apply the science learned to real life issues and problems
as being the most desirable consequence of science instruction at the
secondary school level. The preponderance of the evidence clearly
favored the rejection of h)rpothesis (d)
.
Data from questions eight (Q8) , nine (QlO) , and ten (QIO) were
also applicable to the rejection or the non-rejection of hypothesis (c) .
Hypothesis (c) was rejected for the same reason hypothesis (d) was
rejected. Hypothesis (c) stated:
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Hypothesis (o’)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
^be literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
important goals for the teaching of science at the secondary
school level.
Consequences as objects of instruction imply goals. When
considering most desirable consequences of instruction one can infer
that, as objects of instruction, the desired consequences stemmed from
goals. From a perusal and analysis of data concerning desirable
consequences of instruction it is possible to infer what the goals were.
The data accumulated concerning desirable consequences of science
instruction at the secondary school level did not include significant
elements associated with science as a way of knowing. In answer to
question eight (Q8) , for instance, the "consequences of science
instruction" question most clearly related to the goals of science
instruction at the secondary school level, tue participants listed as
the two most important consequences they envision for science
instruction at that level the "ability to use science in real life" and
"having background necessary to study more science." While both could
include science as a way of knowing, nothing the participants wrote
would seriously support such a view. Hypothesis (c) was rejected.
Participants' Perceptions of What Sc ience Is: What the Data from the
Survey Questions Permits Us to Say
Judgement of the participants' perceptions of "what science is
was based on data generated by means of a survey questionnaire
and then
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by subjecting the data so generated to a classification system pioneered
by Herron (1973). In his study of science teachers' understanding of
science inquiry, Herron utilized a system of five levels to classify
teachers' responses to interview questions. However, this study departs
from Herron's study in three aspects. First, the participants in
Herron's study were teachers who were still in the field of teaching.
In this study, the participants are ex- science teachers. Second, in
Herron's study, the participants' understanding of scientific inquiry
was analyzed. In this research, the participants' understanding of the
essence of science was studied and analyzed. According to the
researcher's perception, the essence of science encompasses larger
themes than scientific inquiry. The essence of science was determined
to be science as a way of knowing, an aspect of science that encompasses
not only scientific inquiry, but which also places science as a way of
knowing in context with other ways of knowing. Third, Herron classified
the participants in his study into five categories on the basis of an
analysis of the transcripts of tape-recorded interviews that Herron
conducted with each of the participating teachers. In contrast to that,
in this study the researcher classified each participant into one of
five levels based on an analysis of their written answers to the survey
questions. The survey questions together with the Nature of Science
Scale (NOSS) had been mailed at an earlier date to each participant.
After a detailed analysis of the participants written answers to
the survey questions, each participant was placed at one of five levels.
The five levels were modeled after the five possible response levels
first described by Herron (1973). In the rating, the researcher read
the answer for each question, identified references to science in each
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answer, and made judgement of their response level, ranging from a low
of one to a high of five. The researcher then averaged the ratings of
references to science in each question to the nearest whole number, thus
arriving at the level of classification for each question. Similarly,
the overall rating for each participant was arrived at by averaging the
ratings of questions for which it could be inferred, by reading the
responses, that the participant was directly referring to an aspect, or
aspects of science. There was no rating done for responses in which
references to science were not apparently evident and they were not
counted in the averaging process
. There were only four survey questions
(Ql, Q2
,
Q3, and Q4) in which the participants were directly queried on
aspects of science content. However, even in those and other questions,
a given response was rated only when the participant indicated that he
or she was referring to science. That means that any two of the
participants could have been rated on differing sets of survey
questions
.
Examples of How the Participants' Responses to the Survey Questions Were
Classified
.
In this section the researcher presents examples of the
participants' actual responses to some survey questions to illustrate
how the participants' responses were classified into the five levels.
The researcher, in these examples, probed participants' perceptions that
are akin to the arguments enunciated in the five hypotheses of the
study, that is, the Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of (a) the
most essential aspect of science that should be part of every secondary
school science course, (b) the most essential science content for a
secondary science teacher education program in an African country like
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Somalia, (c) the most important goals for teaching science at the
secondary school level, (d) the most desirable consequences of science
instruction at the secondary school level and in the secondary science
teacher education program, and (e) the importance of science as a way of
knowing as revealed by (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
First, the example for the participants' perceptions of the most
essential aspect of science that should be part of every secondary
school science course was selected from the participants' responses to
survey question four which is most closely akin to hypothesis (a)
.
Survey Questions one (Ql)
,
two (Q2) , and three (Q3) which are concerned
with aspects of science, do not directly address hypothesis (a), they
provide background data which helped the researcher place survey
question four in context. The following participant's response to
survey question four has two references to science. The first reference
to science, problem-solving, was rated at level two by the researcher,
since by this phrase the participant is referring to the solving of
paper-and-pencil problems. The second reference to science, the
philosophy of science, was rated at level five by the researcher, since
the philosophy of science is one of the major components of science as a
way of knowing. The overall rating for this response, as assigned by
the researcher, was at level four.
I think more emphasis should be given to enhancing students
problem-solving abilities. I also think that some
consideration should be given to teaching of the philosophy
of science in the teacher education program.
This is how the actual rating was done:
Reference to Science Level of Classification
1. Problem-solving 2
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2. Philosophy of science 5
Total 7
Overall 4
Second, the following statement is an example of a participant's
perception of the most essential science content for a secondary science
teacher education program in an African country like Somalia:
It is my belief that one important aspect of science that
has been overlooked in science education programs in Somalia
is the usefulness of science to students as well as to
society . The values of science should reach beyond the
classroom, so it could help the society understand its
merits and make people scientifically literate . Science
curricula should include topics like: Water resources,
conservation of energy, mineral resources, wise use of land
resources, and issues about ecology.
This statement has two references to science, namely, applications of
science, and science literacy. The researcher classified both these two
references at level four. Therefore, the overall rating of this
participant's response to survey question four (Q4) was rated at level
four.
Third, for the example on the a participant's perception of the
most important goals of teaching of science at the secondary school
level, the researcher selected a participant's response to survey
question five (Q5) . Survey question five (Q5) directly addressed the
argument of hypothesis (c)
,
whereas questions six (Q6) and seven (Q7)
generated background data for survey question five (Q5)
.
The following
participant's response to question five (Q5) has three references to
science which were rated as follows: Comprehension of science was rated
at level two; technical skills, and applications of science at level
four; and interest in science at level three. The overall rating
for
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this participants response was at level three. The actual response of
the participant was:
(i) To give them a complete comprehension of science subject
to students,
(ii) To improve the technical skills of students in terms of
applying science .
(iii) To develop an interest among the students in the field
of science.
Fourth, the following statement is an example of a participant's
perception of the most desirable consequences of science instruction at
the secondary school level and in the secondary science teacher
education program. One of the participants maintained that one of the
most desirable consequences of science instruction is:
To change the behavior of the students in science, i.e.,
that students develop concrete understanding of the laws
.
theories
. and the practical aspects of science and to retain
them throughout life .
There are two references to science in this statement and a general
reference that places these two statements in context. First, there is
a reference to laws and theories which was rated at level one. Second,
there is a reference to practical aspects which was rated at level four.
Third, the general reference, the reference to memorization (retain them
throughout life)
,
which was rated at level one places the other two
references (first and second) in context. The overall rating of this
statement was placed at level two, since the reference to memorization
at the end of the statement indicates that the participant valued
information aspects of science (level one or two) more than practical
aspects of science (level four)
.
Fifth, there is no particular example that can be cited for a
participant's perception of the importance of science as a way of
knowing as revealed by (a), (b) , (c) , and (d)
.
However, the overall
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effect of the evidence from (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
,
as shovm in Table
4.11, was that the Somali ex- science teachers did not consider science
at levels compatible with science as a way of knowing. The
P3.tticipants perceptions of the importance of science as a way of
knowing as revealed by (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d) will later, at the end of
this chapter, be compared to the participants' understanding of the
nature of science as indicated by their scores on the NOSS
The classification of the participants into the five levels is
presented in Table 4.11. In the first level the researcher placed those
participants who had a minimal understanding of science as a way of
knowing. Fifteen percent (N - 3) of the participants were placed at
this level. The participants in this level, in their answers to the
survey questions, always referred to scientific knowledge. These were
participants who exhibited a total orientation towards specific subject
matter in their portrayal of the most important aspect of science. For
example, one participant in this category wrote that "the science
curriculum should focus on scientific knowledge, conclusions, and
concepts." Another asserted; "I would emphasize the human body" in an
answer to the question: "What is the most important aspect of science to
be taught in schools?".
The participants who were placed in the second level were either
those who made reference to science without much understanding or those
who said that "experiments" are used in science to demonstrate the
correctness of scientific principles. They constituted 45 percent (N ~
9) of the participants. In most cases, these respondents picked up some
reference to science from the survey questions and incorporated them in
their answers. The participants in this category wrote down such things
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Table 4.11
A Classification of the Participants into Levels According to their
Understanding of Science as a Way of Knowing (SWK)
.
Category
Description
of Level of
Understanding
Somali Ex-Science Teachers (N - 20)
Subject Taught
Bio. Phys. Chem. Total
Level 1 The participant only
refers to scientific
knowledge or information.
Level 2 The participant indicates
that experiments are used
to demonstrate correctness
of scientific theories or
he/she refers to an aspect
of science mentioned in the
survey questions without
indicating understanding for it.
Level 3 The participant demonstrates
an understanding for processes
of science, and the role of logic
and experimentation in science, or
initiates discussion of some
aspects of SWK.
Level 4 The participant understands
how science is generated,
the process and the thinking
aspects of SWK
Level 5 The participant understands
SWK-differentiates between
science and non- science,
and understands the following:
values and assumptions of science,
the power and limitations of
science, and that scientific
conclusions are tentative.
Total 8 7 3 20
NB. SWK - Science as a Way of Knowing.
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as: "Philosophy of science" "Methods of science" "scientific model"
applications of science," or "problem*solving" without consistency
throughout the ten survey questions and they did not or were not able to
elaborate on these aspects of science. For example, when they were
discussing experiments and problem-solving they discussed them in their
traditional contexts. An experiment is being discussed in a traditional
context when a participant discusses it under a context in which the
teacher supplies the problem, the equipment, and the procedure. The
"experiment" is, more than anything else, an exercise of confirmation.
The experiment provides the students with the opportunity to verify what
he or she read in a book or was told by the teacher. Similarly,
problem-solving is being discussed in its traditional sense if the
participant refers to it in the context of the "pencil-and-paper"
problems found at the end of chapters in science textbooks.
The participants who were placed in the third level are those who
showed that they understood the process aspects of science as a way of
knowing. Thirty five percent (N = 7) of the participants were put in
this level. These participants referred to aspects of science such as
experiments, scientific applications, the scientific method, or problem-
solving with some understanding and consistency through out the ten
survey questions (See Table 4.11, p. 199). These participants
demonstrated in their replies that teaching thinking is an important
goal of science. For example, one participant who was placed in the
third level group said: "Students must grasp science as a discipline of
life and not as a mere hodgepodge of theories and facts." Another
participant wrote:
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One of the most important aspects of science being taught in
schools should be how to develop a scientific mode of
thinking. Students should be taught that the scientific
theories and principles are not divinely revealed truth but
they can be challenged and modified.
However, there was little indication that these participants
accurately perceived these aspect of science as a way of knowing in
terms of the assumptions and values of science. These participants did
not view science in any context larger or different from the science
materials they had taught in a course. The difference between the
participants in this third level and those in the second level is that
the second level group seemed to be relying on the references to science
listed in the survey questions, rather than developing them through
their own thinking. So what clearly distiguishes the third level from
the second level is this: While in some cases the participants may have
used the same word, those at the second level appeared to have picked
them from the survey questions, did not use them with any consistency,
and did not indicate by what they wrote much understanding of the
phrases; those participants placed at the third level used the phrases
with more consistency, and by what they wrote demonstrated some
understanding of the phrases.
The participants who were placed in the fourth level, on the other
hand, are those who articulated an understanding of how science is
generated over and beyond their understanding for the process aspects of
science. In this level, the participants' responses to the survey
questions indicated their consideration that teaching should include
thinking, appreciation of logic, questioning of all things, and that
nothing is ever proven as truth in science. Only one participant was
placed in this group. This participant showed an understanding for
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science at a higher level than the science topics in the textbooks he
had taught and in the classroom activities he had prepared for his
secondary science students. He further indicated a more open-ended
science in his portrayal of the most desirable consequences of science
instruction. For example, this participant selected the following as
the most desirable consequences of science instruction in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program:
- an understanding of philosophical aspect of science;
- an appreciation of the value of logical thinking;
- an ability to present all possible explanations; and
- an ability to facilitate discussion rather than
providing information.
The fifth level was designed for participants who demonstrated an
understanding of science as a way of knowing. However, none of the
participants qualified for this level. The participants who, it was
anticipated, would be placed at this level were those who in their
responses indicated some appreciation of the differences between science
and non- science, as well as some indication of an understanding of the
assumptions and values of science, the power and limitations of science,
of how scientists work and think, and of how the "products" of science
relate to what science is. The participants in this study did not show
an understanding for this broader way of viewing science. Although,
many of the participants mentioned that science should be made useful to
society, be applicable to the environment , ..or be made interesting to
students, they did not discuss it at the level of science as a way of
knowing. They discussed science in more limited contexts such as, for
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example, in an information-knowledge context, in application of science
context, or in a processes of science context.
Summary of the Data from the Questionnaire
The emergent data from the questionnaire concerned the educational
history and some of the characteristics of the participants, as well as,
their perceptions of the essence of science. The data was generated
from the two components of the questionnaire: The bio-data component and
the survey questions component. The researcher concluded the following
from the bio-data component of the questionnaire:
(a) The average participant had worked for seven and half years in urban
(in the regional capitals or in the national capital, Mogadishu) Somali
secondary schools, teaching one of the following four science subjects:
Biology, chemistry, physics, or agriculture in, at least, two grade
levels (grade levels 9, 10, 11, and 12); and
(b) The predominant majority of the participants had worked, for at
least, one year in a Somali primary school.
Similarly, the data from the survey questions component of the
questionnaire indicates that:
(a) A slight majority of the participants envisioned that the most
essential content of science to be taught in Somali secondary schools
and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program is the
application and practical aspects of science;
(b) The participants did not mention directly or even indirectly
indicate that science as a way of knowing was essential science content
to be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali science
teacher education program;
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(c) Most of the participants asserted that the most important science
teaching goal that they had striven to achieve was covering the topics
in the textbook, while their students were expected to memorize the
scientific terms and information; and
(d) An appreciable majority of the participants (70 percent) assert that
the most desirable consequence of science instruction is that the
students acquire an adequate knowledge in a given science discipline and
apply this knowledge to real life.
The data generated by the questionnaire demonstrated that the
participants had a fairly low level of understanding for the essence of
science. The veracity of the statement is demonstrated by the data in
two ways. First, none of the participants appeared to view science as
did Shapiro (1986), Gould (1987), Eldridge (1982), or Raths (1973). For
example, Shapiro viewed the essence of science to be "a system for
obtaining answers” in which "the method by which the search is conducted
is more important than the nature of solutions" (p. 33). If the Somali
ex-science teachers, in their replies to the questionnaire questions,
had in any way mentioned science as a way of knowing or those essential
characteristics of science such as the assumptions, values, and the
power and the limitations of science, or more important, that the
process of doing science was more important than the product of such
efforts, then the conclusion would have been that they had an
understanding of the essence of science. Second, for most or all of the
participants, scientific information really occupied the center stage;
none appeared to relegate the thinking aspects to center stage and the
concepts, theories, laws, and definitions to the sidelines. Again, if
the Somali ex- science teachers had indicated that they valued thinking
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above the information aspects of science such as concepts, theories,
laws, and definitions, then, it would have been assumed that they were
at a higher level of understanding of the nature of science.
In-Depth Interviews
The in-depth interviews were conducted in face-to-face situations
in a room or in an office with only the interviewer and the interviewee
present. Six participants were interviewed. The three interview
questions were answered in 135 minutes by each participant in three
sessions, one 45-minute session for each question. For three of the
participants, the three sessions were done the same day with the
sessions separated by half hour intervals. The other interviews were
separated by days
.
The in-depth interviews were conducted in order to secure more
information relative to the following three questions:
(1) (a) What science content were you taught as a student in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program?, and (b) What science content did you teach as a teacher in
Somali secondary schools?
;
(2) What is the most essential aspect of science to be taught in
secondary schools of Somalia?; and
(3) What are the most desirable consequences that science instruction
should have on students in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program?
Two of these three interview questions were already explicitly
contained in the survey questions. The purpose of including them again
as interview questions was to provide a check on conclusions
based on
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the participants' responses to the survey questions, to solicit the
participants for added detail, and to provide greater depth of meaning
to the participants' answers. Questions about the most important goals
of science instruction which had been accorded a significant place in
the survey were only asked as follow-up questions for interview question
one
.
Excerpts from the responses of the six participants are given
verbatim in the following pages. The researcher is using the
participants' own words to report the data resulting from the in-depth
interview questions in order to conserve the personal nature, the
vividness, and the imagery of the participants' responses. However,
the researcher is quoting only the significant excerpts. Some of the
excerpts were edited for gross grammatical errors, but otherwise none of
these excerpts were paraphrased or changed in any way. However,
particular term that recurs in these excerpts needs clarification, that
is, the recurrence of the term "experiments" in the participants'
interview transcripts. The participants, in their responses to the
interview questions, talked about "experiments" or "experimental
exercises"; however, a further discussion with the interview
participants indicated really they meant "laboratory exercises" which
will be the term used from here on to represent what the participants
called "experiments."
Finally, the excerpts from each participant in a given question
constitute a profile of a participant's answer to that question. Each
question is considered separately with a summary at the end of each
question and an overall summary at the end of the in-depth interview
section.
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In-Depth Interview Question One
Ql. (a) What science content were you taught as a student in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program?
,
and (b) What science content did you teach as a teacher in
Somali secondary schools of Somalia?
As a follow up to this first interview question, the researcher
interjected the following issues in his discussion with the
participants: (a) the characteristics of the science taught to the
participants when they were students in Somali secondary schools and in
the Somali secondary science teacher education program, (b) the role of
the Ministry of Education and the role of the participants as secondary
school science teachers in developing the most important goals of
science instruction, and (c) the impact of science on the participants
themselves. From the prolonged participants' discussions about content
it was possible to infer what they thought were the most important goals
or the most desirable consequences of science. Therefore, the excerpts
from the participants' responses to this question contain references to
these issues.
Excerpts of the responses of the six participants to this first
question are presented below:
Mr . Aby
:
The type of science I was exposed to in the secondary school
that I attended in Somalia was primarily knowledge
-
information type. There was no idea what we will do with
it. However, there were two variants of this science,
depending on whether it was taught by Indian expatriate
teachers or by Peace Corps teachers. If you were in a class
taught by Indian teachers you were exposed to lecture type
science. The teacher will come to the classroom and he will
tell you this is how things are blah blah, no questions, no
answers. The science taught by the Peace Corps, on the
other hand, was more of the investigative type, where you
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are encouraged to discover things. You were asked questions
and then you had to think of getting answers for them. With
the Peace Corps teachers, it was the first time we were able
to do lab experiments and explain what we have observed.
Science, in general, was helping me to get some answers to
those nagging questions from my childhood like: "What is the
eclipse?" and "How does it happen?" Science had the effect
of helping me to become more curious: "Why are things
happening?" We were confident then that science can provide
some explanations. That is why we were under the impression
that science was "The subject." People had higher regard
for science then.
The science I was taught in the college was different
from the science I was taught in the secondary school. The
science I was taught in the college was much more modern in
terms of science teaching. For example, in the chemistry
taught at the college, we started with the smallest
structures - microscopic particles, electrons and atoms, and
moved to macroscopic objects. And at each level you could
visualize the behavior of matter. You could see the logical
progression in the whole process. In the college we
attended people were not particularly prepared as science
teachers. People were taught science courses like in any
liberal arts college. I took courses in general chemistry,
physical chemistry... The teacher education courses, we
took, were not totally related to the science courses.
The science I taught was similar to the science taught
to me in the college. I was teaching chemistry and I was
teaching it the way I was taught in the college . I was a
firm believer in that teachers should help their students to
explain phenomena rather than providing them information.
The Ministry of Education had absolutely no visible role in
our teaching. They did not have any role in setting goals
or anything. What they provided me with were three pages of
syllabus on the topics to be covered. Most of the teachers
were not even following that syllabus. Usually teachers had
one or more books, that were not textbooks, which they used
in preparing their lessons. For the teacher who did not
have personal books it was difficult. But, they could
borrow books from other teachers. The students depended
most of the time on you, the teacher. They thought you knew
a lot, unless the word went out that so and so is a poor
teacher and in that case students will not even listen to
your lectures.
Mr . Fahmi
:
The science I experienced as a student in the secondary
school I attended in Somalia was theoretical. I could say
that the chemistry was a bit different. There were
experiments in the chemistry class. When you are a young
student you always appreciate when you are doing something.
I remember for example that I used to get bored with biology
and physics classes, but not with chemistry. I could say
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that the main factor was the teacher. Our teacher in that
class was able to organize lab exercises and other things.
The medium of instruction for science, when I was a student
in the high school, was the Somali language. The only
problem with it that I can remember was that we had limited
books to read. We were not able to use books written in
English or Italian that were available in schools. I
remember that people in Somalia, who are the uneducated
majority, did not believe in simple truths like the world
rotates on its axis or that it is round, but I myself do not
remember feeling any conflict with science when I was a
student.
The science in the college was slightly different from
the science taught to me in the secondary school. In the
college I concentrated on physics only, while in the
secondary school we were required to study biology, physics,
and chemistry equally. The science in the college was also
more applicable to the real world. I remember visiting the
main power plant in our college to learn about how
electricity is generated. When we took an electronics
course, we assembled simple radio receivers and messed with
an old television set. I even came across, at the last time
I was leaving Mogadishu airport, one classmate who became an
electronics technician at the airport on the merits of his
experience in that one course ... ha ... ha. . There were
times when I was confused with the science I was learning at
the college. For example, I took a course in classical
mechanics whose main principles were refuted in the next
course in modern physics that I took. At the time I thought
why would they teach something that is not relevant anymore.
However, in retrospect now I think it should have been
taught because it is a branch of science that is useful in
the engineering field.
When I became a teacher I was teaching the same course
that I was taught as student in the secondary school. I did
not do much that was different from the way I was taught.
The only thing I tried to change was to make my teaching
more interesting. I felt that most students were bored by
science. So I tried to encourage them by having them do
experiments in groups . I had them work in groups because it
is not only that equipment is scarce, but because it is good
for them to work in groups . They worked together in the
observations and the class discussions.
Mr . Hamud
:
On the science that I was taught in the secondary schools in
Somalia: It was about theories and laws. For example,
health, food, plant science, vegetations and things like
that. It was not practical. It was not about; "Why we
learn these things?" or "What will the students do with that
information?" The way it was then was; "Well, it could
broaden their horizons," or "they might hopefully one day
use that information." They could use it for further
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st^udies
,
or they could recall it when they encounter a
phenomenon and explain that phenomenon. Furthermore, using
that information to pass the exams is an inherent part of
teaching situation. When I was student we were
taught in English; however, when I started teaching we
taught in Somali. The environment outside the school helped
me to learn. What was taught in the classroom was out there
in the environment. You observe it and explore it.
However, we were not sent outside the classroom to explore
and learn. But, whatever we got from outside the classroom
in terms of impressions, curiosities or intuitions had an
impact on our lessons. The science in the science teacher
education program was not different from that of the
secondary school. There were no laboratory exercises and no
practical work. It was information from the teacher as
lecture and then readings from the textbook. There were no
opportunities to understand, experiment, and explore. The
teachers did not explain what science is in a clear
comprehensive way. They explained the subject matter
through content of the lesson. They did not explain how this
knowledge was generated and came to be
. I was teaching the
same syllabus that I was taught. So my responsibility was
to convey that information, in similar fashion, through
lecture. We were doing some experiments, but they were
limited and rare and obviously not enough. Our concern was
conveying the material in the textbook. There was a lot of
memorization .
. ,
because the scientific terms were in Latin
or Greek, an alien terminology. The medium of instruction
was in Somali. However, when I started teaching, the
science textbooks written in Somali were in an experimental
stage. Translating science concepts into Somali was a
rigorous process. It was not easy. There was confusion and
difficulty about which Somali word fitted a given science
concept and the whole process was in transition.
The system of education in Somalia worked through a
descending ladder of decreasing authority and increasing
responsibility for the science teaching that went in the
schools. From the bureaucrats in the ministry of education,
through the regional and district educational authorities to
the school administrators and the teacher, the teacher had
the least authority and the greatest responsibility for the
teaching that went in the school. The authorities saw to it
that curriculum is covered and the goals implemented. There
was a limited flexibility to inject or Incorporate some new
ideas into the curriculum.
Mr . Mao
:
The science I was taught in the secondary school I attended
in Somalia was basically biology, chemistry and physics. It
was taught at the introductory level. Our teachers taught
us about theories and scientific methods and tried to
develop some skills in us. They even tried to make us
interested in science. For example, in chemistry we were
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taught two things. First, we were introduced to the theory.
Second, we were asked to do some practical applications of
that theory in the lab or in some other places
.
The thing that impressed me was that the syllabus was good.
It had depth. The only time I had a conflict with science
was when we were learning about evolution. When the teacher
iritroduced it to us many of us were skeptical
,
because we
believed and still believe God created everything. However,
the teacher did not try to resolve the issue and just stuck
to the factual evidence supporting evolution.
The science at the college was different from the
science that was taught in the secondary school. There were
more materials covered, more experiments and the whole
process was more rigorous. We were trained to become science
teachers. There were other aspects taught to us like the
applications in which you can say the intention was to train
scientists
.
The materials we taught in the secondary school was
similar to what was taught to us when we were students.
However, my teaching was slightly different from that of my
teachers. In my teaching I was not able to use some the
things used by my teachers like experiments or assigning of
daily homeworks . At the time I became a teacher there were
fewer teachers and more students per class than at the time
I was a student. This limited my ability to assign and mark
homework. A shortage in equipment, on the other hand,
limited my ability to teach through experiments. The result
was that we were not able to pursue aggressively the
objectives we set out for in the beginning. Furthermore, we
were not able to develop an interest for the subject in our
students
.
Another difference from my student days was that we
were teaching using the Somali language. In my student days
the language of instruction was English. It was easier to
communicate with students using Somali. However, there were
some problems such as the shortage of reading materials and
confusion with some of translated science words. We used to
get some textbooks and other reading materials from the
Ministry of Education. However, these materials were not
enough. The problem with translated science words was that,
at the time I was teaching, the Somali nomenclature of most
science was not yet finalized. Therefore, we had to keep
abreast of what the standing of each word was in a given
semester. I did not have a problem of teaching those
science concepts in Somali. What I did was to define the
concept and explain the conditions it best described and
that basically took care of it. The role of the Ministry of
Education was basically setting the curriculum goals,
producing the textbooks and distributing the syllabus,
setting the scholastic year and providing teachers for the
schools. At my time as a teacher, regional educational
authorities visited schools occasionally. The number of
inspectors were so few that literally they could not go
around.
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Mr
. Mayow
:
I think the kind of science we were exposed to during my
time as a secondary school student in Somalia was primarily
based on scientific information and teaching students about
concepts and laws. It was practically something to be
memorized and not for acquiring basic scientific notions,
VOien we enrolled in the university things were a little bit
different. At the university, the level of teaching was
comparatively higher, but still the teachers at the
university built on what we were taught before such as laws,
theories, and principles. However, none of us was really
prepared to integrate these new scientific notions into
structured ways of thinking that could be understood by our
society.
The way I taught in the secondary school in which I
worked in Somalia was not different from the way I was
taught as a student, I was repeating the same errors as my
teachers did, I think the whole thing depended on the
proper way of training teachers or lack of it, because the
way we thought of science was to read the textbooks,
understand what is written in them, and try to pass the
exams. But, learning about science is more than that, I
think the whole outlook of how we teach science should be
changed, I think it is necessary to emancipate the mind, I
mean the learner should reach a certain level of maturity
such that he or she should exercise his own mind to
understand what is and try to explain it or modify it,
Mr , Mumin
:
What I was taught and what I taught was scientific
information- science concepts, laws, and definitions.
Science was definition of words or explanations of phenomena
and things , For example
,
What is a mosquito? and How does
the circulatory system work? Or physiology of bones?. We
were supposed to use this information to pass exams. The
teaching in the college was a little better than the
teaching in the secondary school. The teachers in the
college were more prepared and the knowledge they wanted to
convey was understandable compared to their counterparts in
the secondary school. There were experiments,
demonstrations, and use of scientific models which
were not available in the secondary school. If you were an
interested student you could see things and learn much. In
my secondary school days, I have seen few demonstrations and
was never allowed to perform an experiment, I did not know
what science was, as a concept, till I became a teacher and
I confronted the problem of explaining what science is to my
students, I taught the same syllabus that was taught to me.
With a little initiative from my side, I was able to teach
science with experiments and demonstrations, I divided my
students into groups so they could do the experiments on
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their own. There was enough scientific apparatus in the
schools I worked in. Sometimes much of the apparatus that I
used have never been used before me. A typical chapter of
I taught looked like this: I would come to the
classroom; introduce the topic; define terms; show a
demonstration if it could be arranged; derive formulas; ask
the students to do an experimental exercise; and then assign
them pencil-and-paper problems. And then I would require
that the students retain in their minds all of the things I
told them. I would be happy if they could memorize them all.
The best student was the one who could memorize all the
formulas, concepts, theories, and how to solve the pencil-
and-paper problems. The second best was the student who
memorized all these things but one. The results I expected
of my students in the experimental exercises they did was
not fanciful. All I expected of them was that they tell me
what steps they have taken and what results they have found.
Once a year my students did a project that was exhibited to
their parents and the public. The object of that was to
make the parents aware of what their sons and daughters were
achieving in the school. The development of the syllabus of
any subject was the job of the Ministry of Education (MOE.)
The Ministry used to set goals and guidelines. I was the
implementer of these goals and guidelines. Sometimes, the
Ministry could provide textbooks. For such an eventuality
we used to prepare summaries on each topic so the students
would copy them in their notebooks. If the teacher is
willing to add something to the syllabus he could do that
too, but sometimes the students could stop him from doing
that. The students would tell the headmaster that their
science teacher was not following the syllabus guidelines.
The Ministry of Education (MOE) monitored the teacher's
work. For example, when I was working in the school in Hur,
I was given a one thousand shilling reward because my
students passed the national exams with an average score of
eighty one percent (81%. ) The headmaster and the regional
authorities would also expect you to do a good job. They
will not tell you: do this and do that; but they expect you
to conduct experiments, demonstrations, field trips and
interesting lessons. They would praise good work and might
reward you for it.
In reviewing the comments from the interviews it would be fair to
conclude that the interview participants did not generally regard the
science instruction they had undergone as secondary school students as
very inspiring or their own teaching as very inspirational. The biggest
influence on their science teaching style seemed to be how they were
taught science either at the secondary level or in college. However,
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some implied that they did a better job of teaching at the secondary
level than their own teachers had done. The predominant emphasis in the
science they were taught as well as their own teaching was on science as
information, or science as explanation for physical and biological
phenomena. Teaching was largely accomplished by means of lecture,
supplemented by whatever textbook materials were available. The
science, either that they had learned or that they had taught, was not
rife with practical applications and seemed to be primarily useful for
the solving of pencil -and-paper problems at the end of the chapter and
for the passing of examinations. Memorization was much emphasized.
For instance, Mr. Aby said:
The type of science I was exposed to in the secondary school
... was primarily knowledge information type. There was no
idea what we will do with it. ... The science I taught was
similar to the science taught to me in the college.
Mr. Fahmi related:
The science I experienced as a student in the secondary
school I attended in Somalia was theoretical. ... The
science in the college was slightly different from the
science taught to me in the secondary school. ... The
science in the college was also more applicable to the real
world.
. .
.
When I became a teacher I was teaching the same
courses that I was taught as a student in the secondary
school. I did not do much that was different, from the way
I was taught. The only thing I tried to change was to make
my teaching more interesting.
Mr. Hamud maintained:
On the science that I was taught in the secondary schools in
Somalia: It was about theories and laws... It was not
practical. It was not about: "Why we learn these things?"
or "What will the students do with that information?" The
way it was then was: "Well, it could broaden their
horizons," or "they might hopefully one day use that
information." ... The science in the science teacher
education program was not different from that of the
secondary school. There were no laboratory exercises and no
practical work. It was information from the teacher as a
lecture and then readings from the textbook. There was no
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opportunities to understand, experiment, and explore. Theyid not explain how this knowledge was generated and came tobe. ... I was teaching the same syllabus that I was taught.
So my responsibility was to convey that information, in
similar fashion, through lecture. We were doing some
experiments, but they were limited and rare and obviously
not enough. Our concern was conveying the material in the
textbook. There was a lot of memorization.
Mr. Mao said:
The material we taught in the secondary school was similar
to what was taught to us when we were students.... In my
teaching I was not able to use some of the things used by my
teachers like experiments or assigning of daily homework.
At the time I became a teacher there were fewer teachers and
more students per class than at the time I was a student.
Mr. Mao, in particular, reminisced about the conflict he, a student
then, experienced when his teacher introduced evolution to their class.
Mr. Mao maintained:
The only time I had a conflict with science was when we were
learning about evolution. When the teacher introduced it to
us many of us were skeptical, because we believed and still
believe God created everything. However, the teacher did
not try to resolve the issue and just stuck to the factual
evidence supporting evolution.
Mr. Mayow related:
. . .
the kind of science we were exposed to during my time as
a secondary school student was primarily based on scientific
information and teaching students about concepts and laws.
It was practically something to be memorized and not for
acquiring basic scientific notions. When we enrolled in the
university things were little bit different. ... The way I
taught in the secondary school in which I worked in Somalia
was not different from the way I was taught as a student...
the way we thought of science was to read the textbooks,
understand what is written in them, and try to pass the
exams. But, learning about science is more than that, I
think the whole outlook of how we teach science should be
changed. I think it is necessary to emancipate the mind.
Finally, Mr. Mumin stated:
What I was taught and what I taught was scientific
information- science concepts, laws, and definitions.
Science was definition of words or explanations of phenomena
and things.... We were supposed to use this information to
pass exams. ... I taught the same syllabus that was taught
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to me. With little initiative from my side, I was able to
teach science with experiments and demonstrations.,.. A
typical chapter of what I taught looked like this: I would
come to the classroom; introduce the topic; define terms;
show a demonstration, if it could be arranged; derive
formulas; ask the student to do an experimental exercise;
and then assign them pencil-and-paper problems. And then, I
would require that the students retain in their minds all
the things I told them.
. . . In the experimental exercises.
^11 I expected of them was that they tell me what steps they
have taken and what results they have found.
From the participants' responses it seems that the Somali teachers
really had reasonable freedom to do as they desired in teaching, but
chose not to or did not know how to exploit that freedom. The
researcher hypothesizes that there were three factors at work. First,
the teachers were overwhelmed with the amount of work that is associated
with just getting ready to face their classes each day, correcting
homework, and doing what is required administratively by the system.
Second, a large amount of time is required to set up demonos trations
,
laboratory exercises, and experiments, especially when equipment and
resources are in short supply. And third, since they themselves had
experienced little or no teaching of a more innovative type, they most
likely did not know how to do things differently in their own
classrooms
.
The interview participants, except for one, characterized the role
of the Ministry of Education (MOE) as very powerful. According to five
of the participants who were interviewed, the Ministry set the goals,
produced the textbooks, developed the syllabus and the curriculum, paid
teachers, and supervised all aspects of the science teaching going on
inside the classroom. However, they further indicated that the teacher
had considerable authority. They see the role of the teacher as an
” implementer
,
" who passes through his or her hands the curriculum from
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the producer, the Ministry of Education, to the consumer, the student.
The teacher interprets the science curriculum and highlights certain
aspects of it. It is possible that the teacher could undermine the
purposes of those who developed the curriculum. However, these five
participants see the role of the teacher in deciding what to teach and
how to teach in relation to the role of the Ministry of Education as
subservient and almost insignificant. In contrast to this powerful
portrayal of the role of the Ministry of Education the participant who
dissented from the group claims the roles were actually in reverse. It
was the teachers who were powerful. The Ministry did not have a
significant support system for teachers and for schools, and their staff
in the Ministry of Education was too few in number to perform a
supervisory role.
In-Depth Interview Question Two
Q2. What is the most essential aspect of science to be taught in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali science teacher education program?
Both this question and interview question one (Ql) deal with
science content. However, question one (Ql) dealt specifically with the
science content that the participant taught and the science content that
was taught to him or her. On the other hand, this question (Q2) does
not deal with what the participant taught or what was taught to him or
her. but deals with the content (a most important aspect) that should be
taught. In this question, the participants were directly asked about
the most essential aspect of science to be taught in Somali secondary
schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program.
Excerpts of the participants answers to this question are presented
below:
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Mr
. Aby
:
I think the most important aspect of science to be taught in
schools is problem-solving. I think people should be helped
in developing skills in how to solve problems. Whether in
the usual homework pencil -and-paper problems or whether in
the larger problems in the real world where people are
compelled to make decisions in their daily lives. If at an
early age we start urging students to participate in the
process of learning with problem-solving techniques, rather
than just of being a passive receiver, it could have a
longer effect.
Problem-solving was not an object in my classes, but I
was conscious of it. I felt it was important to students;
however, I did not design any specific learning experience
for my students. I felt that if students learn how to
derive physical laws and see the deductive way of thinking,
then they could extend that to their daily lives. I did not
see anything that could make them committed to problem-
solving or improve their problem-solving abilities. We did
a pencil and paper problem-solving at the end of each
chapter of the textbook. However, it was a way of enforcing
content rather than problem-solving. By doing four or five
problems in each chapter you would believe that the person
would grasp the content
.
I would change my teaching from how it used to be, to
accommodate problem-solving, if I went back to Somalia to
teach. I would be providing less answers to my students. I
would only be a facilitator. I would only help them to
think and come up with the right solutions and answers,
rather than telling them this is how the world works. I
would also emphasize problem-solving in the science teacher
education program. Our teachers graduate from colleges
without ever hearing the word problem-solving. A lot of
them know scientific knowledge. But, they have never been
confronted with questions like: "What are you teaching?" and
"What other options do you have?"
Mr . Fahmi
:
The most important aspect of science to be taught in schools
is scientific applications. The teacher should apply
scientific theory to how the world works. This could be
useful later when the student attends college. The Somali
National University (SNU) has an in-take of only one
thousand students a year, therefore a science useful to
their lives should be taught to the rest of the students.
Somali students in high school should learn science that
they can apply to other things
.
Mr . Hamud
:
There is no one answer, in my opinion, for the most
important aspect of science to be taught in schools. I
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would say, whatever the curriculum that is taught in terms
»
concepts and information, one thing that is
important is that the student should be able to use that
knowledge. Otherwise, they would be learning science for
the sake of convention which might not have practical
considerations and it would be useless. I am not
emphasizing the basic structure of science, but
rather I am emphasizing the person who is learning
it. I am saying, why I am learning all this
information. Students want to understand problems
in their environment. They could learn to use the
concepts they are learning to work for them. For
example, if the teacher is teaching about bacteria
and how diseases are spread, then they should be
able to use those concepts to avoid contracting
those diseases. If certain practical applications
are demonstrated in the classroom, then the
students could replicate them in their lifes. These
practical applications should be decided on by the teacher,
the students, and their parents. It should be a
collaborative education. There is no way one can leave that
to the central authorities who now decide on the curriculum.
Mr . Mao
:
I think the aspect of science that is important to every
student is that he or she understand the application of
scientific theories. For example, conducting some practical
aspect of science whether the students do it themselves or
whether it is shown to them. The students should be exposed
to such things as experiments, demonstrations, films about
science, projects, and visual aids. This will help the
student to develop an interest in the subject and broaden
his understanding of the field. The only problem with
scientific applications is that the teacher has to spend
much of his time in organizing them. Sometimes, he has to
break the class into smaller groups so that each student has
an opportunity to work with the equipment.
Mr
.
Mayow
:
The most essential aspect of science to be fostered in the
mind of any student is that science is learning what has
been acquired through human endeavor- that a certain person
or people in a given place had certain problems and had to
solve them and that in every society and country there are
problems to be understood and to be solved. What happens
now in the science teaching in Somalia is that the science
taught has nothing to do with reality of the students'
lives
.
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Mr. Mumin:
The most important aspect of science to be taught in schools
is an understanding of the existence of science and its
branches. What is science? What are its different
branches? How does one branch relate to the others? What
do we benefit from it? And how do we benefit from it? If I
were to change the science curriculum in African schools, I
would make it more investigative with more emphasis on the
know-how of science. Not just the definitions of words, but
to make science relevant to practical life of students. What
is science good for, if the students cannot do something
good with it? What capabilities does science student have
that are different from the capabilities of a young person
who has been raised in the bush? Students should not be
taught only chemistry, physics and biology, but also what
relates them together. Science is anything that can
systematically work for you. It has to be done that way.
In reviewing the comments from the interviews it would be fair to
conclude that the six interview participants generally are in agreement
that applications of science are the most essential aspect of science to
be part of every science course at the secondary school level and in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program. Their greatest
argument for the applications of science seemed to be that applications
of science are useful to the students' daily lives. The participants
argue that by stressing applications of science science would be better
explained and science instruction would have desirable consequences on
the students' future learning and professional careers. According to
the interview participants the science that is to be taught in the
Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program should have relevance for "how the world works" and
the "practical lives of students".
For example, Aby said:
I think the most important aspect of science to be taught in
schools is problem-solving. I think people should be helped
in developing skills in how to solve problems. Whether in
the usual pencil-and-paper problems or whether in the larger
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problems in the real world where people are compelled to
make decisions in their daily lives. ... Problem-solving
was not an object in my classes, but I was conscious of it.
I felt it was important to students; however, I did not
design any specific learning experience for my students....
We did a pencil and paper problem-solving at the end of each
chapter of the textbook. However, it was a way of enforcing
content rather than problem-solving.
Mr. Aby, focusing on problem-solving, is arguing for problem-
solving as an application of science. That he argued for applications
of science is indicated by his mentioning of "the real world" and
decision-making in "daily lives" of students. Mr. Aby viewed problem-
solving as something that could be bigger than "pencil -and-paper
problem-solving." However, this was not explicitly stated. Mr. Aby,
did not precisely say what he meant by problem-solving, he certainly is
aware of an expanded meaning for problem-solving, though he admits that
he did not teach problem-solving in his classes. However, he
acknowledged that this broader view of problem-solving was something of
which he was aware. He asserted that the problem-solving he assigned to
his students was "pencil -and-paper problem-solving" which he said was
for the reinforcement of the science content.
Mr. Fahmi related:
The most important aspect of science to be taught in schools
is scientific applications.... A science useful to their
lives should be taught to the rest of the students. Somali
students in high school should learn science that they can
apply to other things
.
Mr. Hamud maintained:
. . .
whatever the curriculum that is taught in terms of
theory, concepts, and information, one thing that is
important is that the student should be able to use that
knowledge. Otherwise, they would be learning science for
the sake of convention which might not have practical
considerations and it would be useless.
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Mr. Mao argued:
I the aspect of science that is important to every
student is that he or she understand the application of
scientific theories. For example, conducting some practical
aspect of science whether the students do it themselves or
whether it is shown to them.
Mr. Mayow asserted:
. . .
what happens now in the science teaching in Somalia is
that the science taught has nothing to do with the reality
of the students' lives.
Finally, Mr. Mumin argued:
If I were to change the science curriculum in African
schools I would make it more investigative with more
emphasis on the know-how of science. Not just the
definitions of words, but to make science relevant to the
practical life of students. What is science good for, if
the students cannot do something important with it? What
capabilities do a science student have that are different
from the capabilities of a young person raised in the bush?
The six participants were in agreement that as a category the
applications of science are the most essential aspect of science to be a
part of every science course at the secondary school level and in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program. It can be argued
that the application of science to the daily life of students is a
component of science as a way of knowing. And it is an important
component. However, the applications of science that are being argued
for by the participants, as the researcher interprets the evidence,
refers primarily to the application of scientific concepts, laws, and
principles to the students' concerns in real life. But this is not at
the same level of importance as applying science as a way of knowing to
real world issues and problems. However, one participant, a Mr. Aby
,
seems to envision something more for problem-solving than just the
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application of science concepts, laws, and theories to problems people
in their daily lives. Earlier Mr. Aby was cjuoted as saying;
I think the most important aspect of science to be taught in
schools is problem-solving. If ... we start urging students
to participate in the process of learning with problem-
solving techniques
. .
.
problem-solving was not an object in
my classes. I felt it was important to students; however, I
didn't design any specific learning experiences for my
students ... I did not see anything that could make them
committed to problem-solving or improve their problem-
solving abilities. We did paper- and-pencil problem-solving
at the end of each chapter. However, it was a way of
enforcing content rather than problem-solving. ... I would
change my teaching from how I used to be
,
to accommodate
problem-solving, if I went back to Somalia to teach. I
would be providing less answers to my students. I would
only be a facilitator. I would only help them to think and
come up with the right solutions and answers
,
rather than
telling them this is how the world works.
Clearly, what Mr. Aby refers to falls far short of science as a way of
knowing. Mr. Aby knows that problem-solving is more than a method of
j
reinforcing content. Mr. Aby knows that problem-solving involves
j
techniques, strategies, and thought processes. Mr. Aby knows that the
1 application of science to real life involves more than applying
1
I
concepts, laws, and theories to real life problems, pointing out
examples in real life and in the environment. While in no way would Mr.
j
Aby, in his thinking, be put in the category including those who think
I
of science as a way of knowing, he is clearly aware of elements
I
I important in science as a way of knowing.
I
Applying science as a way of knowing involves using the
j
perspectives of science rather than just using its products such as
j
concepts, laws, and principles. If science students were to apply
i science as a way of knowing to real world issues and problems, they
,1
I
would, among other things, be able to do the following:
i
j
1
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I
1. Dlstingulsli scisnc© from non*scienc6, bettzer science from poorer
science
;
2. Understand the limitations of science as well as its power; and
3. Recognize that for most real-world issues and problems, the ones
people are literally willing to live and die for, the decisive data
(beliefs, prejudices, hates, lies, half-truths) does not come from
science
.
By using a scientific perspective a nation or an ethnic group can weigh
the pluses and minuses of waging war; of the assumptions being made, are
they viable assumptions? Are there other assumptions, that are not
being considered, that are more viable? Are there other assumptions
that are not in the groups interest, that, if operational, are likely to
lead to consequences not in the groups self-interest? And then, what
about the consequences? Are there possible consequences, consequences
not those envisioned, consequences too horrible to contemplate that are
more likely outcomes?
In-Depth Interview Question Three
Q3. What is the most desirable consequences that science instruction
should have on students of Somali secondary schools and in the Somali
secondary science teacher education program?
In asking this question, the researcher hoped that from the
responses obtained he would be able to infer as to the extent the
respondent valued science as a way of knowing. The participants
responses to this question are presented below:
Mr . Aby
:
I think it should help them think. It should help them think
in a logical way. Furthermore, for someone who wants to
become a science teacher, the most desirable consequence of
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science should be to be able to identify alternative
solutions to all problems that present themselves or that heis teaching. He should be able to convey to his students
the message that it is desirable to look and think about
problems in a very broad way that considers alternative
solutions
.
Mr. Fahmi:
I would say that students should be prepared to do something
^ith the science they have learned. For example, they could
use it to go to college. They could apply it in some
pi^^ctical matter in real life
. Even if these students do
not attend college they could use the science they have
learned in business or to train as technicians,
electricians, and other jobs. The least thing science can
do for you is that you learn how the world works. Even if
you do not know much you know how to explain things
. When
the teacher tells you something new, you ask yourself: Why
are these things happening, while these things do not
happen? It makes you
think.
Mr . Hamud
:
The most desirable consequence of science on the student, I
have already talked about that. I mean the student must be
able to use whatever scientific information or knowledge he
or she learns in the school.
Mr
. Mao
:
One of the most desirable consequence of science,
in my opinion, is that the student develop an
interest for science, whether they are likely to
become scientists, science teachers, or ordinary
citizens pursuing other things. At the science teacher
program, in particular, the most desirable consequence on
the student teachers is that they become better science
teachers. They should be able to communicate well with
their students and they should be able to develop an
interest in science in them. I think the Ministry of
Education (MOE) and the regional educational authorities
should help the teachers attain that goal by equipping the
schools with scientific apparatus and assigning teachers to
smaller classes.
Mr . Mayow
:
The most desirable consequence of science instruction in
Somali secondary schools is that the student should learn to
exercise his mind in arriving at what things are and try to
explain them or try to modify those explanations . The
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student should learn that science is a human endeavor and he
or she should act accordingly.
Mr
. Mumin
:
The most desirable consequence that science could have on a
student is that student become knowledgeable about science.
The student has to know the subject matter. They had to
answer questions on science, not by repeating a formula
but by expressing their informed views on the subject. The
student's knowledge could come from the teaching, from books
or from their own personal investigations. In the science
teacher education program, this is crucial. The prospective
science teachers must be educated squarely. They must be
taught very well. They have to know about the different
philosophies of science and specifically of their major.
They have to be very knowledgeable in the science discipline
they are going to teach in schools. The science teacher
must be responsible and be able to answer all questions
related to the subject he teaches. No matter how small or
naive the question is, if he has no particular knowledge
about the issue at hand he or she should know where the
answer could be found or how it could be found. If he does
not know how to find the answer he should say so. I still
remember the time, when I was in the secondary school, when
my teacher just ignored me when I asked him a question. He
still ignored me when I repeated the question. He did not
acknowledge that he did not know the answer. It hurt. It is
not a weakness if you do not know the answer, but you should
tell the student how to find it.
In reviewing the responses from interview question three (Q3) it
would be reasonable to conclude interview participants were not in
anonymous agreement on any particular consequence or consequences of
science instruction. However, two of the participants agreed that as a
desirable consequence of science instruction students should be able to
do something with the science they have learned. For instance, Mr.
Fahmi said:
I would say students should be prepared to do something with
the science they have learned . For example, they could use
it to go to college. They could apply it in some practical
matter in real life... use the science they have learned in
business or to train as technicians, electricians, and other
jobs.
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Mr. Hamud, the other participant who suggests that students be able to
do something with the science they have learned, asserted; "The student
must be able to use whatever scientific information or knowledge he or
she learns in schools .
"
Two interview participants argued that learning how to think is
the most desirable consequence of science instruction. For example, Mr
Aby, referring to science instruction, stated: "I think it should help
them think... in a logical way." Mr. Mayow, the other interview
participant in this group, maintained:
The most desirable consequence of science instruction in
Somali secondary schools is that the student should learn to
exercise his mind in arriving at what things are and try to
explain them or try to modify those explanations.
Mr. Mayow indicates his preference for thinking as a desirable
consequence of science instructions from his reference to "to exercise
the mind." However, Mr. Mayow, unlike Mr. Aby, does not refer to
logical thinking. Mr. Mayow indicates that scientific thinking should
result in explanations of phenomena.
One interview participant, a Mr. Mao, maintained that the most
desirable consequence of science instruction is that the student
develops an interest in science. He said: "one of the most desirable
consequence of science... is that the student develop an interest for
science .
"
Finally, Mr. Mumin argued that becoming knowledgeable about
science was the most desirable consequence of science instruction. Mr
Mumin asserted:
The most desirable consequence that science could have on a
student is that the student become knowledgeable about
science.... In the science teacher education program this
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is crucial ... . They have to be very knowledgeable in the
science discipline they are going to teach in schools.
In- Depth Interview VS the Questionnaire
The views expressed by the select group of participants in the in-
depth interviews lent support to the researcher's belief that as it
regards the teaching of science, the terms, "problem-solving" and
"experiments" do not mean what they appear to mean. As used by
practicing teachers in Somalia (and perhaps in other parts of the world
as well) a laboratory experiment would usually be better called a lab
exercise, while problem-solving in the lexicon of the Somali science
teachers usually denoted the working of pencil -and-paper problems found
in the end of the chapter in textbooks. The in-depth interviews was
also used to clarify and as a check, that is whether or not, data
generated by the in-depth interviewing of selected participants supports
or fails to support the conclusions generated out of data obtained
through the survey questions. No attempt was made to make comparisons
between the data supplied by each selected in-depth interview
participant with the data the same participant supplied in the survey
questions
.
Participants' Perceptions of Science Is: What the Data from the In-
Depth Interview Permits Us to Say
The data from the in-depth interview confirmed participants'
perceptions that already had been indicated in their responses to the
survey questions and to the NOSS. The in-depth interview provided a
confirmation to conclusions that the researcher had reached about the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of (a) the most essential aspect
of science to be part of every Somali secondary school science course,
(b) the most essential science content to be taught in the Somali
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secondary science teacher education program, (c) the most desirable
consequences of science teaching at the secondary school level and in
the Somali secondary science teacher education program, and (d) the
importance of science as a way of knowing. As evident in the excerpts
of the participants' responses to the three interview questions, the
participants' perceptions of the most important goals of science
teaching were not addressed directly. However, as shown in these same
excerpts there was ample opportunity to assess the validity of
conclusions about the most important goals of science instruction at the
secondary school level reached previously from the data provided through
the administration of the survey questionnaire to the participants.
Finally, from the in-depth interviews of the six participants the
researcher drew three conclusions. First, the participants do not view
science as a way of knowing as the most essential aspect of science to
be taught in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program. Science as a way of knowing as the
most essential science content cannot be inferred from the participants'
discussion of (a) the science they taught and the science taught to
them, (b) the most essential aspect of science to be taught in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program, and (c) the most desirable consequences of science instruction
for students in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary
science teacher education program. Second, the participants viewed the
applications of science and the practical aspects of science as the most
essential science content to be taught in Somali secondary schools and
in the Somali secondary science teacher education program. Third, in
the researcher's judgement the data generated by the interview questions
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was compatible with the data generated by the survey questionnaire and
the NOSS.
Some of the participants wanted to emphasize what they called
"problem-solving" and "experimentation" in Somali secondary schools.
These two aspects of science, when examined further, could be
interpreted as suggesting either rather innovative teaching approaches
or very traditional science classroom activities. "Problem-solving"
could mean confronting society-related problems that do not have readily
available answers and trying to generate alternative science -related
solutions in the classroom. However, a review of the interview data
lent further confirmation to the conclusion reached earlier that most
participants view problem-solving in terms of the "paper-and-pencil"
problems at the end of each chapter of a science textbook. Similarly,
by "experimentation" one could mean confronting a science problem to
which the answer is not known or at least the answer is not easily
assessable to the student, one could include hypothesizing, could mean
deciding on equipment needed and procedures to be carried out. However,
the interview participants in this study revealed to the researcher that
by "experimentation" they meant a laboratory exercise (called an
experiment) where the students are told what the problem is, the
equipment needed, how to carry it out, and what data to collect. In
most cases the student is never confronted with a question in which the
answer is not in the textbook, easily available in reference books, or
readily supplied by the teacher.
The results indicated that the data generated through the in-depth
interviews were compatible with the rejection of hypotheses (a) , (b)
,
and (d), and with the failure to reject hypothesis (e) . There is no
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evidence that can be construed from the participants' responses to the
in-depth interview questions that would indicate that the Somali ex-
science teachers understood science as a way of knowing. Furthermore,
none of the Somali ex- science teachers referred to goals or consequences
of science instruction that one can construe as understanding science as
a way of knowing.
Nature Of Science Scale
The NOSS is a scale designed to secure a measure of a groups'
understanding of the nature of science. Subsequently it had been used
to compare the relative understanding different groups have for the
nature of science. However, the NOSS was developed and validated by
Kimball (1967) . It consists of 29 assertions about science and for each
there is a Model Response. The participant whose understanding of the
nature of science is being determined through the NOSS has a choice of
how he or she can respond to each item; agree, disagree, or undecided.
Of the 29 items, the model response for 23 of the assertions about
science was disagree, while for six of the assertions about science it
was agree, and for none of the assertions about science was the model
response undecided. The participants' responses were scored in the
following way:
If the participant agreed with Model Response = 3
If the participant was undecided “ 2
If the participant disagreed with Model Response = 1
Kimball (1967) used the NOSS to compare the understanding of the
nature of science of 712 philosophy and ex- science majors, with the ex-
science majors having already graduated from college and admitting to
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being either practicing scientists or science teachers. Kimball
concluded in his study that the responses of the students who were
philosophy majors were more like the "literature-generated model
response" (Ibid, 1967, p. 118) than those of either the scientists or
the science teachers. Kimball used a scoring mechanism slightly
different from that of the researcher. He assigned two points to any
item response where the participant agreed with the model response, one
point for indicating that he or she is not sure, does not understand, or
feels neutral about the item, and zero to any item response were the
participant disagreed with the model response. Kimball indicated that
scores in the range of those of his participants were "less than
satisfactory" (p. 115), that is, those participants' understanding of
the nature of science was not adequate. Kimball determined a NOSS
average score of 35 out 58 for the science teachers and the scientists
in his study which corresponded to a NOSS average score of 64 out of 87
in the scoring mechanism utilized by the researcher, Anderson et. al
(1986), and Cobern (1989) were used.
However, Aikenhead (1973) and Lucas (1975) in a critique of the
NOSS indicated it is best used for comparing the understanding of
science of different groups. Aikenhead critically described the NOSS in
comparison with six other instruments including the WISP and TOUS.
Aikenhead argues that the instruments that claim to measure the
students' or teachers' understanding of science and scientists "seem to
have limitations to their appropriate use" (p. 547). Aikenhead
indicated that the NOSS measures more about the process and nature of
science, than it measures about knowledge of the subject matter content,
understanding the relationship between science and society, and
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attitudes toward science. Similarly, Lucas faults the NOSS on what he
called the "nine-out-of
- ten-film-stars-can' t-be-wrong myth" (p. 481),
meaning that Kimball used an erroneous judgement when he selected for
the NOSS those assertions that were agreed to by a majority of the
scientists that he assembled.
Anderson et al. (1986) used the NOSS to compare two groups of
students, one group which had been enrolled in a "Methods of High School
Science" course in 1969, the other group enrolled in 1984. Anderson
concluded, on the basis of the data collected, that the 1984 group of 21
students was more inclined to agree with the NOSS model responses than
the 1969 group of 24 students. Cobern (1989) compared the participants
in Anderson's study, American students, to a group of prospective
Nigerian science teachers. The data collected led Cobern to conclude
that Nigerian students were much more inclined to view the purpose of
science in technological and development terms.
Using the Spearman- Brown split-half formula Kimball (1967) first
estimated the NOSS reliability at 0.72. Anderson et al. (1986) reported
a NOSS reliability of 0.74 after using the alpha internal consistency
reliability. Cobern (1986) also found a Kuder -Richardson 20 reliability
estimate of 0.71. In this study, the researcher used the Kuder-
Richardson 21 to arrive at a NOSS reliability of 0.76.
This researcher, in deference to Aikenhead (1973) and Lucas's
(1975) argument for using the NOSS for comparative purposes, used the
NOSS to establish whether or not the Somali ex- science teachers had an
adequate understanding of the nature of science in terms of how other
comparable groups scored on the NOSS; the understanding of the nature of
science of a selected group of Somali ex- science teachers was compared
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to that of the 21 American students (1984 group) in Anderson's study and
the prospective Nigerian science teachers in Cobern's (1989) study.
These two studies, Anderson's and Cobern's, were chosen by the
researcher for two reasons. First, because the two studies were
concerned with the understanding of the nature of science of people who
were committing themselves to science teaching. Second, the students in
these two studies had already been compared to each other. Cobern
compared the Nigerian participants in his study to the 21 American
students from Anderson's study. In addition, the Nigerian students in
Cobern's study are the only group of participants from Sub-Saharan
Africa tested with the NOSS who have been reported in the literature to
date. The researcher further used Kimball's characterization of his
participant's scores as "less than satisfactory" (p. 115) to judge
whether the average score of the Somali ex- science teachers was high,
medium, or low.
However, there were some significant differences in the manner in
which previous studies had been conducted and how the NOSS scale was
used in this study. First, in the two NOSS studies previously cited
(Anderson et al. and Cobern) the NOSS had been administered in exam- like
situations, whereas in this study the NOSS was mailed to the
participants along with the survey questionnaire (in the Kimball study
wherein the NOSS was validated, Kimball mailed the NOSS to the
participants). Supervisors were present when the NOSS was administered
in the Cobern and Anderson studies . The NOSS was administered to the
participants as in the Kimball study because the participants were in
different parts of North America, and it would have been unreasonable
to
request them to assemble in one place for the administration of
the
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NOSS. Administering the NOSS in exam- like situations lessens the
likelihood of participants in any way influencing each other in
responding to the items. However, in this study the likelihood of the
participants influencing each other was minimal, since most of the
participants lived in different cities in North America and there was no
discernible advantage to the participants in cooperating with each other
while in the process of responding to the items in the NOSS. Actually,
no more than four participants responded from the same city. However,
there was a possibility that those who lived in the same city or even
those who lived in different cities might have called each other and
talked about the NOSS items. But, at the same time, it is farfetched to
imagine that they would have talked about the questionnaire or the NOSS
at length or item by item.
Second, the number of participants in the three studies was
different. The Nigerian participants were 32 in number, the number of
the American students in the Anderson study was 21, while the number of
Somali participants in this study was 20.
Third, the nature of participants in the Somali study is different
from the subjects in the two other studies. In the case of the Cobern
study, the participants were prospective science teachers who were still
studying in the science teacher education program and whose teaching
career was still ahead of them. Similarly, the American students in the
Anderson study were looking forward to becoming teachers. In the case
of the Somali participants, on the other hand, their science teaching
career, at least part of it, was already behind them. The Somali
participants have a wealth of science teaching experience, but for the
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most part, had no burning commitment or future in science teaching to
which to look forward.
Analysis of the NOSS Items
The researcher in this study utilized the same scoring mechanism
and the same statistical format for analyzing the data that Anderson et
al. (1986) and Cobern (1989) used in their studies. For each of the 29
items in the NOSS there was a model response, either agree, or disagree.
Undecided was the third possible response but none of the items had
undecided for a Model Response. In this study a participant indicated
indecision about an item by leaving it with out a response. For
agreement with the Model Response, the participant would score three (3)
points, for a disagreement one (1) point, and if undecided about what
should be the response two (2) points. Then the NOSS item results of
the American students and the Nigerian prospective science teachers were
compared to the NOSS item results of the Somali ex- science teachers.
The results of the data after using these scores are shown in two tables
which are discussed and presented in the following pages.
In the statistical analysis of the Somali ex- science teachers NOSS
results, the results from each NOSS item were compared to the
corresponding results for the same NOSS items in the Anderson and the
Cobern studies. First, for the Somali ex- science teachers the average
score for each NOSS item was calculated and then compared to the average
score of the same NOSS item for the American students and for the
Nigerian prospective teachers. The comparisons were affected by
calculating the difference between the average score of the Somali ex-
science teachers and the corresponding average score of both the
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For
American students and the Nigerian prospective science teachers,
each item in the NOSS a major feature of the statistical analysis
involved coming to a conclusion about the significance of the difference
between the mean score of the Somali ex- science teachers and each of the
other two groups. The researcher using Cobern's method decided that a
difference of 0.5 or more would be considered substantial. Cobern
(1989) argued that a difference of 0.5 chosen "a priori" would
constitute the "minimum difference for practical significance" (p. 536)
However, to arrive at how significant these mean differences were the
researcher calculated the t-test for each item result. The mean and
variance of each item result was calculated for the Somali ex- science
teachers and compared to that of the two other groups, and then the t-
test was used to establish whether the difference between the two means
in a NOSS item for the Somali ex- science teachers and one of the two
other groups, either the Nigerian prospective science teachers or the
American students, was significant when compared to expected theoretical
differences
.
Somali -American Differences
Following Coburn's example of what constituted the minumum
difference for practical signifance it was calculated that the Somali
ex-science teachers differed from Anderson's study subjects on 11 of the
29 items on the NOSS. The items for which the Somali ex-science
teachers' average score differed by 0.5 or more from the average score
of the American students in Anderson's study were: Items 7, 8, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 20, 23, 26, 29 (see Table 4.12). In only one of the 11
items did the Somali ex- science teachers agree more with the Model
Response (MR) more than did the American students; in the remaining ten
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items the American subjects agreed more with the Model Response (MR)
than did the Somali ex-science teachers (see Table 4.12).
However, after an analysis of the statistical significance of
these 11 items using t-tests (two-tailed at p < .05 and 39 degrees of
freedom)
,
the differences for seven of the assertions about science were
found to be statistically significant; that means the differences
between the two groups (American study subjects and the Somali ex-
science teachers) cannot be explained by chance alone (see Table 4.12).
A significant statistical difference was found for item 26, in
which the Somali ex- science teachers agreed more with the Model Response
(MR), Disagree (D)
,
than did the American NOSS study subjects. In item
26 it is asserted that "by the step-by-step application of the
scientific method man can solve any problem or answer any question in
the realm of nature." It is open to conjecture why the Somali ex-
science teachers would disagree more with this assertion than did the
American students. However, the researcher suspects that it is the
Somali ex- science teachers' religious background that influenced their
response to this assertion. It is entirely possible that these Somali
ex- science teachers believed that for some issues and problems in the
realm of nature the information that would be decisive in resolving the
problem or issue comes not from science but from another way of knowing,
religion. The researcher would also suspect that the American students
rejection of item 26 stemmed from a rationale different from the
Somalis. It may be entirely possible that the Somali ex- science
teachers selected the approved Model Response (MR) for item 26 for the
wrong reasons . It may mean that for them agreement with the Model
Response (MR) represents not a better understanding of the nature of
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Table 4.12
American Students' and the Somali Ex- Science Teachers' NOSS Item Results
American Somali
Students Ex- teachers
(N - 21) (N - 20) *t-
Item MR
1. Most important scient. ideas D
2. Clasification schemes A
3. Discovery & scient. method D
4. Objective of scientists D
5. Scient. hypothesis & meth. D
6. Scient. investigation & bias D
7. Science & complex knowledge D
8. Science & applications D
9. Deductive & inductive apprs . D
10. Ultimate aim of science A
11. Definition of science D
12. Science and mankind D
13. Teams of researchers D
14. Intrusion of science D
15. Individ, vs team research D
16. Nature of science models A
17. Scient. investig. proced. D
18. Sharing scient. findings D
19. Theories and predictions A
20 . Universal laws of nature D
21. Steps of scientific method D
22. Limitations of science A
23. Science and engines D
24. Science and appliances D
25. Elect, particles & future D
26. Solving scientific problems D
27. Scientific method A
28. Dedication to science D
29. Characteristics of science D
XI Var X3 Var X3-X1 statistic
1.6 .49 1.4 .64 0.2
1.9 .81 2.1 .99 0.2
1.7 .64 1.3 .39 0.4
1.6 .81 1.5 .75 0.1
2.1 .81 1.8 .89 0.3
2.5 .64 2.6 .64 0.1
1.7 .81 1.2 .36 0.5 2.10
2.0 .81 1.5 .75 0.5 1.80
2.4 .36 2.0 .95 0.4
1.3 .49 1.6 .74 0.3
2.2 .81 1.2 .36 1.0 4.20
2.2 .81 1.7 .91 0.5 1.72
2.3 .81 1.7 .91 0.6 2.07
2.5 .64 2.0 .95 0.5 1.99
1.9 .64 1.4 .64 0.5 2.00
1.9 .81 1.8 .96 0.1
1.8 .81 2.1 .85 0.3
2.6 .49 2.2 .96 0.4
2.4 .64 2.3 .91. 0.1
1.8 .81 1.3 .51 0.5 1.98
1.2 .25 1.2 .36 0.0
2.2 .81 2.5 .75 0.3
2.3 .81 1.3 .51 1.0 3.34
1.2 .16 1.3 .51 0.1
3.0 .04 2.6 .64 0.4
2.2 .81 2.8 .39 0.6 2.28
1.3 .36 1.2 .13 0.1
2.3 .81 1.9 .99 0.4
2.1 .81 1.5 .75 0.6 2.18
*p < 0.05
N.B- Kimball's (1967) NOSS was administered to both the Americans and
the Somalis.
Legend : MR - Model Response, A - Agree, D - Disagree
XI - Average item score of American students (From
Anderson, et. al, 1986).
X3 - Average item score of Somali ex- science
teachers
.
Practical Significance = A difference of 0.5
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science but actually a poorer understanding of science's power and
limitations
.
The assertions about science in which the differences between the
Americans' average scores and the Somali ex- science teachers' average
scores were significant included the following assertions in which
American subjects agreed more with Model Response (MR), Disagree (D)
,
than did the Somali ex- science teachers:
(a) Item 7: Science is constantly working toward more detailed and
complex knowledge
.
(b) Item 11: The best definition of science would be, 'science is an
organized body of knowledge .
'
(c) Item 13: Any scientific research broader than a single specialty can
only be carried out through the use of team of researchers from various
relevant fields.
(d) Item 15: Team research is more productive than individual research,
(e) Item 23: The steam engine was one of the earliest and most important
developments of modern science.
(f) Item 29: An important characteristic of the scientific enterprise is
its emphasis on the practical.
Somali-Nigerian Differences .
There were only two items from the NOSS for which the average item
results of the Somali ex-science teachers differed by the pre-determined
amount of 0.5 or more (for practical significance as suggested by
Cobern) from the average NOSS item results of the Nigerian prospective
science teachers (Items 11 and 26, see Table 4.13). Their differences
in these two item results were also determined to be statistically
significant when examined through the t-test statistics and probability
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Table 4.13
Nigerian Prospective Teachers* and the Somali Ex- Science Teachers* NOSS
Item Results
Nigerian Somali
Students Ex- teachers
N = 32 N - 20 *t-
Assertion about science MR X2 Var X3 Var X3-X2 statistic
1. Most important scient. ideas
2. Clasification schemes
3. Discovery & scient. method
4. Objective of scientists
5. Scientific hypoth. & meth
6. Scient. investigation 6e bias
7. Science & complex knowledge
8. Science & applications
9. Deductive & inductive apprs
.
10. Ultimate aim of science
11. Definition of science
12. Science and mankind
13. Teams of researchers
14. Intrusion of science
15. Indiv. vs team research
16. Nature of science models
17. Scient. investig. proced.
18. Sharing scient. findings
19. Theories and predictions
20. Universal laws of nature
21. Steps of scient. method
22. Limitations of science
23. Science and engines
24. Science & appliances
25. Elect, particles & future
26. Solving scientific problems
27. Scientific method
28. Dedication to science
29. Characteristics of Science
D 1.5 .64 1.4 .64 0.1
A 1.7 .64 2.1 .99 0.4
D 1.4 .49 1.3 .39 0.1
D 1.3 .49 1.5 .75 0.2
D 1.7 .81 1.8 .89 0.1
D 2.4 .81 2.6 .64 0.2
D 1.3 .49 1.2 .36 0.1
D 1.2 .36 1.5 .75 0.3
D 2.1 .36 2.0 .95 0.1
A 1.6 .64 1.6 .74 0.0
D 1.8 .81 1.2 .36 0.6
D 1.5 .81 1.7 .91 0.2
D 1.4 .49 1.7 .91 0.3
D 2.3 .81 2.0 .95 0.3
D 1.8 .64 1.4 .64 0.4
A 1.7 .81 1.8 .96 0.1
D 1.8 .81 2.1 .85 0.3
D 1.8 .81 CMCM .96 0.4
A 2.4 .81 2.3 .91 0.1
D 1.3 .49 1.3 .51 0.0
D 1.2 .36 1.2 .36 0.0
A 2.3 .81 2.5 .75 0.2
D 1.6 .64 1.3 .51 0.3
D 1.3 .49 1.3 .51 0.0
D 2.3 .64 2.6 .64 0.3
D 2.1 1.0 2.8 .39 0.7
A 1.5 .2 1.2 .13 0.3
D 2.2 .81 1.9 .99 0.3
D 1.1 .09 1.5 .75 0.4
2.89
2.88
p < 0.05
N.B: Kimball *s NOSS was administered to both the Somalis and to the
Nigerians.
Legend : M R = Model Response, A = Agree, D = Disagree
X2 = Average item score of Nigerian prospective
teachers (From Cobern, 1989).
X3 •= Average item score of Somali ex-science
teachers
.
Practical Significance = A difference of 0.5.
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of .05 under 50 degrees of freedom (see Table 4.13). The first item
with which the two groups differed by the predetermined amount of 0.5 or
more was Item 11, "the best definition of science would be that science
is an organized body of knowledge;" with this item the Somali ex-science
teachers were in less agreement with the Model Response (MR)
,
Disagree
(D)
,
than were the Nigerian prospective science teachers. The second
item wioth which the two groups differed by the predetermined amount of
0.5, the Somali ex- science teachers tended to agree more with the Model
Response (MR), Disagree (D)
,
than did the Nigerians. The 26th NOSS item
stated, "by the step-by-step application of the scientific method man
can solve any problem or answer any question in the realm of nature."
In addition, there were three assertions about science in which
the Nigerian prospective teachers were in statistical significant
difference with the American students (Cobern, 1989, p. 537) for which
the Somali ex- science teachers did not show any significant difference
with either group. These three assertions, the Model Response (MR) for
each was Disagree (D)
,
included:
(a) Item 18: Most scientists are reluctant to share their results with
foreigners, being mindful of national security;
(b) Item 20: When a large number of observations have shown results
consistent with a general rule, this generalization is considered to be
a universal law of nature;
(c) Item 25: If at some future date it is found that electricity does
not consist of electrons, today's practices in designing electrical
apparatus will have to be discarded.
Similarly, there were two NOSS assertions about science (Items 11,
and 15) in which the Somali ex- science teachers had a statistical
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significant difference with the American students in which the Nigerian
students did not differ significantly with either group. The argument
of the first of these two assertions, Item 11, was that the best
definition of science is "an organized body of knowledge." The second
assertion. Item 15, concerned the belief of whether team research is
better than individual research.
NOSS VS the Questionnaire
The researcher compared the results from the participants' written
answers to the survey questions to the results from the participants'
responses to the NOSS. The researcher calculated the average NOSS
scores of the five groups of participants who were respectively placed
in the five levels of science as a way of knowing, classified through
the survey questionnaire (see Table 4.14). Each groups' average NOSS
score was calculated from their aggregate score from all the NOSS items.
The average NOSS score for each group, theoretically, could range from a
low of 29 (little understanding of the nature of science) to a high of
87 (excellent understanding of nature of science) . If all the
participants were undecided about all of the items, their average NOSS
score would have been 58. The average NOSS scores of each group of the
five groups of participants classified at each level is presented in
Table 4.14. The levels indicating the participants' understanding of
science as a way of knowing, is based on their responses to the
questions in the survey questions. The levels of understanding of
science as a way of knowing had been calculated earlier in this study.
The participants who were classified in level one, lowest in
understanding of science as a way of knowing, have a slightly greater
average NOSS score than the participants in the second level (see Table
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4.14). The average NOSS score of the first level participants is 47,
while the average NOSS score for the second level participants is 46.2.
However
,
the average NOSS scores from the second level and up are
increasing from one level to the next. The average NOSS score in the
third level is 55.7, an increase of more than nine points. The one
participant ranked at the fourth level had a score of 67 points, eleven
points higher than the average NOSS score of the third level
participants
.
Table 4.14
Average NOSS Scores of the Participants and their Classification into
Five Levels with Respect to Understanding of Science as a Way of
Knowing
.
Level Based on Somali Ex-Science Teachers (N - 20)
Responses to Survey Number of participants Average
Questions at this level NOSS Score Variance
1 3 3.0
2 9 46.2 10.9
3 7 55.7 20.9
4 1 67 n.a
5 0 n.a n. a
n.a: not applicable
Participants' Perceptions of What Science Is: What the Data from the
NOSS Permits Us to Say
There were two conclusions that could be drawn from the results of
the NOSS as it concerns the Somali ex-science teachers. These two
conclusions, which were inferred from the analysis of the NOSS results,
represent how the Somali ex- science teachers perceive the nature
of
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science in comparison to the Nigerian prospective science teachers and
the American students. First, from the NOSS results it can be
legitimately inferred that there were greater differences in
understanding of the nature of science between the Somali ex- science
teachers and the American students than there were between the Somali
ex- science teachers and the Nigerian prospective teachers. Second, the
Somali ex- science teachers were less likely to agree with the Model
Responses (MR) in assertions about the nature of science concerning the
definition of science and how science is generated than were either the
Nigerian prospective science teachers and the American students.
However, more important than either of the two foregoing
conclusions, the data generated by the administration of the NOSS to the
Somali ex- science teachers will permit the researcher to make a
statement about the rejection or failure to reject the hypothesis (e)
.
Hypothesis was stated this way:
Hypothesis (e)
There is no difference between Somali ex- science teachers'
understanding of the nature of science as indicated by their
scores on the Nature Of Science Scale and the Somali ex-
science teachers' perception of the importance of science as
a way of knowing as revealed by (a), (b) , (c) , and (d)
.
First, what did the collection and analysis of the survey
questionnaire data and the review of the literature permit us to say?
The review of the literature permitted the researcher to say that the
most important science content, the essence of science, was science as a
way of knowing. The collection of the data by means of the survey
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questionnaire permitted the researcher to reject hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d) which said:
There is no difference between science as a way of knowing
arrived at through a review of the literature and that
arrived at through probing the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of:
(a) The most essential aspect of science that should be part
of every secondary school science course;
(b) The most essential science content for a science teacher
education program in an African country like Somalia;
(c) the most important goals for science teaching at the
secondary school level; and
(d) the most desirable consequences of science instruction
at the secondary school level and in the Somali science
teacher education program.
Analysis of the NOSS data revealed that the Somali ex-science
teachers' perceptions of the nature of science was relatively poor.
Analysis of the data that lead to the rejection of hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d) revealed that the Somali ex-science teachers (1) had a
relatively low perception of the essence of science, science as a way of
knowing, as the most essential aspect of science that should be part of
every secondary school science course, (2) had a relatively low
perception of the essence of science, science as a way of knowing, as
the most essential science content for a science teacher education
program in an African country like Somalia, (3) had a relatively low
perception the goals related to the essence of science, science as a way
of knowing, as the most important goals for science teaching of science
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at the secondary school level, and (4) had a relatively low perception
of the consequences related to the essence of science, science as a way
of knowing, as the most important consequences of science instruction at
the secondary school level or in the Somali secondary science education
program.
Therefore, the researcher does not reject hypothesis (e) as stated:
There is no difference between Somali ex- science teachers'
understanding of the nature of science as indicated by their
scores on the Nature Of Science Scale and the Somali ex-
science teachers' perceptions of the importance of science
as a way of knowing as revealed by (a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
Rejection of Hypothesis (e) would have required either that (1) the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the nature of science be high
as measured by the NOSS and that the Somali ex- science teachers'
perceptions of the essence of science, science as a way of knowing, be
low, as indicated by the data accumulated for the consideration of the
hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
,
or that (2) the Somali ex-science
teachers' perceptions of the nature of science be low as measured by the
NOSS and that the Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the essence
of science, science as a way of knowing, be high as indicated by the
data accumulated for the consideration of (a), (b) , (c) , and (d)
.
Neither set of conditions were obtained. In hypothesis (e) it was
stated there would be no difference between the two sets of conditions:
The Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the nature of science as
indicated by the scores on the NOSS and their perceptions of the nature
of science as indicated by the data accumulated for the consideration of
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hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
(d)
. Such a set of conditions were obtained.
Therefore, hypothesis (e) was not rejected.
The failure to reject hypothesis (e) was compatible with the
rejection of hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
The fifth hypothesis
,
(e)
,
compared data generated by NOSS about the participants'
understanding of the nature of science to the participants' perceptions
of science as a way of knowing as revealed by testing each of the four
h3rpotheses, hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
(d)
.
Summary and Comparison of the Data from the Three Sources
The data generated from questionnaire has already been compared to
the data from the other two sources, the NOSS and the in-depth
interview. Two of the sources, the questionnaire and the in-depth
interview, generated complementary data. The questionnaire was more
important than the in-depth interview. The questionnaire had open-ended
questions to which the participants responded. The data from the in-
depth interview was used to clarify and as a check on the conclusions
reached based on the questionnaire -generated data. The data generated
from the questionnaire was used for the following purposes: (a) To
classify the participants into five categories with respect to their
understanding of science as a way of knowing, and (b) to test four of
the five hypotheses of the study, hypotheses (a), (b) , (c) , and (d)
.
Hypothesis (e) compared conclusions reached about participants based on
the NOSS data against questionnaire generated data utilized in the
testing of the hypotheses (a), (b) , (c) , and (d)
.
The results of the NOSS indicate that the Somali ex- science
teachers have a naive perceptions of the nature of science based on
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their relatively low NOSS scores. The understanding of science at the
level of science as a way of knowing cannot in any way be inferred from
the Somali ex- science teachers' responses to the survey questionnaire
and in-depth interview questions. Interpretation of the data from the
questionnaire revealed that the Somali ex- science teachers had a poor
perception of science as a way of knowing (a) as essential aspect of
secondary school level science course, (b) as essential content for the
science teacher education program in an African country like Somalia.
Their perception of science as a way knowing as the most important goal
of secondary school science courses and as the most desirable
consequence of science instruction at the secondary school level and in
the secondary science teacher education program was also poor. Further
analysis of the data also revealed the participants' relatively poor
perception of the nature of science as revealed by the NOSS was
compatible with the questionnaire -generated data and the rejection of
hypotheses (a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
Hypothesis (e) which hypothesized a
good match between the participants' perception of the nature of science
as revealed by the NOSS and their perception of the importance of
science as a way of knowing was not rejected.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introducti on
This chapter contains a restatement of the problem and the
approach of this study, as well as presenting the findings and
conclusions that can be drawn from this study. The conclusions emerging
from the study are interpreted for their meaning. In addition, this
chapter describes recommendations for further study of the topic and for
the improvement of the science curriculum in Somali secondary schools
and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program. These
concluding features of the study are enlarged on in the body of this
chapter
.
The Problem
This study is concerned with the problem of selecting an effective
science curriculum for the secondary schools and the science teacher
education program of an African country like Somalia. In Somalia,
science is taught directly to students as content knowledge. Through
the medium of the teacher and the textbook, students are informed of
current scientific knowledge, and they are expected to memorize this
scientific information as if this knowledge of science content by itself
was valuable. Laboratory experiments are not really experiments, but
exercises designed to demonstrate to the students the legitimacy of the
beliefs embodied in the experiment. Problem-solving largely has a very
limited meaning: the solving of pencil-and-paper problems found at the
end of the chapter in science textbooks. Seldom is the science teacher
at the secondary level or the Somali student in the science teacher
education program confronted by the question: "What science content
should be taught?" The researcher, acting on what he believes are his
informed biases, has proposed that the science content of most worth is
what he likes to call "the essence of science." The essence of science,
as determined by a review of the literature, was "science as a way of
knowing." That is what the researcher has proposed to be the science
content of most worth.
A description of the problem of this study includes summarizing
the attempts made in Somalia, a somewhat typical underdeveloped Third
World nation located in Africa, to change the secondary level science
curriculum. These attempts at changing the curriculum were judged by
the researcher as not being successful. Three causes have been given by
educators and curriculum developers in Africa for the failure of
curricular attempts in other parts of Africa that were similar to the
science curriculum attempted in Somalia. First, the status of secondary
school science instruction was very poor. Second, educators and
curriculum developers in developing these new science curriculum
approaches failed to appreciate the cultural contexts involved in
learning and teaching science in Africa. And third, there was a lack of
systematic curriculum development as well as resources for curriculum
development in these developing African countries. While relatively
little has been published about education in Somalia in professional
journals, it is the researcher's contention that the same general
conditions prevailed in Somalia.
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A General Retrospective Plan of the Study
Basically this study had three aims. The first aim was to
determine through the literature review the most essential science
content to be taught in secondary schools and in the secondary science
teacher education program of an African country like Somalia. The
second aim was to determine through a questionnaire, and an in-depth
interview:
(a) the perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex-science teachers
regarding what is the most essential aspect of science that should be
part of every science course at the secondary school level;
(b) the perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex- science teachers
regarding what is the most essential science content that should be
taught in a secondary science teacher education program in an African
country like Somalia;
(c) the perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex-science teachers
regarding what should be the most important goals of science teaching at
the secondary school level in an African country like Somalia; and
(d) the perceptions of a selected group of Somali ex- science teachers
regarding what are envisioned to be the most desirable consequences of
science instruction in the secondary schools and of the secondary
science teacher education program of an African country like Somalia.
The third aim of the study was to directly assess through the
administration of a nature of science scale the perceptions of the
distinctive nature of science of this same group of Somali ex- science
teachers. The data so generated regarding the participants' perceptions
of the distinctive nature of science would be assessed to determine its
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compatibility with the conclusions reached about hypothesis (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
The facets of the participants* perceptions which were garnered
with the research instruments were used as evidence to either reject the
five hypotheses of the study, or on the other hand, fail to reject them.
Using the five hypotheses, the researcher investigated the Somali ex-
science teachers' perceptions (a) of the relative importance of the
essence of science, science as a way of knowing, as science content for
the secondary school and the secondary science teacher education program
science, and (b) of the relative importance of goals and consequences
related to the essence of science, science as a way of knowing, as the
most important goals of science instruction and as the most desirable
consequences of science instruction at the secondary school level in
Somalia.
FindinES and Conclusions of the Study
The data generated by the instruments of the study, namely, the
survey questions, the NOSS, and the in-depth interview was utilized in
assessing the five hypotheses. A strong tendency of the evidence, which
the researcher calls the "preponderance of the evidence," was the
criterion used by the researcher to indicate whether or not to reject a
hypothesis. Each hypothesis will be discussed separately.
Hypothesis (a)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
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essential aspect of science that should be part of every
secondary school science course.
The preponderance of the evidence lead the researcher to reject
hypothesis (a). From the literature review the researcher concluded
that science as a way of knowing is the most essential aspect of science
that should be part of every science course at the secondary school
level. The Somali ex-science teachers considered the following
important for secondary science courses: Problem solving (solving end of
the chapter problems), experiments (really laboratory exercises),
information (concepts, theories, laws, and definitions), and processes,
methods, and skills. They generally agreed that the information aspect,
that is, the concepts, theories, laws, and definitions, as being
emphasized most when they were students. However, they considered the
practical aspects of science, that is the application of science to
problems and issues in contemporary Somali life, as being more important
than any of the foregoing for inclusion in the Somali secondary school
curriculum.
Hypothesis (b)
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
essential science content for a secondary science teacher
education program in an African country like Somalia.
The preponderance of the evidence lead the researcher to reject
hypothesis (b)
.
Through a review of the literature the researcher
concluded that science as a way of knowing is the most important
science
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content for the Somali secondary science teacher education program,
especially in its introductory science courses. While, the Somali ex-
science teachers believed that in the science teacher education program
they attended information, concepts, theories, laws, and definitions was
most emphasized, of what they had been taught processes, methods, skills
was the most important, but even more important in a science teacher
education program were the practical applications of science to the
problems and issues in contemporary Somali society.
Hypothesis (c")
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex-science teachers' perceptions of the most
important goals for the teaching of science at the secondary
school level.
The preponderance of the evidence lead the researcher to reject
hypothesis (c)
.
From the literature review the researcher concluded
that goals related to science as a way of knowing would be the most
important goals for teaching of science at the secondary school level.
However, a study of the data inferred from the participants' perception
of consequences of science revealed that apparently a majority of the
participants regarded "the ability to use science in real life" and
"having background necessary to study more science" as the most
important goals of science instruction. Determining the participants'
perception of these most important goals of science instruction was made
through the consideration of the notion that "consequences imply goals."
On the other hand, the goal the Somali ex- science teachers had striven
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to achieve while teaching in the secondary schools of Somalia was to
teach and cover the textbook. Hypothesis (c) was rejected.
Hypothesis (d')
There is no difference between the perceived importance of
science as a way of knowing arrived at through a review of
the literature and that arrived at through probing the
Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the most
desirable consequences of science instruction at the
secondary school level and in the secondary science teacher
education program.
The preponderance of the evidence lead the researcher to reject
hypothesis (d)
.
From a review of the literature the researcher
concluded that consequences related to the understanding of science as a
way of knowing such as being able to discriminate science from non-
science, understanding both the power and limitations of science, being
disposed to apply the scientific perspective to problems and issues not
strictly scientific, etc., are the most desirable consequence of science
instruction at the secondary school level and in the secondary science
teacher education program. A study of the data by the researcher
revealed that a majority of the participants regarded being able to use
science in real life as one of the most desirable consequences of
science instruction at the secondary school level and in the secondary
science teacher education program. Now, this does not exclude science
as a way of knowing, since not only is science as a way of knowing
science, it is the essence of science. However, since none of the
participants heretofore had given any indication of knowing about,
understanding, or appreciating science as a way of knowing, they could
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hardly be in a position to apply science as a way of knowing to real
life issues or problems. On this basis the researcher felt the logical
course of action to be taken was the rejection of hypothesis (d)
. By a
large margin the participants regarded the most desirable consequence of
Iss-^ning science as being able to use science in real life.
Hypothesis (e)
There is no difference between the Somali ex-science
teachers' understanding of the nature of science as
indicated by their scores on the Nature Of Science Scale and
the Somali ex- science teachers' perceptions of the
importance of science as a way of knowing as revealed by
(a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
The evidence was not sufficient to cause the researcher to reject
the fifth hypothesis (e)
. From the data accximulated for hypothesis (a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and (d) the researcher concluded that none of the
participants' perceptions of science included science as a way of
knowing. The data accumulated through the administration of the NOSS
indicated that, in comparison with other groups to whom the NOSS had
been administered, the Somali ex- science teachers' scores were what
could be described as low average. The NOSS scores were seen by the
researcher as being compatible with the data accumulated by the
administration of the survey questionnaire and the in-depth interviews.
Thus, hypothesis (e) was not rejected.
Four of these hypotheses were rejected by the researcher, while
the evidence was not sufficient for the researcher to reject the fifth.
The preponderance of the evidence, as interpreted by the researcher and
as presented in the data presentation and analysis section of this
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study, did not support the theses enunciated by hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
. All four of these hypotheses were rejected because the
evidence strongly showed that there is difference between the perceived
importance of science as a way of knowing arrived at through the
literature review and that arrived at through the probing of the Somali
ex- science teachers' perceptions of (a) the most essential aspect of
science that should be part of every secondary science course, (b) the
most essential science content for the Somali secondary science teacher
education program, (c) the most important goals for science teaching in
Somali secondary schools, and (d) the most desirable consequences of
science instruction at the secondary school level and in the science
teacher education program. The literature review supported the
importance of science as a way of knowing, whereas the Somali ex- science
teachers were seen as failing to appreciate science as a way of knowing
as revealed in the data analysis that accompanied (a)
,
(b)
,
(c)
,
and
(d) . Finally, the researcher's failure to reject hypothesis (e) is
compatible with the rejecting of the previous four hypotheses (a), (b)
,
(c)
,
and (d)
.
The preponderance of the evidence allows the researcher to
conclude that: (a) The participants in this study had an inadequate
understanding of science as a way of knowing, and (b) they are not
adequately prepared to convey this most important aspect of science to
science students.
Implications of the Findings
Three implications can be drawn from the preceding findings of
this study. First, this study offers support for inclusion of science
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as a way of knowing in all science courses at the secondary level and
all science courses at the college level. It can be argued that science
as a way of knowing is an indispensable part of all science courses and
that science students who study science at these levels without
understanding and appreciating this essential element are, first, being
seriously shortchanged, and second, learning a seriously flawed or
distorted version of science. This would apply particularly to
introductory college courses and to those in a science teacher education
program. Introductory college courses and those taken to fulfill
college general education requirements are particularly targeted for
such inclusion. This may well be the last opportunity for many students
to encounter, as a part of their formal education, science as a way of
knowing. And prospective secondary school science teachers have a great
need for such a competency.
These recommendations are compatible with the recommendations of
Wright (n.d.) and Mayer (1984) concerning the teaching of ways of
knowing at the university level. Mayer, in particular, proposed that
the ways of knowing of science should be made a major component of every
introductory science course at the university level that is a part of
the courses intended for majors in the discipline. Wright, in a
somewhat similar recommendation, did not specify any particular
discipline. However, if science majors need to understand and
appreciate science as a way of knowing, then the need of non- science
majors is equally great. This again is compatible with Mayer's
recommendation, since it could be argued that one needs to know,
understand, and appreciate in conclusion-making and decision-making the
genesis of all information utilized. In addition, it could be argued
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that in order to know something one needs to know what it is not.
Therefore, one needs to know science as a way of knowing and science
departments in colleges and universities have a special responsibility
to convey this to students
. At the same time one needs to know about
the aesthetic, the spiritual, and other appropriate ways of knowing.
The differences between these ways of knowing and science as a way of
knowing become clear as one contrasts what science is with what science
is not.
Second, this study has implications for the in-service education
of secondary school science teachers in Somalia and for the science
instructors in the Somali secondary science teacher education program as
well as for all, perhaps, instructors worldwide. They need to know,
understand, and appreciate science as a way of knowing, at least at the
level of any materials they plan to use in their teaching.
Third, science curriculum materials with heavy emphasis on science
as a way of knowing and appropriate for the science courses to be
taught, need to be developed, and provision needs to be made for
familiarizing science teachers with these materials on a philosophical
level, on a practical level, and on a user level.
Recommendations for Further Study
The researcher's recommendations in this study are of three kinds.
First, further research needs to be done using science teachers as
participants. The teachers to be used as participants should be those
who are in the field, working as science teachers in secondary schools.
The research should use the best means of data collection as well as
classroom observations of participating secondary science teachers.
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This would make it possible to ascertain whether or not actual practice
matches participants' claims about those aspects of science they teach
and emphasize in their science classes.
Second, further research needs to be done on the extent science as
a way of knowing is compatible with other approaches to the teaching of
science i.e., everyday coping, structure of science, correct
explanations, scientific skill development, etc. It seems that it would
match quite well with any approach emphasizing applications to issues
and problems of a science -society- technology nature. Students need to
know about nuclear science, genetics, and physical chemistry, but they
also need to know about good thinking strategies, their limitations and
strengths
.
Third, further research needs to be done on the effectiveness of a
science curriculum based on science as a way of knowing, the conditions
under which it is likely to be effective, and the conditions that limit
its effectiveness. This is particularly important in a resource
deficient nation like Somalia, because large class size, and lack of
materials and equipment are not likely to be easily overcome. In
addition, the effectiveness of programs designed to train teachers for
teaching in a program emphasizing science as a way of knowing needs to
be assessed. Teaching, under the best of circumstances, is a stressful
occupation, challenging, and one that requires a great deal of
creativity on the teachers part. Some conditions in schools like large
class size, lack of various kinds of support, and too heavy teaching
load, seriously limit even the best intentioned teachers.
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Appendix A:
COVERING LETTERS
LETTER 1:
Letter from the Researcher Mailed to the Participants with theQuestionnaire and the Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS)
Dear Colleague,
I would like to request your cooperation in answering the survey and
the Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS) questions attached to this letter.
This is part of a doctoral dissertation study that 1 am investigating
on: "The Perceptions of Ex-Science Teachers of the Most Essential Aspect
of Science Content to be Taught in Secondary Schools and in the
Secondary Science Teacher Education Program in Somalia." This study ishsmg undertaken to learn more ahout how science curriculum in secondary
schools and science teacher education programs in Somalia can be
focused. This information will contribute to research in education, and
will be beneficial to future teachers in Somalia.
I am soliciting you as a possible participant in this study because
of your valuable science teaching experience in secondary schools of
Somalia and because I am unable at this particular time to go to Somalia
and solicit the perceptions of experienced science teachers like you,
who are actually now in the field of teaching.
If you decide to participate in this study, answer the survey and
the scale questions and mail them to the address provided below:
345 Lincoln Ave, Apt 323
Amherst, MA 01002
If you mail the answers to the questions as specified above, then that
signifies that you consent to become a participant in this study. You
might also be requested to participate in an in-depth interview. Only a
few of the participants of this study will be asked to take part in the
in-depth interview.
My goal is to analyze the material gathered for presentation in my
doctoral dissertation. I might also use the information in journal
articles or in seminars and workshops for teachers. However, I will not
under any circumstances use your name, or the names of the schools and
regions in which you worked in Somalia. I will refer to the schools in
which you have worked as urban and rural schools.
The possible risk factors from your participation are no greater
than the loss of time spent in answering the questions and mailing them
to me. If you agree to participate by answering the questions and
mailing them to me, you are completely free to withdraw your consent to
participate in the study within three months of the time you mailed the
materials to me. In such an eventuality, if you write to me or call me,
asking me not use the materials you have sent me, I will respect your
wish. I will also send you a summary of the findings of the study
before I present them in the doctoral dissertation.
The investigator in this study is Saeed Osman Fahia, a doctoral
student at University of Massachusetts/Amherst. If you have any
questions, please contact me at the Center for International Education,
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University of Massachusetts, (413) 545-4179 (Daytime)
(home)
.
or (413) 546-3226
Thank you for your time and your interest in improving science
education in Somalia. ^
Yours Sincerely,
Saeed Osman Fahia
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LETTER 2:
A Letter From the Dissertation Committee Chairman Mailed to the
participants with the Questionnaire and the NOSS.
Sept. 24, 1991.
Dear Colleague of Saeed Osman Fahia;
Saeed Osman Fahia is a doctoral student at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst, and I am the chairperson of his doctoral
committee. At the present time, Saeed is conducting his research and
needs the active cooperation of a small group of Somali ex- secondary
science teachers. You have been chosen to participate, and I would
appreciate it very much if you would participate in the first phase of
his data collection. Let me assure you that your replies will be kept
confidential, and you will in no way be identified with your replies.
You will be asked to complete several research forms
,
and it should
require no more than 60 minutes of your time.
The piece of research in which Saeed is engaged is an important
piece of research and eventually should contribute to the improvement of
education in Somalia. Your cooperation and prompt return of the
materials will be most appreciated.
Besides Saeed, I have had the opportunity to have in my classes
several other of Saeed' s countrymen, and it has indeed been a pleasure
to have had them in my classes as well. Your cooperation in this
endeavor will enable one more of your countrymen to successfully
complete his work in this country.
Sincerely yours,
Leverne J . Thelen
Professor
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Appendix B;
INSTRUMENTS OF THE STUDY
Section I
Biographical Data
1. What is your name
2. How long were you a teacher in Somalia? (In years)
How many years did you work in primary schools?
How many years did you work in secondary Schools?
3.
What subject(s) did you teach in the secondary schools in
which you worked?
(b) At what grade level (s)?
4.
Do you have any teaching experience other than in Somali
schools? (explain when and where)
5.
What kind of school(s) did you work in in Somalia? (circle
one)
(a) Urban (b) Rural (c) Urban and Rural, both.
6.
When did you first become a student at the College of
Education of Somali National University?
7
.
Did you graduate from the College of Education of SNU?
(a) Yes (b) No
If yes, when?
8 What caused you to leave your teaching work in Somalia?
9.
If you return to Somalia, What kind of job do you expect
to have? (explain)
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Section II
Survey Questions
In the following ten survey questions I hope to determine your
perceptions of what is the most essential aspect of science to be taught
in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher
education program, the most desirable consequences and the most
important goals of "the science you taught as a teacher and of the
science taught to you as a student." There are many aspects of science
taught in schools and universities such as:
(a) The processes, methods and skills of science;
(b) Scientific information such as concepts, laws,
theories and definitions;
(c) Philosophical aspects of science such as scientific
values, what science is and how scientific knowledge
is generated; and
(d) Other aspects of science you might think of. Please
specify here other aspects of science that are not
specified above, but which are important to science
teaching in schools:
i
.
ii
.
iii
.
Please answer each question in as much detail as possible. Use the back
of the page if necessary.
Ql. Which of the above aspects of science was emphasized in the
secondary school and in the science teacher education program that you
attended as a student in Somalia?
Please explain.
Q2 . What were the most important aspects of science content that you
taught to students in the secondary schools in which you worked in
Somalia? ( Rank them according to the importance you attached to them
then)
.
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Q3. If you had to select only one aspect of the "science content you
taught and the science content taught to you," what would you consider
the most important aspect of science to be taught to students?
4. Is there one essential aspect of science, even more essential than
what you yourself were taught as a student or that you taught to your
students, that should be taught in secondary schools and in the
secondary science teacher education program in Somalia? Please explain.
5. What were the most important goals that you tried to achieve in the
science teaching that you did in Somali schools?
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6.
Were you successful or unsuccessful in achieving the most important
science teaching goals that you set for the science classes that you
taught in Somalia? (Explain what helped you or what hampered you?)
7.
What was your role in selecting the most important goals for the
science content that you had taught in Somali secondary schools as
compared to the role of the Ministry of Education, the regional and
district educational authorities, and the school administration?
8.
What most desirable consequences should science have on students
studying science in Somali secondary schools?
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9. What most desirable consequences should the science taught in the
Somali secondary science teacher education program have on prospective
science teachers studying in that program?
10. How were the most desirable consequences of the science you
experienced as a student and taught as a teacher different or similar to
the most desirable consequences of science instruction that you had
specified above (Q9)?
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Section III
Nature Of Science Scale (NOSS)
(Developed by Kimball, 1967)
Instructions: If you agree with the statement provided below circle
agree. If you do not agree with it, circle disagree.
1. The most important scientific ideas have been the result
of systematic logical thought.
Agree Disagree
2. Classification schemes are imposed upon nature by the
scientists: they are not inherent in the materials
classified.
Agree Disagree
3. Thanks to the discovery of the scientific method, new
discoveries in science have begun to come in faster.
Agree Disagree
4. The primary objective of the working scientist is to
improve human welfare.
Agree Disagree
5. While a scientific hypothesis may have to be altered on
the basis of newly discovered data, a physical law is
permanent
.
Agree Disagree
6. The scientific investigation of human behavior is useless
because it is subject to unconscious bias of the
investigator
.
Agree Disagree
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7. Science is constantly working toward more detailed and
complex knowledge
.
Agree Disagree
8. A fundamental principle of science is that discoveries
and research should have some practical applications.
Agree Disagree
9. While biologists use the deductive approach to a problem,
physicists always work inductively.
Agree Disagree
10. The ultimate goal of all science is to reduce
observation and phenomena to a collection of
mathematical relationships.
Agree Disagree
11. The best definition of science would be "an organized
body of knowledge."
Agree Disagree
12. Science tries mainly to develop new machines and
processes for the betterment of mankind.
Agree Disagree
13. Any scientific research broader than a single speciality
can only be carried out through the use of a team of
researchers from various relevant fields.
Agree Disagree
14. Investigation of the possibilities of creating life in
the laboratory is an invasion of science into areas
where it does not belong.
Agree Disagree
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15.
Team research is more productive than individual
research.
Agree Disagree
16. Many scientific models are man-made and do not pretend
to represent reality.
Agree Disagree
17. Scientific investigations follow definite approved
procedures
.
Agree Disagree
18. Most scientists are reluctant to share their findings
with foreigners, being mindful of the problem of
national security.
Agree Disagree
19. The essential test of a scientific theory is its
ability to correctly predict future events.
Agree Disagree
20. VThen a large number of observations have shown results
consistent with a general rule, this generalization is
considered to be a universal law of nature.
Agree Disagree
21. The scientific method follows the five regular steps of
defining the problem, gathering data, forming a
hypothesis, testing it, and drawing conclusions from it.
Agree Disagree
22. One of the distinguishing traits of science is that it
recognizes its own limitations.
Agree Disagree
23.
The steam engine was one of the earliest and most
important developments of modern science.
Agree Disagree
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24. Scientific research should be given credit for producing
such things as modern refrigerators, television and home
air conditioning.
Agree Disagree
25. If at some future date it is found that electricity
does not consist of electrons, today's practices in
designing electrical apparatus will have to be
discarded.
Agree Disagree
26. By the step by step application of the scientific method
man can solve any problem or answer any question in the
realm of nature
.
Agree Disagree
27. A scientific method is a myth which is usually read
into the story after it has been completed.
Agree Disagree
28. Scientific work requires a dedication that excludes many
aspects of the lives of people in other fields of work.
Agree Disagree
29. An important characteristic of the scientific enterprise
is its emphasis on the practical.
Agree Disagree
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Section IV
The In-depth Interview Questions
Ql. What kind of science content were you taught in the Somali secondary
school and in the Somali secondary science teacher education program
that you attended as student? And what kind of science content did you
teach as a teacher in Somali secondary schools?
Q2 . What is the most essential aspect of science to be taught in Somali
secondary schools and in the Somali secondary science teacher education
program?
Q3. What should be the most desirable consequences of science
instruction in Somali secondary schools and in the Somali science
teacher education program?
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